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The ‘thought’ is our preceptor who reasons and brings us the 
truth, but ‘belief’ is the defector who kills reason and brings us the 

intellectual death. 
 

The sacrifices within the religious books have made all those 
books sacred, but only the sacrifices within human hearts can make 

the humans sacred and pure. 
 

God is great, no doubt, this is because God has the greatest 
qualities, but the beliefs and rituals are the least because they impel 

the people to fight with blind stupidity. 
 

God is always the universal Truth, Love, and Morality, and so, we 
cannot see in God any brutality. 
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Spying has been used to discover human secret activities, and we can’t get those secret 
truths without that. In the same way, in the subtler astral spheres, there are many 
layers of different types of subtler existence, and if anybody tries to spy in these 
subtle-spheres, there is an equal probability of getting different secret truths as well. 
When science thinks the infinite probabilities in this world, religions, unfortunately, 
think about their religions as the ultimate supernatural discoveries and never agree 
with any probable idea beyond their religious books!! They call all other ideas in the 
spiritual field, other than themselves, as the false religions and the false Gods!! These 
opposing ideas about God and religion clearly show some kinds of misunderstanding 
about them, and we were also unable to discover them due to its supernatural state 
and also of its powerful secrecy in the subtler spheres. When this is the situation, now, 
we have got an unbelievable account on those subtler existences! This discovery was 
made by one spiritual person called Omdeva, who endeavoured many years only for 
spying the secret spheres of those subtler beings. We are trying to share those ideas 
with you by editing his many messages and other passages, which were given to us on 

different occasions.  
In this preface, we present you one of the passages of Omdeva written for the 

general public so that the reader can grasp all his other messages and passages which 
are the content of this book. We request you to read below passage first. 

“My dear brothers and sisters, if there is a crack in the railway track, then, one’s first duty 
is to inform it to the nearest railway station. If not that person would be blamed as the cruellest 
devil by the people. Now, I am in a similar situation, and for that, I am doing my sincere duty 
through my words. You may be shocked to hear the truth that all the humanity, including all 
those religions of the world and their sects have been influenced by a powerful and the terrible 
ancient sorcery system!! This is not the common type of sorcery we find everywhere, but a 
gigantic and peculiar type which has already spread all over the world before many millennia, 
and controls everything according to its ends. Those terrible beings are almost near their aim, 
where the cruellest people of this planet indulge in the immoral sex-games within the religious 
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frame! This means that the ancient sorcery system has been developing ‘cruelty’ and ‘immoral 
sex’, very secretly, within all religions, for its end from the beginning. To attain these ends, they 
need immoral sex activities, hatred, and bloodshed. Again, the easiest way to attain cruelty is 
to divide people in many ways. Among them, the very easy and effective division they found 
was in the religions and sects!! Besides, “belief” has been used as the one powerful weapon for 
that purpose, and with that, they have mesmerized all the people, including the religious 
intellectual giants!! Just one example is more than enough to see this truth that the people fight 
wars, for their ‘one’ creator God, just like small children of a woman fighting to possess their 

own mother. On the other hand, when they fight for that ‘one’ creator God, they destroy the 
foundation of their religion the one creator God concept as well!! There are innumerable 
contradictions in every religion in the same way. For that sorcery system’s second factor, the 
immoral sex, they have been even reducing sex feelings drastically within the married life, and 
promoting adultery-sex all over the world!! Eventually, one day all these pathetic religions and 
sects will become mere playgrounds for those activities! If anybody goes after a hard muscular 
solution to this problem, they will get a disastrous landslide in their society. So, I think, a very 
intelligent movement, perhaps, can save us from this disaster. Most of this ancient sorcery 
system’s secrets I revealed in my writings, and answered many doubts of the people in it as 
well. 

One common disease of human beings is that they simply declare everything new to their 
knowledge as lies. They take more time to see the truth out of their intimate attachment to 
their earlier ideas!! I was an ardent monk before this discovery, but after finding these horrible 
secret truths, now, I am a mere sympathizer of all positive aspects of every religion and sect, 
without any specific religion or sect of my own. 

Goodness is my God, and good-living is my religion. If you agree your God and religion 
contain that good part so-called the great qualities the universal truth, love, and morality, 
then, I am there in that essential part of any religion, excluding the ‘belief part’ of it. Now, 
permit me to call all of you, without a blemish, as my dear brothers and sisters, when my hands 

are free without the chains of that sorcery. 
-Omdeva” 
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This is not a religious propaganda; this is not a sectarian or cult propagation, but this 
is the true exposition of that unbelievable treachery to the whole humanity by the 
terrible subtle beings. 

The unknown reasons for all spiritual and religious contradictions are exposed! 
The reasons for all confusions regarding religions are here, clearly and scientifically, 
argued with the aids of those discovered truths! 

Omdeva, the all loving spiritual person, who has exposed those secrets, is still 
exploring that terrible subtlest sphere to get more secrets for us risking his own life! 

Let us start with the great words of Omdeva, 
If there are different truths to a thought, then they are only different lies because any 

thought or event can carry not more than one truth with it. 
All his discovered secrets reflect briefly in the headlines given below- 

1. The subtlest astral beings, which influence terribly on the human beings, 
so far not discovered, are exposed! 

2. The different methods adopted by those subtle beings, to fool human 

beings, are revealed! 
3. Those terrible beings, which try to destroy human life, are not the Aliens! 
4. If human beings did not care for any solution to this danger, then it would 

bring a total destruction to the human existence! 
 
We compare the truth with the light because we can see everything clearly under 

the light. We mistake rope for a snake in the darkness, and in the same way, we 
mistake everything in the darkness! Thus, the way of assessment under ignorance 
causes confusion in human mind, and again, this makes ‘immorality’ to sit on the 
throne of ‘morality’ and rule the world! Hatred and violence dance with joy by 
trampling human beings under their feet, leaving behind the whole world in tears of 
pain! So, we see, without doubt that the light of truth is inevitable for human being to 
survive on this planet. 
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After the post-graduation, and while Omdeva was working as a government employee, 
he was attracted towards spirituality. Advaita philosophy, as well as lives of all Great 
souls, inspired him very much. This led him to renounce everything and to become a 
monk. He started meditating in a small Ashram that he himself named after Swami 
Vivekananda in a remote village. Then, he was so concentrated on his spiritual 
disciplines that he could not accept anybody’s invitations for religious preaching. 
Unfortunately, on the way of his hard meditation, he felt some kinds of disturbances 
of negative beings. Slowly it increased! He thought it for some kinds of black magic 
from somebody. For that, he opted for different solutions, but all were futile attempts. 
Finally, he decided to face it with his own spiritual powers and he himself started 
fighting against them and also started spying on them! Then, after many months he 
discovered some terrible secret truths regarding the one ancient sorcery system and 
its powerful network! Further he continued his spying and finally, he got a clear 
picture of that terrible ancient unknown system. He says this particular sorcery 
system is not a typical one but it is so terrible and peculiar in its structure! It has a 

worldwide network. It secretly spread within all religions and sects, is another 
unbelievable but a real fact! Spying against those dangerous beings is almost an 
impossible as well as life risking task, but he dared with his new ideas in the field of 
subtle existence and stealthily developed a positive energy system of his own against 
them. He says that the knowledge of the secret strategies of that ancient sorcery 
system and the knowledge about the weak points of that very ancient version of 
sorcery system are the two main reasons behind his survival. Only for this purpose he 
dropped all his earlier spiritual and religious disciplines including his monk-hood. He 
is now only a spiritual person, without any religion, sect, or cult, but with the positive 
powers of great ideals, the universal Truth, Love, and Morality. 

His positive power is called by the name Omdeva. So people call him by the same 
name ‘Omdeva’. This positive power he generated only for the purpose of fighting and 
spying against that particular ancient sorcery system, but some people mistook it for 
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some other reason and disturbed him. This caused him to leave that place and meditate 
elsewhere. Exposing, some of those terrible secrets that he unearthed to the public, he 
says, is his only duty, and still he is doing it. 

Omdeva revealed those secrets to us in different forms which even included mobile 
messages. We tried to compile them in such a way that it could give a complete picture 
of the reality to the reader. So many questions have been asked by so many people and 
those were answered by Omdeva, and we included some of them in this book in the 
passage form for the better understanding of the same. 

Those important points which Omdeva wanted the people to know about himself 
are given below in his own words: 
• Dear brothers and sisters, please remember always that I don’t intend to speak against 

any good human being in this world because Good people are my brothers and sisters, 
irrespective of their religion and nation. 

• I speak some secret truths of one ancient sorcery system and they are unbelievably 
horrifying! Human beings have been fooled by that system, and it will cause a terrible 
end to humanity in the near future. So, I request my dear brothers and sisters to use your 
logic [not belief] to see the truth in all of my explanations. 

• To make realise a point, we need to use straight words, and we can’t adjust there with 
any compromising words at all. So, please realise that my straight words are only for that 
purpose, and not for insulting any God, religion, sect, etc. 

• I am a THEIST, and NOT an ATHEIST. I AM always AGAINST SATAN, and I LOVE GOD, but 
not in the manner the people love their Gods! People Love their Gods, but hate the Gods 
of other faiths! 

• The ancient sorcery system, which I speak, is not a myth, but the reality. 
• I have no intention to create a new sect or a new religion. If I created, it would be still 

another threat to humanity in addition to the existing threats from all different sides. 
Besides, a religion is basically the words of the universal truth, love, and morality, and 

nobody can contain them within the limited boundaries of any religion or sect. My 
intention, as I mentioned earlier, is just informing about the dangers of that secret 
ancient sorcery system. This system has been confusing the whole world since the 
beginning, and this is the only reason for all the unlimited negative activities in the name 
of God and religion. If anybody takes your child by hands and says that he is killing your 
child for the sake of your own God, and will you agree with it? No. you never agree, 
instead, you will argue against it. Just the same way, creator God, if He really exists, then, 
He would never like his own created human beings are being killed or persecuted in the 
name of His different religions. So my all words, either oral or written, are only for realise 
the people about the dangers of that dreadful sorcery system, and its terrible negative 
influences on the humanity. 

• The universal Truth, Love, and Morality, the real essence of all the religions and Gods, 
are both my religion and God, and beyond this, I have no specific religion or God. In fact, 
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all such religious boundaries really kill all those great ideals! When this is my stand, I 
naturally should become without any political attachment as well. 

• You may see many spelling mistakes and grammatical mistakes in my writings, but you 
can’t see a mistake in my truthfulness as well as in my moral life because I live only for 
those ideals. 

• I repeat a few ideas many times, and it is only for the purpose of highlighting those novel 
ideas, and to give a clear and the whole picture to the readers. 
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Everybody in this world knows about sorcery systems and nobody is without the 
knowledge of Satan as well. Yes, but we are now talking not about those ideas given 
in the religious texts! Everybody knows there are different local sorcery systems, but 
here I am speaking about one particular sorcery system which has been working under 
covers!! If this one particular secret sorcery system had been discovered before many 
thousands of years, we would have lived today in heaven like world, with full of joy 
and peace! Unfortunately, this did not happen! This is because nobody was ready to 
spy on those subtle beings, but everybody accepted every subtle words and experience 
blindly. That particular ancient sorcery system’s free growth, along the line of 
thousands of years, created terrible and powerful monsters within their system! 

Human history says that human beings were using a kind of primitive sorcery or 
black magic even when they were the dwellers of the forest! Later they improved their 
sorcery methods and technologies. The same idea of improving that negative sorcery 
system was maintained when they came to villages for agriculture. In brief, the idea 
of truth, love, morality, etc., were the very later developments in human behaviour, 

and the idea of positive God concept is still later one, but final and the latest evolved 
idea was the idea of creator God. 

As we know in the later period of history human being started generating positive 
powers in a different manner than sorcery, which did help him in generating some 
positivity of behaviour as well as answering some of his sincere prayers. These same 
powers, in still later period, were claimed as creator God by their worshippers! If a 
‘positive power’ is given the status of a creator God, then, that power, wherever it 
reappears to human subtle eyes or ears, should claim that it is the creator of this 
universe! This secret is exposed and it is true beyond a speck of doubt. 

One thing that astonished me, and it was that said one ancient peculiar sorcery 
system. That particular system’s structure is so different that it can even convert the 
other sorcery beings, very secretly, to their own system! In the long run, they can get 
a total control over them as well! This speciality of that sorcery system caused it to 
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spread all over the world. Thus, it converted all types of astral powers irrespective of 
its quality positive or negative to its own system! When all other sorcery systems 
remained still as the local systems, this one system became, in its long run, an 
international one! Now this system is working very secretly, everywhere, in every 
astral system, and in every human body!! The founder of that sorcery system and their 
tradition had been ended even before many thousands of years, still that self-growing 
system is growing as it was directed by their founders in the beginning!! 

In the subtle world there are so many spheres, we can see gross astral bodies in 

the outer most spheres, and there the most of these positive and negative astral beings 
exist. There are also inner subtler and secret spheres, and this particular ancient 
sorcery system’s beings hide here and work from this area! They secretly, but 
practically involved in all human activities. They want the human feelings of cruelty 
and immoral sex for maintaining and strengthening their system. For this purpose 
they have been working for dividing human beings in many ways and influence them 
to wage war against one another! The fanatic feelings of Castes, religions, cults, and 
sects also come under their strategies. Earlier, Kings and emperors were its favourite 
instruments, for it was so easy to convert a person as a conqueror!! Today it uses even 
the feeling of mere jealousy, and by that alone it gains a mass of human psychic 
cruelty. It spread all over the world, even within every individual and his petty family-
fights! In brief, everybody is a prey in its hands, and without knowing this reality 
people still fight for their caste, religion, God, and nation!! 

If these negative beings influence negatively, then, naturally, world should go 
negative day by day, and in the end, world must be only with wicked people. Though 
all religions differ in everything, and fought one another and also caused bloodshed, 
every religion says one thing unanimously!! They say that world will go wicked when 
time passes towards the end! How did they all get this same caption? Who influenced 
this same idea in every religion? 

My subtle experiences and knowledge are not the type of revelations. Several years 
of hard spying work revealed these secrets to me. Now, let us see the contradictions 
of religions and Gods. Religions say in one way and act in another way. They say that 
they are for peace, but they terribly fight at ease! They say God is saviour, but in reality 
we see His good devotees suffer still greater in degree than wicked in this world! Some 
say that everything is fate which even the God cannot change! If so what is this fate 
which has greater power than God? Some, when they could not reason God’s attitude, 
went for a better, but easy solution or explanation that everything is ‘God’s testing’ 
for better life in heaven after death!! When everybody fails in God’s testing, the 
ultimate result will be neither the happy people in this world nor any future heaven 
dwellers!! 

Now, we got clear reasons for all the contradictions and confusions. That particular 
ancient sorcery system’s beings, which work very secretly within all the religions and 
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in other astral powers, even including other regional sorcery systems, are the real 
reasons for all the problems. Their continued work will finally make this world, 
irrespective of religions or sects, a brothel with full of very cruel human-devils in it. 

We already know, one belief has been maintained by all the religions, and it says 
that everything will go ‘bad’ at the end! That simply shows all those saints, 
missionaries, millions of religious libraries, billions of spent money for religions, are 
meant only for a small time span!! Everywhere in the world, religions speak about the 
so-called positive qualities, including the greatest positive concept ‘God’. According 

to their belief, time factor simply reduces all those accumulated positive qualities, and 
it seems nonsense. How can the time kill those accumulated positive qualities of the 
religion? The real reason, for the weakening of those accumulated positive qualities, 
is the handiwork of that particular sorcery system, within all human beings! 

God is compassionate, and this is one of the main slogans of every religion. When 
the mouth speaks this, his hands strangle another’s neck with the cruelty of 
fanaticism!! Of course, God cannot be the source of this terrible fanatic cruelty, then, 
which power produces this much quantity of cruelty, from within human beings, in 
every religion? Most of the Gods demand animal sacrifice, and this is another 
contradiction for a compassionate God. 

Millions have experienced God so far. Some had the mystical experiences of some 
kind, another group got both God’s visions and words, and yet again another group 
got only His words. Some got them directly from Him, and some other got indirectly 
from Him through some agencies. Some started arguing that He is having a form, but 
some other claimed Him as only words without form! This shows that nobody got a 
clear picture of God so far! If they had got, they would have unanimously declared it. 

In astral sphere there are several millions of astral beings. Any being can make a 
contact with any human being if that person is in his astral consciousness! People 
wrote down everything that they got from these beings and believed everything said 

is true! Thus, we got so many truths for a creator God or for His religion!! Even today, 
we have so many visionaries who claim God is sitting beside them! Still, those 
visionaries’ Gods could not solve any problems of this world!! We know Sun is one, 
and we have only one Sun’s light that is his light. In the same manner, creator God 
should have been explained as one truth from all the corners of the world, and his 
religion also should have been explained as similar as the same religion. 

Everybody can guess how will be in the future if this trend continues, but the 
secret, which has been exposed tells a shocking truth that in the far future world loses 
the institution of the marriage!! Religion without the marriage institution is not at all 
a religion, so we can expect an end of all religions in the future!! For destroying the 
marriage institution, it destroys slowly but steadily the sex and the love within the 
married relationship, and it will not take more than a few hundred years!! Once 
marriage stops, then, all those divine love between, mother and her child, father and 
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his child, husband and wife, etc., will vanish from the earth, and in its place, animal 
lust and terrible cruelty will flourish. When those horrible qualities develop, 
simultaneously people will develop different kinds of mental ailments, pain and 
sorrow etc., people will live always in a negative and impulsive emotional state of mind 
rather than ‘think and act’ peaceful state of mind! All those old people, poor, as well 
as less fighters in the selfish material gaining-race, will be living a life of extremely 
sorrow and agony!! Children will be produced with different scientific methods and 
then they will become domestic animals and get shelter for few years under their 

masters. Thus, that ancient sorcery will cause a terrible danger to the humanity. 
The hidden handiwork of this particular sorcery system has not been exposed so 

far, so, we can’t expect any solution in future also from any quarters including 
religions and Gods! As far as its solution is concerned, the only possible solution is 
worldwide awareness about this danger, and to unite all people for saving humanity. 
When people aware of this danger consciously, and stand against it, then, naturally 
sorcery’s weapon so-called cruelty gets no outlets anywhere in human mind, and 
thus, they will be fooled! People are unaware that they have been led by that horrible 
sorcery system. Also, they are unaware that all these violence and bloodshed in the 
name of religion and God have been controlled by them!! Time is unending, but 
ignorant people will end it with their hatred and cruelty. Remember the words 
‘religion is for peace,’ this means religion is not for cruelty, unfortunately, nobody is 
ready to follow these words!! This is because of the presence of that uncontrollable 
force of ancient sorcery beings within every human being!! 

I already said that I have got so many secrets of that ancient sorcery system, and 
I will try my whole life to get some kinds of solution for this danger. In fact, everybody 
is within that particular sorcery’s system, and it is not easy to get out of their 
influence! So, again I request everybody to remember the only solution ‘the world 
unity’ always, and try to save the humanity from the imminent disaster. 

A Few of the Secrets 

1. That ancient sorcery system, which spread all over those fanatic feelings of caste, 
cult, sect, religion, destroys truth, morality, and love from within. 

2. It keeps silence when everybody speaks about God’s love, divine love and its 
glory, but its work is to make people firmly think that this ‘God’s love’ is only 
limited to their own religion or caste, cult, sect, etc. This is the easy method used 
by that sorcery to divide people and to prepare that ignorant flock for the bloody 
war. Thus, it achieves its goal of generating cruelty in the name of God!! 

3. Their idea is that, though the concept ‘G’ cannot any way becomes the concept 
‘S’, but slowly if all the attributes of concept ‘S’ is added to ‘G’ by different 
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means, throughout thousands of years, then, one day the concept ‘G’ becomes 
the concept ‘S’! 

4. Once their goal is achieved silently and secretly, then, no escape, all positive 
qualities will be interpreted as negative qualities and all negative qualities will 
be interpreted as positive qualities by the people! This is the real end time of all 
the religions and God concepts!! 

5. That ancient sorcery system works within every individual, from the womb to 
tomb and also in the afterlife! They are working from the very subtler sphere. 

The only effect of those works, which can be experienced by the human beings, 
though naturally it appears, is in the human expressions like thoughts, feelings 
and imaginations!! 

6. Now, let us see a few secrets relating to one individual and about one’s 
individuality. A person’s individuality is horribly different from the notion so far 
people thought on this earth! In fact, one’s individuality consists of many “part-
individuals”. It includes those many partial individualities of dead souls, and also 
some contemporary living human part-souls!! This is a very secret but very 
tactically built for the security purpose of that ancient sorcery system. This 
technology of that system is really one of the main reasons for their anonymity! 
This technology is still more complicated and intrinsic one. I am sincerely saying 
that if I continue further on this topic, then each truth will sound unbelievable 
to everybody!!! 

7. The Hell, which has been explained in the every religion, is almost similar, but 
the explanation of Heaven is almost different in its nature! Here, one more 
unbelievable reality exists! The hell we called so far is not actually the one we 
get after death, but it is ‘one subtle sphere’ where our own part of individual soul 
forced to suffer in many ways! While we live on this earth that ancient sorcery 
system separates secretly very small portion of our individuality or soul energy 

and converts it into the negative energy with so many stages of processing. It 
separates the soul energy part by part, and each part is converted into their 
required form of negative soul. The processing consists of many stages and in 
each stage, the separated soul is given terrible torture and then mesmerized and 
finally comes a ghost of their requirement. In fact, this ghost-converting subtle 
sphere is mistaken for Hell after death!! This conversion has been continuing 
since that particular sorcery system created on this earth. The total accumulated 
numbers of these ghosts increases when time passes. This is the secret reason 
behind the predictions of all religions that in the end time world will be filled 
with bad people!! 

8. This system will convert the remaining kindness in human beings into their 
required cruel ghosts within a few years of time. Once that is done, and then 
everything finishes there because people never support the quality fellow feeling 
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and they will find so many arguments for that. Again, morality will appear like 
the ghost to the people, and everybody will run after immorality for solace!! 

Family life is going to end in this world. Its early symptoms are gradual increase in 
the frequency of family fights and marriage divorces. All religions so far adjusted 
according to the society’s changes and further they continue until the end, but they 
will end with a total opposite values!! If people fight against those changes, then that 
sorcery system exploits them for other purposes, but in the end everybody will reach 
the same point. 

Now, the only way in front of us is to grow that remaining small part of humanity to 
the peak. Nothing other than this method will save humanity. We can’t expect any 
solace from any religion because ‘cruelty’ is already deposited in them in huge 
quantity. The only saviour now we have is the ‘universal Love.’ Propagation of that 
Love is the only hope in front of us, but, anyway, not the fanatic loves of religions. 
I have done my duty by exposing these secret truths to you all, please try to avoid a 
terrible disaster and this is my humble request. 

When we hear something new, then we try to understand it by asking 

questions, in the same way, many people including ourselves asked so many 

questions to Omdeva for better understanding. Those ready answers, in the 

form of different messages, are available now. This will give a clear picture on 

the whole subject. So, we request everybody to go through all of them. 

Messages of Omdeva are rearranged under different topic headings for better 

realization. 

Omdeva says that he has answered all those questions only to make the people realise the 
existence of that dangerous ancient sorcery system, otherwise, people would ignore this 
impending danger with an easy sentence, “they all are lies.” 

Omdeva tells that ‘one particular’ ancient sorcery system is the reason behind all types of 
human separations, hatred, and bloodshed! He got clear proofs for that with the help of his 
many-branched astral spying system. He says that within the religions, they have been 
working within the ‘ritual’ and ‘belief’ areas. That sorcery system wants and works for 
separation of human beings in many ways, but they hate any philosophical approach which 
unifies human beings. This is because if that unity occurs in the world, it will cause a big setback 
to its progression!! Beginning from the ancient caste differences to the latest religious sectarian 
difference, it stretched its wings for human separation. It still continues its work for further 
sects and traditions for their onward development!!! 
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Omdeva warns about this incoming danger, and asks the people of the world to unite, by 
stressing the ‘essence- part’ of one’s own religion, the universal Truth, Love, and Morality. He 
also requests people to give a minimal importance to belief and ritual side of religions, so that 
humanity could escape from the clutches of that terrible sorcery. 

Anonymity of the Ancient Sorcery System 

Religions and sects, etc., had been received everything from either hearing or from 
visions and sometimes from different mental state experiences, so, they so far have 
given different answers to the religion and to the creator God. In this universe, 
anywhere, the truth is always one. If all are presenting that one truth differently, then, 
it only gives the idea that they are not that one expected real truth! When this is the 
condition of religions, we can see still the vast space for a genuine inquiry. I have done 
that inquiry rather than accepting those words of visions of subtle beings blindly. So, 
naturally, you should expect a different answer from me than those religions’ 
contradicting visions and words. Secrets will be revealed only to those who inquire a 
case. If no inquiry, then, we bound to accept all the words, from all sides which are 
claimed on that case, but the truth will remain anonymous!! 

Purpose of Omdeva’s Writings 

I am not against any religion or sect, but only say that instead of giving more 
importance to belief and its ritual part, in every religion and sect, the more importance 
should be given to the essence-part of them that is the universal Truth, Love, and 
Morality. My every word is aimed only at the well-being of all my brothers and sisters 
of this world. I do not like to see their blood is being spilt in the name of God and 
religion, which we all consider the representatives of the ultimate goodness!! If we 
start spilling blood in the name of God and religion, then, where to go for a world 
peace, and whom to pray for a world peace? Religion is not a collection of people, but 
it is a collection of [only] good people. 

My attempt is only to show the reality of the existence of the ancient sorcery 
system, which has been trying to destroy the goodness totally from this world!! For 
erasing goodness, it negatively influences, tremendously, the so-called sources of all 
goodness, the religions. This is a secret truth, and my duty is just to reveal that truth 
unto the world. If I finish this point in one sentence, people would think that I am 
dreaming. This is why I try to give some of the examples and contradictions from the 
existing sources. In brief, the ultimate aim is not forming any religion, sect, etc. of my 
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own, instead, it is my only desire that the blood of my brothers and sisters should not 
spill for that sorcery. 

Sometimes, I use straight words or show contradictions in the religions etc., but 
that is only to make realize the dangers of this secret sorcery system, and this should 
not be mistaken for a deliberate attempt to degrade any religion or God. My request to 
those people, who speak in favour of my discovered secret truths, is that when they 
make realize others, they should not create a tone of hatred. The duty of cementing is 
not the breaking. So, I again request anybody, who tries to realize others about these 

secret truths, to use smooth words than harsh words since the ancient sorcery is 
waiting for an opportunity to influence negative impulses within every mind!! 

Most of the people argue that there cannot be common ideals! For this, they show 
different ideals of different regions and religions. This is a grave mistake because they 
still did not find a common ground for an ideal. Now, for example, forest dwellers also 
have their own ideals. If they started saying that their ideals are the greatest ideals, 
then will anybody agree with them? No, nobody irrespective of religions or sects will 
agree with that claim. Here, all civilized people together refuted that claim for what 
reason? That is because everybody knows that forest dwellers behave rudely, they have 
no moral codes. Also, they kill other clans out of hatred. Now, every civilized human 
psychology, irrespective of religions or regions, demanded some universal traits for 
the ideal. In forest dwellers behaviour, we can see three major factors lacking and they 
are the universal Love, Truthfulness, and Morality. This gives a clear generalised 
picture that every ideal has a common ground or base, and they are those major three 
traits, the universal truth, Love, and Morality. If any ideal, including religious ideal, 
is lacking these three major basic traits, then, it cannot become an ideal at all. So, I 
try to remind here that the religions or philosophies without these ideals cannot be 
the religions and philosophies at all. 

It is also exposed that the two major factors, the feelings “cruelty” and “immoral 

sex”, are the driving forces of that ancient sorcery system. In the end, after a few 
centuries, it will make a marriage-less society in front of all these helpless religions! 
So, promoting the intimate Love within the married life of all the people is now 
inevitable and essential. So, I do promote this all in my life. I am sure that the 
promoting of pure love and chastity within the married life, and kindness or universal 
Love among people of this world, are the solutions essential to retain humanity as well 
as religion in the future. 

Crime is a crime, and no guilty should be unpunished, but here is another secret 
of that sorcery. The handiwork of that ancient sorcery pricks anti-socials to accuse on 
good people and innocents!! Blaming and accusing good people is a very dangerous 
act because when a person accuses falsely on any good person, it becomes a 
destruction of the representative of the great ideals! If people do such things more and 
more, then, that society suffers from more vices! This is because, those people, whose 
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minds fight between good and bad, after seeing accused scars on good people, mistake 
them for fallen people, loses all hope in positive qualities and pushes themselves into 
negative activities. Unfortunately, in every society, great personalities were being 
blamed and accused in their lifetime!! So, beware of this sorcery system before pouring 
mindless accusations on good people. 

The entire humanity has been fooled by that sorcery system, with its easy weapon, 
“exclusive beliefs” of every religion and sect. Here, we must know the stupidity of 
human beings who blindly followed those meaningless beliefs without questioning!! 

The sorcery system has been mesmerizing the world that the ‘belief’ is the ultimate 
religious discipline, and forced them to hold belief as the foundation and the essence 
of every God and religion!! 

Some religious people may argue that even the biggest sorcery cannot touch their religion 
because it was given directly by the omnipotent God. To clear this doubt, we give here, some of 
the points of Omdeva regarding this topic below. 

Some may claim that God’s religion cannot be influenced by any kind of sorceries, 
but this is false since the every religion explains the influence of demons and Satan in 
them. In some religions it is explained great sages were killed by demons, and even 
the Gods were conquered by them for a long period of time. In some other religions, 
Satan influenced the Eve and Adam in front of the God. Still in some atheistic religions, 
the haunting army of the subtler negative powers also mentioned!! 

Here, we need to know one fact very clearly that if those subtler negative powers 
could influence Gods, sages, angels, and the earliest prophet Adam who was even 
under the straight guidance of God, then, what might be the conditions of later sages 
and prophets who were indirectly connected to God through some agencies? Thus the 
claim, “God will not allow any sorcery to enter into our religion” becomes baseless. 

Above facts clear the doubt about the discovery of Omdeva that every religion has been 
influenced by the ancient sorcery system. 
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God Concept - 1 

I always stand on God’s side. Also, I always stand against Satan. I give the reason for 
my statement. For example, between good and bad person, how we decide a good 
person? Is it based on his body or any other factor regarding his mental powers? No, 
not at all, but we decided him as a good man only the reason that he is good at Heart! 
His great qualities like love, sympathy, truthfulness, morality, etc., are the reasons 
behind our decision that he is a good man. In the same way, if we want to decide a 
super natural being a God power, then, that power requires the same great qualities. 
If the power is cruel, full of hatred, untruthful, immoral, then that power becomes 
Satan [negative power], not the God. This is the scientific approach towards God 
concept, and this is the reason the God is defined as the great fund of the universal 
Truth, Love, and Morality. Unfortunately, every God-religion differs in its mythology 
and rituals, and fights one another. I can’t do such a blasphemy to the great God 
concept, and instead, I consider every God concept in this world as God, by separating 

and dropping their mythical stories and belief-parts. Here, please note the point that 
all religions exist only in their ‘belief-parts’ that is their mythological and ritual 
parts!! We know that the essence-part of God and religion, without which God and 
religion cannot exist, are those qualities the universal Truth, Love, and Morality. This 
essence-part is so essential for all religions, including Godless-religions! If we 
withdraw the universal Truth, Love, and morality from God and religion, can any God 
and religion survive? No, that is impossible!! This certainly clears the importance of 
essence-part of every religion. The other belief-part, in fact, is the reason for the 
creation of different religions, sects, and cults, etc., but only to hate one another and 
also to create horrible bloodshed in this world. We all know, “religion is for peace”, 
but we can’t get this ultimate aim of all religions until we start living in the essence-
part of religion. 
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Every religion explained in its religious book about those great qualities the 
universal Truth, Love, and Morality as its God’s quality as well as the quality of 
religion. So, I agree, excluding the belief-parts that all the Gods are true, and all the 
religions are true as well, unlike religious scholars, who cry for their exclusive belief-
part and ritual-part as their true religions!!! 

God Concept - 2 

I never said anywhere and anybody to agree with my words. If so, it is like forcing 
somebody to believe in the way one does. I never force anybody, in any way, because 
what I speak is not any set of beliefs. Truth cannot be forced, but it can be realized. 
The belief, on the other hand, cannot be realized, instead, it can only be instructed or 
forced to accept!! This is why, I say, I cannot create any boundary to the only Sun-like 
universal truth. Thus, I am helpless in creating my own religion or sect. I only wanted 
people to know about the hidden enemy of humankind that is the ancient sorcery 
system. The existence of such a different and all spread sorcery system has not been 
exposed so far, so everything regarding that sorcery must appear as a ‘new idea’ to 
the people. My work is restricted only to convince the people about the reality of the 
existence of the ancient sorcery system which I discovered, and to give my opinions 
or solutions to counter their horrible negative conspiracies against humanity. 

Now, according to me, God and religion cannot be compressed within any book-
cage because God and religion are that one ‘Universal Truth’, which is as big as the 
vast sky. 

No Universal Definition 

The world has been using the word ‘God’ for many thousands of years. Still, they 
did not define the word ‘God’ at least! There are so many Gods and Goddesses and 
there are so many creator Gods as well. Every God and Goddess got their own separate 
identity, and unfortunately, even every creator God also got their own separate 
identity!! If we see the difference in each God, then, we can’t associate them with a 
particular group or name!! That means we can’t call by one name ‘God’. If we want to 
call by one name, then, we all must agree that they have some kinds of basic traits 
common to them. The people, in reality, claim their God as the real, and call other 
Gods as false Gods, and that clearly imply the idea, “we see no God qualities in your 
God.” Now, I say that there are some basic traits common to all of these God concepts, 
and they are the universal Truth, Love, and Morality. In other words, if these qualities 
are missed in any one of the Gods, then, it turns into either an enslaved power or a 
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negative power. To say, “Ours is the real God and all other Gods are Satan,” is easy, 
but it is a childish attitude. Unfortunately, everybody says in the same way, but they 
are ignorant that this baseless childish attitude is one of the strategies of that ancient 
sorcery system!! With this easy strategy, calling other Gods as Satan, they made ‘the 
total God concept of this world’ to be hampered by ninety percent, and on the other 
hand, God concept-glorification down to mere ten percent!! This is the easiest method 
of the ancient sorcery system used to destroy all the religions at the end. In this 
method, the positive God-concepts of this world have been killed by this ancient 

sorcery system bit by bit from the beginning! Unfortunately, here, the killers of Gods 
are not Atheists, but they are the God-believers themselves!!! 

Here, two things are clearly obvious. The first one is every religion’s separate 
belief-bundles, and the second one is the separate identity claimed for the God or 
religion based on those separate belief-bundles. Everything is clear now, the cause of 
a separate religion and a God is only this belief-bundles!! We know that without divine 
qualities there can be no divinity, but a shocking realisation is that, though they claim 
divinity within their God and religion, all different religions have been created out of 
these mere belief-bundles! This is because they never get any separate name if they 
stressed only the divine part, which are common to all religions! Also, they can’t 
expand their religious kingdom as well! This virtually denounces the claims of the 
religions that their religions and Gods are divine in nature. 

Wise and Visionary Sages of the Ancient and Creator God 

In ancient time, there were so many wise sages lived, but they lived with the most 
purified hearts without ‘ego’ projection in them. They spoke only about one divine 
principle underlying the universe. They argued “no individual creator God is possible 

for this creation, if anybody claims a creator God, then he needs to answer many other 
unanswerable questions.” They had so many visions of Gods and Goddesses, which 
they considered mere positive powers. Unfortunately, in the later period, some of 
these Gods and Goddesses were praised and worshiped with the concept of creator God 
and Goddesses by their devotees!! After a long this type of worship, those Gods and 
Goddesses started saying differently in the visions of their devotees, and they started 
speaking, “I am the creator of this universe.” This happened before many thousands 
of years, and this is in the later years appeared in the visions of different people in the 
different parts, with different God-names. This is the reason, creator Gods in this 
world were without the knowledge of very simple scientific and astronomical truths, 
and speak contradictions, as well as sometimes behave very cruel like ordinary Gods. 
If we go deep into this topic, we can see still so many proofs establishing this truth. 
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Believing one’s God as creator God is not a sin, but fighting one another for his 
name, form, and words, etc. are not only sin, but it is anti-social crime. If anybody 
claims, “all other creator Gods other than my own are false creator Gods”, then, that 
is the greatest sin because there he is denouncing his own belief theory the ‘one’ 
creator God! One creator God theory is unscientific as well as blasphemous if people 
believe one creator God by killing all other creator Gods, and it is scientific and a holy 
approach if people accept all creator Gods as that one creator God. 

According to me, I never denounce any creator God because I see the great God 

qualities, the universal Truth, Love, and Morality in all so-called creator Gods, though 
I never agree with any mythical stories of any personal creator God of this universe. If 
one says that one’s God is without those great qualities, the universal Truth, Love and 
Morality, then and only there, I will not agree that power as a God power. In brief, I 
agree all the God concepts as God concepts, if they have those divine qualities, the 
universal Truth, Love, and Morality. On the other hand, different religious people 
claim only one creator God, but practically got different creator Gods, with different 
names, heavens, religious books, beliefs, rituals, etc., and the outcome are hatred, 
conversion, bloodshed, etc. 

We never fought for one Sun, which has been shining for us to this point in time, 
then, why did we fight thousands of times for that one creator God who is the creator 
of all the human beings? Is this simple logic so hard? If not, who influenced people to 
fight for no reason? 

Ancient sorcery system has been fooling human being for its benefits. They divide 
people for hatred, and bloodshed. Their two important items, which are essential to 
increase the strength of their system, are cruelty and immoral sex feelings. So, they 
have been increasing these two feelings with different ways, and it even included all 
the kings and their kingdoms and the cruel wars among them!! 

The Creator God and his Sages or Prophets 

Some argue that creator God sent his sages or prophets to this world from the 
beginning of human creation on this planet. Unfortunately, this statement is logically 
not possible since the history of human beings says that the earliest human beings 
were forest dwellers. If the Sage or the Adam was the ‘first person’ to give great words 
of religion to this world, and because he was instructed by God Himself, then we would 
have got a highly religious people even at the forest-dwelling period!!! Unfortunately, 
this was not the case then. Human beings lived with stone as their weapon, and 
barbarism as their behavioural quality, at that period. Then, where is the earliest 
religion of that wise prophet or Sage sent by the creator God? 
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Power of belief is that it mesmerises human beings to believe in mythical stories 
for some easy answers. This again shows that the creator God is a kind of ‘God 
concept’, believed by the common people without questioning at all. 

If anybody believes in creator God let him believe, no problem at all, but the only 
request of Great souls to the people is the baseless creator God concept must not 
become the cause of hatred and bloody killings of poor human beings. 

People are dying for their creator God and people are killing for their creator God!! 
When there is no intervention of positive power to clear these misconceptions from 

above, the human beings have to rely upon the ‘logic’ to see the truth. 
We should not allow or support the ancient sorcery system to destroy this human 

race completely by converting the innocent human beings to horrible devils of cruelty 
and immoral sex. If it goes in the same manner, in the future, people will run away 
when they hear the word ‘humanity.’ Also, they will escape when they hear the word 
‘chastity’, no doubt about it because cruelty and immoral sex are that sorcery system’s 
ultimate strategic gains!! If these two diseases affect any religion completely, then 
that religion ceases to exist because there the human being reached the same place, 
the forest, where once they had no religion!!!! All the religions and sects would face 
the same destiny if they allowed the same attitude to run intact. 
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Bundle of Beliefs 

Now, you know that I have been telling about the universal Truth, Love, and Morality 
because without these qualities there cannot be any religion or God possible in this 
world. Without these qualities, no society accepts any religion or God as well. Now, let 
us go to one example, in a street every shop has one important item, but they never 
project that item. Still, every shop advertises some special items it exclusively 
possesses by hanging [only] those items’ names in front of the shop! Though those 
different advertised items are not important, still, they got a difference or speciality 
for their own shop. Now, in this example, the important item, which all shops never 
cared to advertise, is the universal Truth, Love, and Morality, which all religions and 
sects basically possess. The list of items advertised in front of every shop is the 
different “belief bundles” of each religion. Thus, the different names of religions or 
sects only represent this different “belief bundles”. In other words, unwanted and 
contradicting belief area of every religion is projected, and the essence of every 

religion is hidden, only to get an exclusive or patent name of their own and to claim 
greater position than other religions as well!!! Now, we can clearly see one point that 
nobody can claim a difference or the greatness in an item, which is possessed by 
everybody. I already told I project only the item, the universal Truth, Love, and 
Morality, which is hidden by everybody and have no “bundle of beliefs” of my own. 
This is the reason why I can’t create a new religion or sect of my own!! 

When the claim of the greatness of “belief bundles” increases, first it creates 
intolerance, if it increases still, then, it produces hatred, still, if it increases, it 
produces bloodshed. In my solution, I never told to remove the “belief bundle” boards, 
but I ask to hang a little bigger another board for the advertisement purpose of that 
hidden item, near all different ‘belief bundle’ boards. This additional awakening board 
never destroys any of the ‘belief bundle’ boards, still, it will have the power of unifying 
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the world!! This unification in turn destroys the influence of that ancient sorcery 
system and will bring the great world-peace to humanity! 

Essence of Religion 

What exists always without the change is Truth. Unfortunately, every religion and 
sect hides the essence of every religion and projects its own separate “belief bundles” 

instead! If we have only one ‘belief bundle’ to one religion, then at least we could have 
counted it for a type of consistency, but every religion divided even in their ‘belief 
bundles’ and split into many sects! Now, the last chance for any kind of consistency 
or Truth within the religions is also fallen!! Sun is one, so we all people explain it in 
the same way, and all those explanations become the truth. So, we can only claim 
anything as truth, only when it is explained in the same way by all. A river, a 
mountain, a car, a bus, etc., are truths because we people on this planet never differ 
in our opinion or explanation of them. In this way, those several different belief-
bundles caused a severe blow to the truth of God concept and the concept of religion. 
When you see every child of a woman claiming his mother for him, and fighting to 
possess her, you may laugh at them. Later, when you reach the place where the 
religious fighting is on, there you can see the same picture that they all are fighting 
for their ‘one’ creator God! You can also see there the most intelligent and educated 
people fighting in the front row!! Children are innocent and they are also ignorant, 
but these grown-up children and intelligent-fools are the most mesmerised 
dangerous lots! 

We can see in the future still more divisions based on belief-bundles because 
anybody can create a new and comfortable belief-bundle at any time, but the essence 
of every religion and the God, the universal Truth, Love, and Morality cannot be 

changed forever, and it will remain the same all the time! Thus, it becomes the only 
‘true and permanent’ God concept and the religion of this world. 

Blind following 

One example is enough to realise anyone that the religious faith is a joke! There 
were many people from many religions gathered, and one man tried to get the answer 
for one question, the question was “Why do you believe in your religion?” almost all 
the people answered that their family believed in it!! This means no one bothered to 
think anything by oneself, and it was not the answer to the question as well!! They 
blindly followed their forefathers!! Oh, it is a wonder!! Is it possible that human beings 
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are mesmerised in such a way? The ancient sorcery system is so powerful, and it can 
mesmerise even any intelligent person down to its feet!! 

Can anybody say that blindly following forefathers is one’s religion? No. 
Unfortunately, every religion says the same blunder because they speak that the 
primary need of religious person is having faith in his religion!!! Belief-religions never 
allow anybody to realise the truths by asking questions, and if at all any question 
allowed, it must be within the basic framework of that faith!! 
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Here, I say one additional major point. If anybody says, “God tests human beings”, 
then, those people should erase those parts of their religion, where they said “God 
hears prayers of His devotees and blesses them!!” If you argue both are possible, then 
that will be a big blasphemy!! Let us see how it becomes such a contradiction and 
blasphemy. When God determines to give some kinds of suffering to test one of His 
devotees, then if the devotee prays and weeps to save him from that suffering, then, 
the devotee directly forces God to stop His testing!! This really becomes an anti-God 
approach!! On the other hand, if God hears devotee’s prayer and saves him, then, it is 
clear that God is not testing anybody at all, and this compels to withdraw the idea 
“God’s testing” from the religion. Now, between these two options of religions, I like 
the latter one, the idea, ‘God hears the prayers of the human beings.’ I sincerely avoid 
“God’s testing” idea, but you all are still sticking to ‘God’s testing’ idea as well as 
“God’s grace” idea together, which destroys both ideas all together!! In fact, this type 
of baseless teachings, which have been taught since the beginning of religions, is 
really shocking!! 

Just for saving the omnipotent creator God against the question, “Why did not God 

save such a great devotee?” religions gave a very easy solution that it is the God’s 
testing!! There is no other way than to explain this idea otherwise, all their 
explanations of omnipotent God go baseless. Unfortunately, they couldn’t see a grave 
sin behind this explanation! If you follow this idea, then, all worships or prayers for 
‘God’s grace’ ends there, and also this ‘God’s testing’ idea becomes almost equal to 
equating God with heartless devil!! 

If we read, then and there the education starts, but mere possessing many books 
can do nothing. In the same way, whatever may be the religion, the religion starts only 
when one implements the great ideals in one’s life. Every religion spoke about the 
universal Truth, Love, and Morality, so, hold on to the God’s those great words, and 
this alone is enough for achieving a great religion. The confusing mythical 
contradicting stories and their beliefs create only confusions and conflicts. So, worship 
your Gods or creator God based on the ‘quality of God concept’ than mere stories of 
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contradicting mythology. Try to give more importance to the essence of the religions, 
and less to the stories and rituals in the religions, then, we can maintain even all 
religions’ separate individualities, besides, we can see those practical religions 
blossom with the fragrance of that great WORLD PEACE. 

 
 
 
 

Idea Behind the God’s Testing 

Let us see the idea behind the phrase ‘God’s testing.’ This is not the class-test at 
the school, but here they mean the life torture such as born handicap, premature 
death, diseases, etc. They say that these are the testing standards of God to take him 
to heaven after his death!! If this is the situation, how can one expect grace from such 
a God in one’s lifetime? When every problem is called ‘God-given’, then God will never 
give a grace even if the devotee prays whole his lifetime! Then, the title, which was 
given to him, ‘all-loving’ becomes baseless. 

Here, we have another point. For example, if people conduct one competition, 
then, in that competition they have some tough rules to be followed, these hurdles are 
equal to all the competitors. If a favour is given to anybody, then, everybody will stand 
against that injustice. Here, in the God sponsored life-competition, we see some are 
given terrible hurdles, and some others are given plain hurdles! We know that 
everybody is equal in the eyes of God, then, how this injustice occurs? This clearly 
shows the fact, if anybody favours the belief ‘God’s testing,’ then he really makes the 
God not a hero, but a villain! 
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God-Given Free Will 

Every mythology claims that the God has given ‘free will’ to human beings. If He 
did so, then onwards He has to be a mute spectator to every consequence of it! He 
cannot interfere in between until the judgement day, except the advice by any means! 
His job comes only at the time of judgement day, and that day He will send those good 
people to heaven and bad to hell. This must be the consequences of a free will theory! 
If I tell anybody, “you are free to do anything” and simultaneously if I impose many 
restrictions, then it cannot be called the freedom. So, if any religion claims the Free 
will, then it cannot force and punish under the religious laws, but only can advise the 
people of that religion!! This is because it equals standing against God-given Free will, 
and that becomes a horrible sin as well!! Thus, either God-given Free will or religious 
punishments for wrongdoers only can acceptable, but not both because it makes 
everything baseless in its totality. 

If anybody who believes in the creator God’s ‘free will’ theory, but claims that the 
religious laws are man-made, then also religion suffers a setback. Here, people are 
responsible for a great sin, for imposing rules on the people of earth against God’s 
‘free will’ system!! These above points prove that ‘free will’ theory is a self-
contradicting one, and it also cannot answer to the question why a few are born-good 
people that is good people from childhood onwards, and most other are born-bad 
people in this world. Thus, the free will theory of the religions, based on beliefs, fail 
to explain it totally. 

If the God says, one plus one equals ten, then we have to either consider God is 
wrong or they are not the God’s words! Thus, logic has the ability to filter and separate 
the God’s words from the other negatively influenced- sorcery words from any 
religion. Let us try to see the God’s words in every religion, then, there we will see the 
same [broadminded] words uttered by the divine God in every religion!! Those words 
of God are cleverly and deliberately covered! Oh, what a sin that we missed to see the 
hidden Satan behind the great God!! 
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The Free Will and the Predictions 

A religion which claims ‘free will,’ cannot claim predictions as well. This is because 
they contradict that same religion! If you claim ‘free will,’ which is given by the God 
to humanity, then nobody can predict the future, even the God!! This is because ‘free 
will’ is the theory that should follow the human choice of way of life and its 
consequences. God allowed people to live according to their wish, then, this gives the 
idea that the human being is the author of his own destiny. This theory also says that 

God should not interfere until the judgement day. This proves again that the social 
behaviour cannot be altered by God until the end, and so God needs to be a spectator 
or a mere witness of those earthly happenings. If anybody claims that God predicts 
everything, then God’s own words regarding ‘free will’ are destroyed, and bound to 
agree with the theory of fate! 

Every religion predicted so many things as well as about the end- time human 
behaviour! This only speaks about the predestined human life, now we can see that 
religion contradicts its own concept ‘free will’ without a doubt! 

If God knows everything in the beginning, then, it makes no difference between 
both paths ‘free will’ and ‘no-free will.’ If God already knows that one person gets 
hell and another gets heaven at the end, then it is mere a fate theory, there we see no 
role for free will at all. If anybody argues God doesn’t know about anybody’s future, 
then he can’t predict anything including end time human behaviour! 

Now, one question becomes significant, then, who predicted these ‘similar’ 
predictions within all religions? 

The Predictions Within the Religions 

We already discussed the contradiction of Free will theory against the predictions 
in the same religion. Now, we discuss the mere predictions of any religion. 

Predictions are the very secret handiwork of that ancient sorcery system in every 
religion!! You please listen to the reasons behind it. At first, we know the aims of all 
religions, and they are one and the same the world peace!!! We also know the 
handiwork of ancient sorcery system within all religions and sects, etc., and its aim is 
the separation of humankind only for hatred, pain, violence, and bloodshed in the 
society. Now, who won the race? No doubt, ancient sorcery system almost won the 
race! Now, the very important point is when the doubt goes from human mind he 
accepts the visible truth!! The earth’s shape was believed flat, but the world later 
accepted the new discovery that earth’s shape is an oblate spheroid. The world is now 
completely satisfied with the new discovery, and no people we can see debating on 
that topic as well. This again shows people can’t divide in the name of any truth!! The 
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misuse of this exact idea has been used in the ancient sorcery system to divide human 
beings!! The introduction of “belief” by the sorcery system, in all religions, is for this 
purpose!! If one religion speaks about its fundamental beliefs, then there is no escape 
other than to agree with it because those said belief points are “fundamental,” so, 
beliefs are forced to sit in the place of truths!! And because of this, people never bother 
for any new discovery in the religious field as well. So, the easy way for ancient sorcery 
system to divide people was to introduce story-beliefs and their connected rituals in 
the religions. This “method” of exclusive belief-based religion paved the scope for 

many further religions and sects. Unfortunately, this method’s by-products have been 
those hatred, violence, bloodshed, etc. Every religion creates its own boundary with 
its a few exclusive and basic beliefs, and they build the army for its expansion purpose 
as well! This is the belief-strategy of ancient sorcery system. Now, the secret of 
predictions is that they give vague ideas in advance so that when a person creates a 
new religion, a group must go with him and some must oppose and remain in the old 
religion. If all the people converted, then, the purpose of the ancient sorcery system 
will never materialize. We know there was no smooth acceptance of any new religion 
in the past. Also, we know how people suffered at that time and in the later period. So 
the secret purpose of the predictions is to create confusion in the human mind. 

Every religion predicts about the final conquering of this world, is it possible? The 
only possible thing out of that prediction is exactly the bloodshed!! Today, religions 
are waiting both great and vice personalities to appear on this world. If a great 
religious personality comes in other religion, are you ready to accept him? If the 
answer is ‘No’, then, the prediction of vice personality comes there for your help!! 
With this you counter and blame that great personality as vice, and try to save your 
own religion!! And again, the world will be divided and a pool of blood will be the final 
result. My dear brothers and sisters, I know very well these are the handiwork of that 
ancient sorcery system. Goodness is the God, not the beliefs. Let us fool the ancient 

sorcery strategy of separating human beings for its purpose by uniting under the great 
qualities of our Gods. God is great, no doubt, this is because God has the greatest 
qualities, but the beliefs and rituals are the least because they are the consorts of the 
ancient sorcery system! 
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Karma theory speaks about the past life’s deeds that responsible for present birth and 
its happenings. It says that the born quality of a person, born as good and lives as good 
person, is directly connected to the past many lives’ positive accumulated deeds. Here, 
one thing is proven that the good person inherited a majority of good deeds in his 
accumulated karma. Now, if you say present life’s karma of that good person is the 
one fixed quantity even in random method from his accumulated karmas, then, due 
to his majority good-deed accumulated karmas, he has to get his present life karma 
at least a few more good results than the bad results. That means, at least he must 
enjoy his present life more than suffering. Unfortunately, we have been seeing that 
the good people suffer more in their lifetime than bad people, and sometimes, good 
people suffer terribly, until their death, without any joy of the results of their past 
much accumulated positive deeds!!!! Premature deaths of infants and children, 
according to this theory, show the irregularity of that theory because a universal law 
cannot behave such an irregular way! 

Ancient sorcery system is a many thousand year-old system, and its invisible dark 
hands play in everybody’s destiny in this world! 
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We have seen already that ‘God’s testing-belief’ is not meaningful and also it makes 
the God cruel. Then, there will be a natural question that who is responsible for those 
unexpected bitter events, which happen in everybody’s life. The answer is not “the 
God,” but the answer is the ancient sorcery system!!! Nobody is testing human beings, 
but those ancient sorcery powers have a regular plan in improving the power of its 
sorcery system. Without giving some kinds of torture to human beings, they can’t do 
that work, and this is the reason we can see the ‘systematic repetition’ of events in all 
the ages. This is the reason some of the astrological predictions come true!! It is 
unbelievable that it has spread from individual to the total world population!! They 
plan every individual and their family and their life and quality of each person, etc. 
They plan caste superiority and they plan sect superiority, and religious superiority, 
and also violence and wars in this world. When a boy or girl dies, don’t blame God for 
that or don’t say it is God’s testing, in fact, this is the one of the plans of this sorcery 
system. They need in their system premature deaths of souls, starting even from 
infancy. 

You may be shocked to hear these points, but unfortunately this is the fact. Please 
think one point that I have given many secrets of that ancient sorcery system, but 
there are so many secrets remaining, which I don’t like to reveal at all. 

If you are shocked to hear that ‘the cruel’ ancient sorcery system is responsible for 
your destiny, then, my one sincere question is “how did you bear the idea, without 
getting shocked so far that ‘all loving’ God is responsible for your kin’s premature 
death, for His mere testing purpose”? 
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People of every religion believe that their religion is superior to other religions. 
Anybody can believe anything, but nobody is ready to know the meaning of the word 
religion! In fact, we know that nobody created a new religion, but they only created so 
many different and contradicting beliefs and rituals. When we try to pick the essence 
of any religion, then we can clearly see that they were the words of very ancient Great 
souls. These words were created before many thousands of years and then there 
existed no religion under any name. Thus, it is clear that those words of very ancient 
Great souls are the essence of all present religions. Those ancient words, in other 
words, can be called as both the earliest and last religion of this world! All other 
religions tried to keep those words within their exclusive belief-cages, and named 
them! This naming became a curse and there started the unending bloodsheds in the 
name of those names!! 

Now, we see only those different belief-religions or the ritual-religions! There are 
so many easy rituals in the gallery of each religion! We have one type of ritual for 
earning the merits, and we also have rituals for washing our sins! Even to drive Satan 
from our hearts, we have external rituals! This means, without becoming a good and 

pious person, people get everything through many easy ritual-applications!! Thus, 
naturally people lost sympathy, love, etc., the positive qualities, and developed 
dreadful qualities like cruelty, treachery, etc. 

So many Great souls tried to interpret religions in the real perspective, but not 
succeeded only because of the power of these established selfish ritual-religions! Had 
we accepted the words of those Great souls long before, we would have lived today in 
a heaven on earth! Still we have one last opportunity, if we brush it away, then the 
powerful cruelty of human mind will never allow again the mind to turn towards love 
and sympathy, and no doubt it will be the dead end of humanity! 
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Intention 

Hospitals are there many in the town, but people go there with the only intention to 
get a cure. In the same way, the “intention” of the religion is really the real-religion, 
but not any exclusive rituals or principles! Purification of the human heart is the real 
intention of all the religions, for that, they give different bits of advice. Unfortunately, 
they are mixed with a thousand times more unwanted rituals, which buried the 
‘intention’ of the religion completely. If God comes and tells that the religion is 
untruth, hatred, and immorality, then, everybody will neglect those words of Him 
because they knew that those said qualities will not purify a human heart. This shows 
that the human beings know clearly, even without any divine revelation, about the 
nature of God and religion!! The examples given above also expose a hidden secret that 
without universal truth, love, and morality we can’t have a God or a religion in this 
world. Now, we got clearly the definitions of God and religion. We also realized the 
fact that this essence of Gods and religions should be followed in all religions, or 

otherwise, there can be no real religion and God at all in this world!! 
Destroying other country’s shining Sun means destroying his-own Sun, in the 

same way, destroying other religion equals the killing of one’s own religion! 

Broad Mind 

Broad mindedness is the religion, and the introspection is the method we need to 
attain a religious life! Can anybody guess a narrow-minded God? The original source 
of narrow-mindedness is Satan, and he has been influencing this narrow-mind on the 
people in the name of God and religion!!! Unfortunately, all those religious leaders 
who do religious-conversion are the direct preys to that influence!! Different people 
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practice religion in different paths, and when they sincerely reach the ultimate 
conclusion of religious life, they will find the essence of above statement, the broad 
mindedness, within their conclusions!! Since the broad mindedness is the source of 
universal truth, love, and morality, we can also write those triple qualities as the 
Religion, and practicing them as the real and great religious life. 

Great souls laugh at those who fight for their religion because Great souls are wise 
people not the blind believers. Now, let us see the exact reason behind their laugh. 
Wise people always say that no religion can exist in this world, by claiming a separate 

identity of its own, without killing itself!! Then, what is the meaning of those words? 
Great souls say that a religion speaks about both the universal God and universal 
religion, and if any religion claims a separate creator God and religion of their own, 
they bound to kill that universal creator God concept and universal concept of 
religion!! Thus, the base of that religion is destroyed, and without the base that 
religion becomes only a foolish murmur. All the religions have been trying to fence 
and dig the trench around their religion only to show their difference and superiority! 
Unfortunately, they are unaware that they don’t have any ‘religion’ within their 
compounds, except the influence of that ancient sorcery system!!! 

Dear brothers and sisters, this is not the notion or mere logical conclusions, 
unfortunately, this is the truth. We need to think for an escape from that dangerous 
influence of that sorcery system, within every religion and sect, only to save our own 
children from the mouth of those sorcery-devils. 

Belief-Religions are of the Same Kind 

Though religions claim each separately superior to any other religion, in fact, they 
all are on the same path. Every religion claims its God, heaven, and rituals, etc. are 

superior to others! This proves, though they claim all those are universal factors, they 
are really claiming a private and separate heaven and God and not the universal one!! 

Now, we can see the similarities between them. Every God-religion has many sects 
and different cults within them! Every God-religion is the propagator of animal 
sacrifice! Every God-religion is not strictly the propagator of non-violence, every 
God-religion suppressed other religions, and religious conversion is a common factor 
in all of them!! 

We can see that every religious book has great sentences on great human qualities, 
but in practice, they all are replaced with mechanical rituals!! 
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I can say one point clearly that the future of the religions and their sects in this world 
will be a total disaster!! There is no doubt about this. This is so clear because the 
planning of that ancient sorcery system is so powerfully meant this end! The ancient 
sorcery very intelligently produced an idea within every religion that they are the final 
rulers of this world. This is the reason people are blindly rushing to make their religion 
spread all over the world!! The truth is that no religion will win in the end, but sorcery 
alone will win in the end by converting loving-heart religions to killing-worst 
religions! The easiest method of sorcery to achieve this end is “beliefs”, and stronger 
the belief stronger will be their success!! Had we no idea of ‘belief methods,’ but 
known only the methods of God realization, we would not have fought even one time 
in the name of God or religion!! This gives a clear picture of the role of “beliefs” in 
that ancient sorcery- planning. These beliefs, blind folded even most intelligent 
people to not to argue against the silly and stupid idea of many separate belief- based 
creator Gods! Then, the only creator God is divided into many creator Gods by many 
religious beliefs, and the ultimate effect is the idea ‘the only creator God’ is killed by 
the God-worshipers themselves!! 

The basis of every God-religion is not the God, but it is the words of the God! 
Religions say to lead a holy life [with truth, love and morality] to attain a better life 
after death, but when people fight one another for their religion, then they are really 
standing against the words of God and nearing the abode of Satan! 

Now, I am not going to explain more about the ancient sorcery system, but at least 
a few of them I do narrate here. It has been accumulating its system’s power since it 
was born before many millennia. Unfortunately, it has not been discovered so far! 
They have been accumulating terrible cruelty and immoral sex feelings from all 
human generations. This is the reason why the society turned towards cruelty and free 
sex, even when this world got many sexless pure Gods and many religions of peace!! 
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No war was fought without their instructions. The idea “divide and cause fight” is the 
basic principle of this sorcery system. They divided the people under different heads, 
namely regions, religions, sects, cults, political parties, etc., and killed people for their 
sake!!! Now, everybody can realize easily the fact, why every religion divided into so 
many sects and cults and fought one another. If we want any solution to this terrible 
danger, we have only one option left and that is “thinking” and “realizing” instead of 
believing method. When we realize the God, then, we all will reach the same point that 
is God is always Truth, Love, and the fund of all good qualities. Thus, we get one God, 

even though the names are different! 
This unity of all religions will cause setback to that ancient sorcery system, and 

that will cause it to withdraw its influence from the humanity. Only ‘thinking’ has the 
power to open the mind, but ‘belief’ cannot do it! So, realize your God and religion, 
for both your heaven and your own children and family’s sake. 
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Everybody, including religious scholars, says that “we can’t change all the people of 
this world into good people.” What a contradiction! Religion is for that purpose, God 
is for that purpose and every spiritual idea is for that purpose!!! Oh, on the contrary, 
people were taught to hate and quarrel in the name of the same!! If the situation is so, 
then, how can anybody expect a Utopian world? In fact, human beings are not even 
ready to dream such a Great World due to their own selfish fanatic mind!! Everybody 
wants their king, their religion, their God, their prophet, their philosophy, etc., and 
beyond their selfish boundaries, they express the same in such a nasty way that they 
are false religions, false Gods, false prophets, etc. If this is the situation, can anybody 
imagine a Utopian world? 

If we want to generalize a fact, then, before that, we have to test it many times. If 
we find all trials are failures, then, we can firmly say that idea is an impossible one. 
Unfortunately, the world never allowed a single test in the direction of the Utopian 
world, but instead, it falsely generalized that idea as an impossible notion!! 
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We have the freedom to believe anything we like. Unfortunately, we can’t do in the 
case of Truth! Nobody can believe a Truth anyway he likes!! God is Truth, He is a 
universal Truth, please think the reality of this point. There are many theologies or 
many mythologies, they are not alike, but compel us to believe the God as different 
stories!! One simple question is there, to every religion, “are you sure that your creator 
God-story alone is right?” Now, everybody answers, “yes”!!!! Is it possible???? Here, 
please mind a point very seriously that there are so many religions and sects in this 
world claiming their God-mythologies are right!! If we stay in this approach, we will 
never come to a compromise until the end of this world, and instead, we will be used 
by that ancient sorcery system to the last point. 

Freedom to realise the God is meaningful idea. God is dwelling always within every 
religion and sect as the Universal Truth, Love, and Morality. Freedom of belief is 
possible only in the fields of literature, but not in the fields of realities. 
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Religion is not the commodity of any propaganda, and money won’t help to acquire it 
as well. Religion is the way we live in this world that means we should live a pure and 
pious life as told in all religions, and it is nothing to do with the ritual side of the 
religion as well! Those pure lives of Great people, lived in all the religions, are the real 
demonstrations for this great religious life. 

We know that universal Truth, Love, and Morality are there in all the religions. 
When this is the fact, from which religion to which can we convert a person? In an 
ocean we can’t give a special region as a greater one, and similarly in the case of 
religion also, we can’t give a better place to somebody than the previous one he lived!! 
Besides, we all have only one creator God in this universe. So, we can clearly say that 
conversion and religious propaganda are meaningless and nonsense. Unfortunately, 
human blood is flowing like a river in the name of the same!! 

Here is a conversation with a typical religious scholar, 
“Questioner: Is it not conversion a mistake? 
RS: Religious conversion is not a mistake, and even the constitution allows it. 
Questioner: In your estimation, how many people of other religions can be 

converted to your religion? 
RS: It is possible until all the people of other faiths converted to our religion. 
Questioner: Yes, now we can understand that you are a strong supporter of 

religious conversion, OK, but under the same constitution, if other religious scholars 
converted all the people of your religion, then there also you need to support 
conversion. OK? 

RS: If it happens, then we will protest it at any cost. 
Questioner: Then, it means that you are not supporting that conversion? 
RS: ……………………….[silence]” 
People want creator God, but only their creator God! People want religion, but only 

their religion! People want religious conversion, but they must be the only converters!! 
Oh! What a pathetic narrow attitude is this! It is really a big wonder, how these 

tiny narrow minded people are advising on that great and broad religion!! 
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Most of the religions speak about the faiths, but we should not forget the point that if 
those faiths are strictly against human good qualities, then people would never take it 
for a religion. This clearly speaks a truth that all religions speak about the truth, love, 
and morality, within their different faiths! This concludes those qualities are 
indispensable and the base of all the religions. 

In the very ancient world, teachers used to teach those qualities without claiming 
them to their own religion or cult! They simply taught moral life, like science and 
mathematics, and the people lived accordingly, the society created there was the 
supreme one!! Later the habit of naming started, and the naming of different 
traditions increased. Another type so-called cult and sect were introduced to this 
world, and finally, the big one, the religion came to this world only to split again into 
many sects!! When the people started naming the great life, then there started the 
deterioration of the great life. Again, it created and increased the hatred between the 
separated ones, and finally it reached to the last point, the real inversion of great life 
in the form of ‘bloodshed in the name of great life’!! Today we see the same at its 
peak! Today’s religions forgot all universality of great life, and they are propagating 

the inverted great lives in the name of religions!! We know that the only possible 
service of any religion, to its society, is purifying the cruel minded people of their 
religion and to make them Godlike great souls. This service will help the society to get 
peace and the person to get heaven!!! Unfortunately, today, people are sending the 
people of other religions to the hell, simultaneously making this planet a hell, and 
finally they themselves enter into the hell out of their grave sin. Thus, the religious 
heaven theory became this kind of triple-hell theory!!! 

Please, don’t fall into the hands of that ancient sorcery system, and try to get rid 
of their influence. Try to interpret God and religion from their essence part than 
stressing more the ritual and the belief part of them. 

Have the heart of Great soul, then, its wave will save the world. 
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Here, nobody tries to convince anybody that in all those religions, no good people lived 
so far. Many number of Great souls lived in them. We still remember their great 
services to humanity, but remember that the religion means not only those very few 
numbers of Great souls lived and are living in it, but it represents the whole of its 
population. 

At first, we have to know about the meaning of ‘religion’. The religion is not a 
book. It is not a sculpture or a poem, to look at its beauty and enjoy them, but instead, 
religion depends directly on its followers’ implementations of ideal life. 

If the human beings are not living on this earth, then there would not be any 
religion. There are also a few religions without a God in them. This clears that the aim 
of all religions is to give a perfect life system to its people. So, we can now realise that 
how great the people live in a religion decides the greatness of that religion, but not 
the glorification of religious books. Let us look at the example, if scientists say that 
the new invention is perfectly written in the book, but not working practically, then 
does anybody agree with that idea? Nobody will agree with that idea and everybody 
will reject them as unscientific! Similarly we should view the religions. Thus, we get 
the conclusion that by glorifying one’s religious text, one cannot glorify one’s religion 
at all, but in every religion, how far the truth, love, and morality are cultivated, so far 
the greatness of that religion can be claimed. This is a very clear truth. Let all religions 
understand this point at first, and try to become greater religions the next, then, this 
world will turn into a heaven better than the possible heaven after death! 

How selfish are all these religions, they go after conversion as their goal, instead 
of going for purification of every individual within their own religion!! 
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Religious war is an absurd idea because it is the opposite word of peace! Again, we 
know peace is the opposite word of war. Yet again, every religion claims that the 
religion is peace and for peace. Now, the conclusion says that ‘religious war’ means 
“peace war”, and it sounds like “light from darkness.” So, we must realise that the 
religions stand only for peace and every war is considered only a war and should not 
be connected to any kind of divinity or holiness. 

Now, we can see different types of religious wars! Some say, to convert people of 
other faiths they fight religious war. Some other say, to defend their own religion from 
the aggressor they fight religious war. Again some say, war for justice is the religious 
war. Yet again some say, a war with the strict war rules is called religious war. 

First of all, let us discuss the first type of religious war. Every religion has the 
universal truth, love and morality as its main religious part and all other parts are only 
ritual parts, not directly connected to the religion! Thus, it clearly says that they are 
fighting a religious war only for changing some rituals of the people of other religions, 
and not for any change of main part or essential part of religion!! 

In the second type, we see the claim that the defending one’s religion from the 

aggressor is a religious war. Every country has its own defence system, and some 
fought against aggressors, but it is a mere war. Anybody may be the aggressor, but it 
is called only a war with the aggressor, we should not term them as the religious war. 

The third type, they say that fighting for justice is the religious war. In every 
reason of war, one side must feel it as an injustice. Then, we bound to term all the 
wars as religious war! So, war is a mere war, we should not glorify it in any way. 

The last type, they say that any war with strict war rules can be called the religious 
war. Under any strict rules if anything happens, then, we call them as the sport! No 
war has been fought anywhere under strict war rules, even myths say that Gods 
disobeyed the war rules many times in the war fields!! 

So, war is only a war and cannot be given any kind of divinity or holiness at all. 
Please try to realise the fact that any kind of war, in fact, is the real enemy of religion! 
So, if human beings need religion, then their first and foremost duty is to maintain 
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peace in this world. Moreover, this same ‘peace’ is theoretically claimed by every 
religion, though they all failed to achieve it!! 
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We need no book or library for explaining the trinity of words, the universal truth, 
love, and morality. The real missionary is he who lives these ideals in his life. The 
Great souls are the real examples of the real missionaries because their lives 
themselves are the sacred books of religions. Unfortunately, we see different methods 
are being used by the missionaries, for converting the people to their religions, 
forgetting the real and great path of those Great souls! This is a very dangerous and 
disastrous movement! 
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Commonly the Atheism is defined as having no belief in God’s existence, and the 
Theism is defined as having belief in the existence of God. Now, let us see the inner 
meaning of Theism. 

God is pure that means, he is not untruth, hatred, or immorality. So if any belief 
compels anybody to believe a God, then, it says only to believe in the quality of God 
that is Truth, Love, and Morality. This shows that those who follow the path of 
untruth, hatred, and immorality cannot be considered Theists, but they should be 
considered Atheists. This is the scientific analysis of Theism. This is scientific because 
we can apply this testing method in all religions. In fact, in all different and 
contradicting religious myths’ and their Gods’ respective beliefs, there the idea of 
Theism is not universal. There, they compel to believe in some stories of God and 
rituals to call people the Theists! We find different stories and rituals in different 
religions, and thus, without any universal measuring standard, the term Theism loses 
its meaning completely!! 
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People say that paths towards God are many, but the final AIM IS ONE. I really wish it 
so, but in reality, it does not exist at all. Let us examine the AIMS of all religions, and 
try to find FINAL AIMS are one or many. The AIM here means the God, heaven, 
salvation, etc. We can see that one religion and its God are explained in one way and 
another religion and its God are explained in another way! Thus, all the religions and 
their Gods are explained differently! One creator God is explained as many as God with 
Qualities, God without Qualities, God with form, God without form, God with brighter 
qualities, God with darker qualities, God with name, God in human incarnation, God 
without name, God who pardons mistakes, God who curses eternally for a mistake, 
etc. When we come to God’s words, some places he says ‘love me’, some other places 
he says ‘fear me’, and again in some places he demands a total surrender unto him. 
So, we should say, “AIMS ARE MANY, and so, naturally, the ways are also many.” 

If human beings conceive an idea of one God, then these varieties are possible, but 
all claim that their ideas are from the divine beings. Then, those huge contradictions, 
about that one God, really confuse and make no sense at all. Sun is one. Yes, but we 
can’t explain it dark or cold, but we bound to explain it bright and hot. So if at all ‘one 

God’ exists, then, everybody should have explained with the same explanations! Please 
mind the point that the astral beings are many millions in numbers and they have the 
independent power of narration as well. So, we human beings need a very powerful 
discrimination regarding this case. 

If we need ONE AIM, it is there in the qualities of God and religion! A Satan cannot 
be a God, so, obviously, qualities determine the very existence of the God. Thus, the 
positive qualities like Truth, Love, and Morality can be considered the real and 
common God of this universe because without these qualities no God can exist at all. 
Now, we got the ‘ONE AIM’ that is ‘Quality God’. Now, we got one broader religion as 
well, like one highway, with many lanes. This broader vision in all religions, even 
though their structure and beliefs are kept intact, can make a huge positive difference! 
This divine and broad vision of God and religion has the magical power of eradicating 
fanaticism and its bloodshed!! It got a mesmerizing power of divine Love which can 
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convert whole humankind into one beautiful family!! It has a boon in its hand, which 
can light the whole world with peace!! 
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Some religions are there without a God concept in them. Some people argue if there is 
no fear of God, world will be filled with the cruel people. In fact, if we compare God-
religions and Godless-religions, we get the truth that the God-religions have been 
creating more violence than Godless-religions on this planet! In the name of God, we 
know, for many thousands of years, people have been fighting terrible wars all over 
the globe. We can even see the great ideal ‘non-violence’ is given more importance in 
those Godless-religions! In fact, this great ideal should have been followed in those 
God-religions since the God is ALL LOVING and compassionate! Contradicting this 
great ideal the non-violence, we can see more religious wars fought in God-religions!! 
When this is the condition, we need not worry about those dangers of Godless-
religions. 

A person may withdraw from his evil deeds when he hears that he was wrong. On 
the other hand, those who knew about their own sins while wrongdoing, cannot stop 
committing sins in his life! In the case of religions, we see, those who well-versed in 
the ideas of God’s curse, hellfire, and all other tortures for human sins, themselves 
commit sins without fear! This is really the extreme fearless attitude!! Where is the 

influence of Gods and religions then? 
Now it is clear that the increasing influence of those hidden sorceries, within all 

religions, is the cause of this fearless attitude of the mass people. The power of the 
resistance of that negative sorcery system’s viruses will increase, further within the 
religions, until it reaches its end point. Then, instead of religious people, we will see, 
only the religious barbaric people! This is the ultimate end of that ancient sorcery 
system because further no individual or religion can make any positive change in this 
world! For this, the ancient sorcery system is evolving without a break, just like the 
parasites, within religions and also along with the hard works of the missionaries of 
all the religions!! 

In this condition, the only possible solution is worldwide awareness of the negative 
influence of this particular sorcery system, and gathering of all the people of this 
world, under the divine umbrella of the essence-part of the religions and universal 
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love. If the people united consciously, then that sorcery system’s negative influence 
would be substantially reduced. This is the only hope ahead for a peaceful world. 
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We know that in this universe we can find so many earths and also the possibility of 
the Aliens. On the other hand, ancient sorcery system is different from Aliens, and 
that system was an ancient human creation. Those creators and the beneficiaries were 
dead in the ancient age itself, but that particular system, due to its self-intelligence, 
has grown worldwide! 

Now, the one point we need to see that if Aliens exist in this universe, the creator 
God concept, in all those religions, gets a setback! This is because all religions 
mentioned all the different existences including Angels, but they did not mention 
other earthly beings like Aliens. Creator God said that His ultimate creation was 
Human being. So, if anywhere in this universe Aliens existed, then, it is another blow 
to the religions, just like the mistake they made in the case of earth’s movement. 
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Good and Bad People, and the Ancient Sorcery System 

The ways of the ancient sorcery system are different. I already explained many 
times about its origin. They mainly need the human feelings “immoral sex” and 
“cruelty” and they accumulate them and increase them steadily among all the 
population of this world! They have different methods for this purpose. Thus, the 
world goes towards an irreversible dead end! Marriage institution is the backbone of 
every religion, but unfortunately, in the end, the same backbone of religions will break 
totally! Then, the religions will exist merely for bloodshed and cruelty!! 

The ancient sorcery system also needs one supportive human feeling that is the 
feeling of human suffering! For that purpose, they torture both good and wicked 
people. No doubt, they need the feeling of bad qualities, but they also want from 
everybody the feeling of pain and torture!! For this, they won’t allow anybody live 
happily in this world. When Hero suffers, the same coin produces a suffering for a 
villain as well. In the society, villains also suffer in many ways, but we generally do 
not care for them. The only difference we can find is in the ‘feeling’ of suffering, good 

people feel more, but the wicked people, due to their quality of cruelty, feel a little 
less. In another type, some suffer more in the childhood, but some others suffer in the 
other stages of life. Thus, from the family fights to the world wars, each fight is being 
influenced and arrayed by them!!! Therefore, the rules and ideas are different in 
ancient sorcery system. 

The Ancient Sorcery System and the Hatred Feeling 

They create the fight within the family, fight between relatives, friends, castes, 
neighbours, different nations, different traditions, different sects, different religions, 
etc., and these are a few ideas used by that ancient sorcery system to increase hatred 
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among people. They create more and more hatred from all such cases and accumulate 
them for their future purpose. This is their secret technique for increasing hatred 
among the people of this world. 

Dividing the people, and getting benefit out of it, is their game, and “unity of 
people” is their enemy all the time. 

The Ancient Sorcery System and the Mental Problems 

The ancient sorcery system has been collecting the problematic mental feelings 
from the beginning of its formation! Without this accumulated stock of human-
disturbed feelings, derived at the time of different human mental problems, they 
cannot complete their main task of increasing the cruelty and immoral sex feeling in 
the society! There are two types of mental problems as far as ancient sorcery system 
is concerned. One is the real and obvious mental problems of human beings, and the 
other one is temporary mental problems! We know the first [obvious] type, but anger, 
jealousy, fear, doubt, perverted sex, conceit, feeling of sadness and excess happy 
feeling, etc., come under the temporary mental problems! They put a little mental 
disturbance [bait] on the human being, and take more, every time, from every 
individual. People think all these are natural and therefore give no attention to them. 
The real and obvious mental problems like madness, even including depression are 
their special cases. Now, in some family line its frequency may be more, but in the 
future, we can see that every family line will face the same. Now, the only proof I can 
give you is the difference between the frequency of the mental problems in the ancient 
past and today. In ancient time it was almost zero, and today it is almost common!! 
Now, the question raises that why it happened when this mental problem is not a 
contagious disease? Mosquito or any kind of bacteria or virus cannot increase these 

problems, then, who increased them? Even the medical science did not discover its 
cause up to this time, and they also can’t find it in the future! 

Sometimes this sorcery also invests more in the society and takes massive 
kickbacks!! It happens in caste fights, religious and sectarian fights, and also in wars 
and world wars!! There the hysteria of both cruelty and pain are at their peak. Thus, 
we can understand the connection between the ancient sorcery system and all mental 
problems. 

Ancient Sorcery System and the Marriage 

I already mentioned that the marriage institution is a temporary concept and in 
the future it will be replaced with the free sex society. This influence is increasing on 
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every individual on this planet! If people use the method of suppression to avoid this 
happening, then it will affect the people adversely and cause a severe landslide!! 
Freedom can be used in two ways; one is for good and other is for bad deeds. Now, the 
only way of transcending that befalling danger is the great realization of the concept 
marriage. A slave cannot realize any truth because Truth or religion begins with the 
concept of freedom!! Thus, among Great souls, we can’t see any differences between 
man and woman. Here, gender is not considered the cause of either morality or 
immorality, but the broad-minded wisdom is only considered for the greatness of a 

person. 
I have been generating so many anti-sorcery concepts to get some kinds of 

solutions for incoming dangers, and I found that the anti-marriage virus or divorce 
virus is very powerful. These viruses have been created and massively stored under 
every religious background and this is growing very fast as well! Oh, this is really very 
unfortunate! This will fall heavily on every individual irrespective of one’s religion or 
sect in the future. The frequency of divorces will increase, and finally, the sorcery will 
reach its ultimate end, the marriage-less society. This is only the matter of time and 
all religions will collapse totally then!! I am so bothered in this respect, and for this 
purpose, I am experimenting to get a spiritual solution as well. I have been generating 
the anti-divorce concept even with the help of my own married relationship concept. 
I dared this idea, though with an exclusive spiritual strategy, only for reviving the base 
of the religion, which is on its way to extinction. The massive solution for this is 
possible only when we promote the greatness of marriage and its relationship. For 
this, people must sublime themselves into the sacred orbit of the great chaste life of 
‘ideal couple.’ If this is possible, then only any religion will survive in the future, 
otherwise in the future, wild human beings will live in the city-forests without the 
religion and the civilization!! 

The Human Thought and Imagination, and the Ancient 
Sorcery System 

Most of their network system contains unbelievable psychic programming! I am 
not going to tell all of them because nobody can digest it. Above all, I cannot prove 
directly my claims, though I am following an indirect method for that purpose. Now, 
I am revealing here one more technique of that ancient sorcery, in addition to those 
techniques already said. 

We think that our mental calculations are our own, but they are not ours!! All the 
human attitudes and behaviours are directly but very secretly controlled by those 
sorcery beings! This should sound foolish to most of the people, but unfortunately, 
this is the truth!! Human beings are being led by those ancient sorcery subtle beings. 
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They are hiding in the very secret places within the human body and mind!! The 
human body is the puppet in the hands of those beings. Human behaviour and human 
feelings are influenced by them. They systematically but constantly reduce the good 
character from the human mind. The most dangerous one among them is forcing the 
human beings to mistake the religion and God, and thus converting the sources of 
good into deadly bad qualities like hatred and fanaticism. The consequence is that the 
very Great source of goodness [God] is destroyed!!! That sorcery’s puppets, the human 
beings, ignorantly follow the secret orders given by those sorcery powers within their 

minds. This tends people to mistake the religious life or the great life for fanatic 
hatred, conversion, and butchering of human being!! 
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Creation theory of religions says, God created, in this world, every living being up to 
the ape in the same manner, but for the first man and woman, a separate story is given 
for them and their creation was in a different way!! In fact, human being is a mammal 
and with a difference of better intelligence. Some believe that the first man and woman 
were born in this earth, but some others believe the first man and woman came from 
the heaven!! 

Story tells many things, and the believers forced to believe without any argument!! 
If anybody asks how they reached earth and for that which vehicle they used, then 
there is no answer except the only argument that God sent them to earth!! In this way, 
stories got full of contradictions. Still, every religion is trying to establish its mythical 
stories as true events!! 

Now, in the creation story, some religious people claim that for creating the stars, 
sun, and earth, etc. God used a kind of sequence, instead of creating everything in 
single day. They argue that is supporting the theory of evolution! Some also argue that 
God created all creatures from the water, and that also supports evolution theory! 
Unfortunately, they agree up to the mammal-ape, but the last step of evolution they 

do not agree. They say that the first man and woman were not produced in the way of 
evolutionary theory, and they also argue that they were not created by God out of 
water, but out of a different item, the mud. There they leave science and go after a 
mythical story!! That means up to ape, they argue that their religion is scientific, but 
when Human creation comes, they mock science for its evolution theory!!!! In this 
way, all the religions, nowadays, are trying their best to make their religion appear so 
scientific!! 

The better surroundings have always produced better results. A scientist, if he 
failed to get the proper opportunities or surroundings in his childhood or after, should 
miss the chance of becoming a scientist. Thus, the surroundings are very important 
factor in the theory of evolution. Those ancient forest dwellers started the effort, the 
fight against surroundings for better convenience, and that effort alone led them to 
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attain civilization and made them reach up to this modern society!! Those who did not 
participate are still living in the dark forests. 

If we argue God created human beings in the beginning, then we have to admit 
that the well civilized and wise Adam and Eve should have given the greatest 
knowledge which they got directly from the God to the humanity. This must have 
caused all early forest dwellers to live in a very civilized and with a grand religion. 
Unfortunately, against the logic of this story, we have the history of those primitive 
and barbaric people, who lived as the earliest forest dwellers!! Again, some people try 

to argue that the God has been sending his chosen human beings as his messengers 
only according to the development of human intelligence! This explanation does not 
answer the contradiction of Adam’s great knowledge and his early barbaric 
generations in the dark forests. Besides, it also creates a logical argument that even 
though God is omnipotent, He was simply waiting millions of years, just watching the 
time, for human’s natural intellectual evolution, in order to send his greater religion! 
And again, the argument claims that the omnipotent God, who created everything in 
the beginning, was not able to develop that much intelligence in the human beings 
which could make them understand His religion! Moreover, if we agree the idea that 
God did send His religion according to the intellectual development of any period in 
the human history, then, it also shows God’s favour towards the modern people, by 
giving those ideas of his heaven, salvation etc., and rejecting those millions and 
millions of ancient human beings, who dwelled early in the forests and just afterwards 
without any of his religions!! We would have accepted the ‘story’ of the God if He 
appeared there in the forests and had given human beings His religion! He did not 
donate His religion there, but the knowledge of sorcery was descended to them from 
their own intelligence!! Was that also God’s testing? Slowly, over millions of years, 
human beings developed their intelligence and later they moved to the village and 
started cultivation. Then again, after thousands of years, some of them evolved to the 

greater thoughts. They became powerful philosophers!! Still, the creator God did not 
appear with His books! Even later to this period, religion and creator God appeared!! 
Why did the creator God explain differently His religion in different places and cause 
the frequent terrible bloodshed? Again, some ask the question “why did not He create 
human beings, at His will, in the other planets or in its satellites of our solar system 
since He is omnipotent and the creator of the universe?” Here, the meaning of this 
question is whether the water is the cause of lives in any planet. 

Here, we are not speaking against the essentiality of God. We need the God concept 
more than anything, but more stress should not be given to those contradicting 
stories. We need the God in the form of His essence. We need the God in the form of 
His light, thus, we can have many Gods or a creator God in this perspective. If we fail 
to see this point, no doubt, that ancient sorcery system will continue its systematic 
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use of its powerful weapon, the fanatic ghosts, to erase the human life totally from 
this earth. 
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Let us look at the need for this ‘brief explanation’. If the creator God does exist, then 
what would he say? Will he ask all lower caste people to serve the upper caste people 
all the time? No. Will he ask the people of one religion to fight with the people of His 
own another religion, and will he enjoy those horrible killings? No. Will he say his old 
religions were his mistakes? No. Will he say that he had forgotten to add some points 
in his earlier versions of religions due to his forgetfulness? If the answer is ‘No’ then 
why do people speak in such a way? Throwing the Truth, Love, and morality into the 
invisible corner, people produced millions of books for explaining those insignificant 
rituals, and made the God mere an object of prayer!! This is really a blasphemy. When 
we witness those contradicting rituals why didn’t realize that those are against the 
real teachings? Once the foundation of the religion is destroyed then all other 
explanations go wrong whatever be the context. Great souls always warned the 
dangers of the teachings of those narrow minded priests, and did you hear their 
warning? No. It is not enough even a lifelong repentance for the cruelty shown to those 
millions of victims of fanaticism. Let us think from the position of those victims of 
fanaticism, and then only we can clearly realize that those acts were devilish. A drop 
of tear for those people is equal to an ocean of knowledge about any religion since the 
God is kind and compassionate. A cruel person is not at all a human being, but he is a 
devil. What greatness do we see in writing of millions of books on God’s mercy since 
that ‘mercy’ is being killed mercilessly? People didn’t follow the universal divine love 
preached by those Great souls, but they even tried to project that divine universal Love 
as blasphemous!! No escape, all religions theoretically declare that their religions are 
for world peace, but practically everywhere we see with our own eyes that the religions 
are not for any world peace, but for devastating the world into many pieces!! 

God, whether He is individual or principle, cannot do bad to the people. If He is the 
creator, then He becomes the creator of all those ‘creator’s religions’, so he cannot 
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curse any religion. He won’t care, the so-called conversions in the religions, and He 
must have meant only the conversion of bad and anti-social people to good and great 
human beings. The Great souls really followed those words of God sincerely and they 
changed so many bad people to good ones. Unfortunately, the same God’s words also 
misinterpreted and used to kill or forcefully convert the people from other religions!! 

We can’t sit quietly when our house is on fire, like that a human being can’t sit 
peacefully when the world goes terribly into the danger. For that, we need to expose 
the reality, which has been hidden by that ancient sorcery system. It is the time to 

open the eyes of loving hearts. God is Truth, God is Love and God is Morality, and less 
than this, there is no God of any kind. This realization is the only hope remaining in 
front of us. We know that the Truth is very sweet to the good people, but bitter to the 
selfish people. Still, the only and ever invented medicine for such disease, the dreadful 
social-blindness, is the light of the Truth. So, it is the time for all human beings to 
raise the flag of Truth, in their own religion and sect, in order to save the invaluable 
lives of the human beings on this planet. 

The essence of the God and religion is within these three main points, and they are 
the universal Truth, Love, and Morality. So many Great souls lived these great lives. It 
is clear now if we simplify the God and religion as the universal Truth, Love, and 
Morality, they give a complete religion of Great souls. Here, we all are ONE, but only 
with the difference of different names and forms of those religions!! Here, we see no 
drop of blood, but we can see only the divine tears of great selfless Love!! Oh, a divine 
fulfilment!! Thus, the brief explanation of God and religion is the ultimate solution for 
the impending dangers of that ancient sorcery system. 
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First of all, I already told that my first duty is to inform the world the very secret of 
that particular ancient sorcery system, which has not been exposed so far. Again, my 
second duty is to find a solution if possible to that terrible danger. The negative 
energies of that ancient sorcery system already covered whole world before many 
thousands of years and now its capacity is very much increased!! If we use other 
spiritual modes as a solution to this severe problem, then it will not work at all. The 
reason is that we have been experimenting with all those different spiritual paths for 
many thousands of years, but still we have the world today worse than ever since!! 
Every religion has its own different types of religious rituals, mystical rituals, a few 
drops of miracles, traditions, ascetics, seekers, and so on, and it will continue its 
course, but the world will go, without a doubt, worse than the world we see today. 

We also had many Great souls in the past, though they didn’t influence much on 
the common man, worked for all the human beings without dividing them. Their 
approach was total and not particularly for any individual benefits. This is the reason 
why I selected the approach of Great souls than other religious or spiritual disciplines. 

I found that the only solution for the dangers of that ancient sorcery influence is 
the positive but the collective human mind, irrespective of caste, creed, sect or 
religion. This is because the very basic structure of that sorcery system is dividing 
people with any name and form. Religion, sect, cult, caste, nation, colour, etc., are the 
common factors they play with for generating violence and cruelty. We can’t stop 
these horrible influences with the other spiritual disciplines, which deal with 
individual pursuits. Besides, for that, we must need the UNIVERSAL great ideals the 
so-called the universal truth, love, and morality. If we revive this path of great souls, 
which has been familiar to all the religions, and again with a new dimension, I hope, 
we can withstand those attacks from them. Here, nobody is harming anybody’s 
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religion, but, all we need is a small change in the implementation of religions, which 
increases the dignity and greatness of every religion! 
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The word divinity always connected with God! In fact, we should know that divinity is 
the atmosphere of the human heart, exclusively created by the positive qualities. So, 
divinity is the purity of heart, the product of the human good nature, and it is nothing 
to do with God in person or in principle! 

We can see many Great souls lived in Godless religions, and this is the proof that 
God is not essential for attaining divinity. Here, again we should not forget that 
without this divinity, no religion or anything you call as spirituality can exist!! A devil 
cannot attain the spirituality because we know, without goodness in one’s heart there 
cannot be any spirituality of any kind. Thus, we can conclude that at first, we must 
become divine, that is good at thought and heart, only then it is possible to have any 
God or religion! It is clear that the creator of divinity are those great ideals the 
universal truth, love, and morality, and without these ideals, we can’t produce any 
kind of purity or divinity at all. Moreover, without those qualities, no God or religion 
will become a divine one! Unfortunately, all the religions, in the name of God and 
religion, are concentrating on those mere beliefs and rituals, which in turn created 
hatred and bloodshed and not the broad divine hearts!! 

Nobody can skip divinity in spirituality as well as in the religion. Ones they skipped 
means they skipped God, religion, spirituality, and everything related to them, and 
also clear that they are taking shelter under the devil’s roof! This again clears that if 
anybody adds violence or lives immorally within any religion, kills his own religion 
and his God concept as well. Thus, the real enemy of a religion is not the people of 
other religions, but they are those huge numbers of followers of the same faith who 
have negative qualities!! 

Unfortunately, we see, the people with negative qualities are respected in the 
society, and today they are the protectors of the religions!! They are so ignorant that 
they even do not know a vice person cannot protect the religion and God, which are 
the mountains of positive qualities!! This shows absolutely that all human beings have 
been trapped within the influence of that terrible ancient sorcery system, which has 
been trying to misinterpret the God and religion for its own purposes! If no change 
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made in this respect, in the near future itself, no doubt, everybody will act like a devil 
in the name of God and religion. 
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Some religious scholars argue that evil doings of people are nothing to do with their 
religion! If so, then, good deeds also get no connection with the religion! In fact, we 
can compare greatness of one religion with the other religions only by comparing the 
number of good people in them! A religious book becomes holy only because it speaks 
about the goodness of human behaviour, but we must think that book is not the 
machine which has the ability to create holiness in the hearts of the people of that 
religion. If anybody starts counting only good people in one’s religion, he may get only 
a handful of human beings, and this can be called the real and proven volume of that 
religion!!! In fact, a few people are really the religious and God-loving people, and all 
others are not! Now, the speciality of these majority claimers-religious people, in 
every religion, is that they claim they are the saviours of the religions, and the result, 
we all know, is bloodshed! They also make noise against atheists, but they keep quiet 
against those immoralities of the people within their own religions! This is another 
trap-theory of that ancient sorcery system. This trap-theory says “bad people can 
only increase bad people, but they can’t increase good people within the religions.” 

Please, see the danger of this sorcery and save the humanity. 
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If we strictly see the aspects of violence, then, we can see that it is basically divided 
into two parts. One is attacking part and another is defending part. Great souls advise 
people to stay in the defending part. Human beings have right to defend their body, 
family, etc., above all, the humanity. Great souls argue that defending humanity is the 
ultimate religion because every religion claims that their religion is for PEACE. Nobody 
can attack others in the name of religion because we know that religion is for peace. 

Now, we have only one choice, either to remain in our God-religion of peace or to 
reject it and involve in violent Satanic-activities. Thus, if we want to spread our 
religion, the only way is to spread the God’s ultimate commandment the peace, which 
is the product of the God’s quality the universal Truth, Love and Morality. 
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Becoming larger is growth, deleting incorrect ideas and adding correct ideas is also a 
kind of growth, avoiding untruths and adding truths is again another kind of growth. 
If we refine anything by separating unwanted items that is also called growth. In brief, 
increase in a quantity or in a quality both can be called growth. 

The well-known example for such a social growth is the growth of science. All 
scientists appreciated and respected all earlier scientists and absorbed all their real 
discoveries. Based on that previous knowledge, they developed further studies and 
again achieved still better for their society. If scientists hated one another and their 
discoveries, we would be travelling on bullock carts by now. Unfortunately, religions 
show one book in one hand and say it contains everything, and if anybody utters a 
little better or a little less, then they declare them as blasphemous!!! 

Now, the word ‘growth’ is meaningless in religions. We can clearly see the 
religions use an unwanted type of growth, instead of a good and healthier growth! Let 
us see what religions actually doing in the name of religious growth. Those religions 
who believe in creator God claim that their religious books were given directly by the 
creator God, but each claim’s that all other religions have many mistakes in them!! 

They fight one another for the greatness of their own religion. Now, we must think 
one point, if there is a creator God and had He given really all these religious books to 
human beings, would he like this? Would He wish a particular one of His religion’s 
victory over all other His own religions? 

Religious life never starts with a particular mode of prayer or any other ritual, but 
religious life starts only with the sacrifice of one’s selfishness and pride. Everybody 
knows on this planet that the differences in the style of prayer and rituals in different 
religions caused horrible bloodshed throughout the ages, but when a person 
sacrificing his selfishness and pride, hatred vanishes and in its place divine Love 
appears, and we attain peaceful society instead. 

Everybody knows that the Universal and divine Love is God himself. In short, 
religious development comes only when we accept all the truths and reject all the 
untruths from the angle of that divine concept the universal Love. Unfortunately, 
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truths regarding rituals and prayers are claimed as the ultimate religion by almost all 
the religions!!! We should have the common sense to guess that the God never cares 
our style of prayers and its frequency, but He must be looking at our behavioural 
development. If we had cared the God’s latter advice, today we would have achieved 
the one greatest religion for all, with the great world peace, even along with the 
different religions’ exclusive identities! 
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I already said about the real religious text, and that it is the numbers of good people 
exist in one religion rather than any book. Here, we have some rationalists’ arguments 
against the claim of one-religious book’s greatness. They say religious texts were 
written not by prophets themselves instead they all written by others, thus, allowing 
a vast space for interpolations and omissions. Human beings always mistake 
something for some other thing, and a brilliant man also commits such a mistake due 
to the ambiguity of sentences. This is the reason they argue that the possibility of 
original words of the God would be confused or mistaken by prophets, which are now 
in the religious books. They argue this too is a kind of interpolation. Again, there was 
the possibility of forgetting most of the words of Gods by prophets, and this, in a 
sense, becomes a mistake of omission of God’s words, and this compels logic to call 
every religious text as an incomplete text! 

This is why, in general, Great souls request not to go after finding differences 
between one another, instead, try to find common factors among all religions, only to 
serve our own God and religion, and to lead a better religious life. 

We can call both pure water and muddy water as ‘water’, in the same manner; the 
Great souls and selfish people call the name of the same God. This means, Great souls 
never mix the mud with the pure water, the God, just for the purpose of the mean 
claim of religious greatness. Again, this also means, even though the name of the God 
is the same, the sinners and nasty people can never mean the God in the same way the 
Great souls mean!! We can see religion only beyond the religious book, not within the 
book. How far the kind and good people are produced in a religion is the real religious 
book of that religion. In other words, if religions filled with cruel and immoral people, 
then the religious book loses its total existence, and the claim of the greatness of the 
religious book then sounds absurd. Now, who are the good religious people? Good 
religious people speak for God that means they speak for the good qualities, and live 
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for God that means live for the good qualities. The bad religious people speak for God, 
that means they also speak for the good qualities, but live for Satan, that means they 
live for the bad qualities! 

What is a religious text? It is a set of beliefs and rituals and philosophy, etc. meant 
to practice in life. Thus, in other words, the path or rituals, which one group of people 
follow, is their religious text. We can see so many sects in a religion, with different 
interpretations of that original text as well as with many exclusive rituals. When the 
different meanings come to the sentences, there the book will not remain the same. 

This means only when everybody gives the same meaning or interpretation to a 
particular book, then, that book can be considered, “one book” but if we have different 
meanings and interpretations to a book for different sects, then, they only become 
different meaning-interpolations!! The Meaning-interpolation is very stronger than 
the sentence- interpolation because we can interpret the added sentence in accordance 
with the earlier original lines, but in the meaning-interpolation, it is not possible and 
they bound to remain separate forever!! Again, there we also naturally get different 
meaning-texts for different sects and cults within the same “one book” religion!! In 
this way, there is no religion exists with single religious text. 
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In subtle worlds, there the astral beings can exist both with and without the subtle 
bodies. If they want, they can appear with a subtle body and when they don’t want 
they can discard it as well. Some mystics said that they had seen their God, and some 
other times, some other narration also says about the hearing of mere God’s voice 
without God’s form! This means, Gods can remain without a subtle body and can speak 
as well! In other words, these Gods are not omnipresent Gods, but they have the power 
to create any form or subtle body including human-shape! Unfortunately, this simple 
technology of the subtle world caused bloodshed in this physical world!! People even 
fought thousands of years only for this silly one difference that is “God is without 
form and God is with form!!!” In the same way, all other religious differences, really, 
are very silly, but ignorantly became the sources of terrible wars!! 

Please be aware of that ancient sorcery system, which has been playing a never-
ending bloody game with the ignorant people by misusing the religion for that!! People 
cannot get any peace of any kind until the end of humankind if we go with those 
sorcery’s strategies!! 
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If I want to claim that my religion only is right, then, I should prove that claim. My 
claim can be acceptable only if my idea makes ‘better peace and happiness’ to the 
whole mankind, but less than that my claim is futile. Unfortunately, every religion 
claims of its perfection, but practically, it did only human separation, hatred, and 
bloodshed. Once the idea of a framework or a separate body is given to religions or 
sects, then and there the main aims of the religions blow off! This is because the 
eternal Truth and Love, the backbone of any religion, are forced to live within the 
limits of these religions and sects!!! 

Look there, different religious scholars are raising their hands to a question 
“which religion is perfect in this world?” Every scholar from all different religions and 
sects is ready with his religious text to prove that as well!! Finally, the questioner 
asked one more question, whether they agreed with the idea that all the religions were 
perfect. To this question, everybody answered “no”. Now, the questioner warned 
them, “you are not the advocates of religions because you kill the same creator God 
and those of his basic commandments Truth, Love and Morality, by hating one 
another.” 

The secret planning of that ancient sorcery system is to destroy God concept from 
the world and establish devil’s concept instead. For this, they have so many methods, 
but the very important one among them is religious hatred and fanaticism!! Now, the 
science of “concept” is in the subtle world [human mind world] works differently, 
there, if more people denounce a good deed, then the power of that Good deed goes 
down, and instead, the effect of bad deed erupts! In the same way, religions while 
hating and fighting one another, there, ninety percent of God concept is denounced 
[killed] and only ten percent of God concept is appreciated!! This shows the religious 
world has been killing God concept by a net eighty percent all the time!! The ancient 
sorcery system succeeded in creating this horrible feeling of fanaticism, by making 
human beings stick to the strong idea “belief.” 

A small boy demands another boy to come to his house because he claims the Sun 
shines always brighter above his house than latter’s house! In the same way, religious 
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scholars claim people of other faiths to convert to their religion. They claim all other 
religious words are outdated and worthless. This will lead only to end the human life 
in this world before its natural end. 

Everybody says that the religion is for peace, but it never happened. Now, the only 
option left is to decide whether we want fanatic religions, or should we gather together 
to glorify the ‘world peace,’ which is commanded in every religion, as the main 
function, for humans’ happy life. 

 

If we can stay strongly in the main portion of religion that is the universal Truth, 
Love, and Morality, then, the ever-wished dream of a permanent peace to this violent 
world will come true!! 
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Every religion claims that it is a perfect religion, and also it is trying to convert the 
people of other faiths to it! If the religions are claiming that others are imperfect 
religions, then, one important question arises and it is why didn’t God cause a soul to 
take birth in that ‘claimed’ perfect religion? Why did God permit most of his children 
to get birth also in those imperfect religions? This destroys the impartial stand of 
creator God! Can you agree with this theory of biased God? If you don’t agree, then 
you can’t claim your religion alone is superior. Since the water level of greatness is 
the same in both sides, you also can’t convert any people from other faith to yours as 
well. 

The creator God concept was discovered by human race only before a few 
thousands of years! Until then the people used only different positive powers or Gods 
for their worships in this world!! Why creator God did not give his perfect religions to 
those millions of human beings earlier? Is he meant all of those earlier people only for 
Hell? 

Please stop all such silly arguments and concentrate on the real religion lies within 
every religion. That real religion is the ‘practical life’ of universal Truth, Love, and 

Morality. If anybody tries to develop this and also tries to develop among others, then, 
he or she becomes the God’s perfect religious missionary. If you pray a thousand times 
in a day, physically that may improve your health, but it won’t improve your heart. 
The concept of the God is the Lord of heart, and you can’t make Him a sword of Satan. 
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If ‘God is cruel’, no doubt, He will be very satisfied with the animal sacrifice, and if 
‘God is Love’, no doubt, He will not be satisfied with the animal sacrifice at all. We 
know that animal sacrifices are common in local sorceries. So, I can’t agree, in any 
way, with animal sacrifice for God concept. Again, we know rituals are based on 
mythologies, and nobody can question a story, and the logic never works in the belief-
stories as well. The term ‘Sacrifice’ is the symbol of the human ‘great’ deeds. 
Sometimes one may sacrifice one’s whole life for poor or for a noble cause, and thus, 
the word itself is the symbol of great Love. Unfortunately, this symbol of love, the 
sacrifice, has got another symbol, which has no connection with the Love, but that is 
connected with animal-killing!! 

God is always the universal Truth, Love, and Morality, and so, there cannot be any 
brutality. 
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Eternal means without the end or without the framework, but religions speak about 
the Gods with individualities, and the religions with boundaries!! So, these cannot be 
considered the eternal concepts. If anybody speaks about eternal principle, then, it 
means that there is no limit of any kind, which includes the framework of any type of 
individuality as well. In fact, Gods are narrated as king-like individuals and their 
religions as kingdoms!! Besides, the religions have been fighting bloody wars, one 
another, for their religious kingdoms’ supremacy! 

We know that universal Truth is eternal and selfless Love is also eternal. We also 
know that any God without these qualities cannot be called God at all because we 
depend on God for good qualities, and we point at Satan for showing evil qualities. So, 
in reality, God and religion are nothing but these basic divine qualities, irrespective of 
name, form, nature of heaven, gender, and different beliefs. We really need these great 
Gods and religions in this world, unfortunately, though they say “God is Truth” and 
“God is Love”, they go after belief based ritual-religions, which are not eternal 
religions, but they are internal religions within the belief-boundaries. Within the 
belief-boundaries of any religion, if anybody tries for great broadminded words, it will 

be washed away by their own ‘boundaries’ of religions, this is because boundaries 
never allow anything to become broad!! 

A Great soul is one who cares not any boundaries, but cares only the essence of the 
religion and God. 

Religious scholars claim they are explaining their religious book logically and 
scientifically, but when we ask, could they do logically the whole book, then, they say 
that it would not possible because their religions’ foundations were made up of 
beliefs!! Once the foundation is the belief, then, there is no question of any logic of 
any kind. This means that the logic cannot be used anywhere within the religion if 
‘belief’ is kept at the base of that religion. Now, we clearly get the purpose of 
performances of religious scholars on the stages, with the claim of “logical 
discussions,” is for undermining other religions, and also for converting people from 
other faiths!! Save the religion by saving its essence, then only the future generation 
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will be saved, otherwise, by these belief-religions’ fanatic beliefs, it will be devoured 
totally! 
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Nobody can protect any religion in this world because religion is not an object. Besides, 
God and religion are not anybody’s properties. Again, most of the people say that the 
God is almighty, so it is blasphemy to speak about saving God’s religion!! 
Unfortunately, people think the religion only as those rituals and textbooks, and this 
is the real cause of all Satanic-bloodshed in the name of God and religion in this world. 
If the people start chanting only one line of every religion that is “God is Love, God is 
Truth, and God is purity” then everything is done, and we get a great peace out of our 
God and religion, otherwise, people will suffer until the last man in this world with an 
all-loving God’s religious book in his hands!! 
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We can measure this by major two standards. One is the quantity of cruelty, and the 
other is the quantity of immoral sex. This is because the ancient sorcery system 
destroys any religion with any one or both of these ways. We need not compare now 
the kings and dictators of the past because there, one individual may cause a great 
cruel war to this world. For example, Hitler was a cruel and fanatic person. 
Unfortunately, today we have so many Hitler-like cruel fanatic common people in this 
world, and this fanaticism of common people is very dangerous because every 
individual’s quality, here, equals the Hitler’s fanatic cruelty. If the number of such 
people increases, those weapon-less, fanatic, Hitler-like people become horrible 
potential dangers. Thus, we can say that the ‘number’ of cruel and potential cruel 
people, and the ‘number’ of immoral-sex people really cause the destruction of any 
religion. 
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We know only a little about the great lives of great souls. So, here, we can discuss in 
detail. Great souls lived in all religions, though not exactly in the same way. Now, we 
are going to analyse that type of life here. For this purpose, we need to compare this 
type with the other types of lives in this world. 

First, we compare between common’s worldly life and great soul’s life. Worldly 
people give more importance to worldly achievements and naturally, they are not the 
people who are concentrating on their personal life! They always think further 
developments in their comforts, career, money, etc., and this attitude, naturally, make 
them without the personal life, the life of pure relationships and peace of mind. In 
fact, the ultimate attainments of human life are these pure relationships and 
peacefulness of personal life, and all comforts and other achievements work as mere 
the complementary factors. Moreover, the common people because of their “further 
achieving haunting tendency,” lose their concentration on their already achieved 
comforts. Thus, they get dissatisfaction in all their achieved fields as well! Now, the 
common people lost both their worldly comfort-life as well as personal life. This is 
the total loss, and also they face mental tortures until the death!! On the other hand, 
the Great souls are mainly concentrating on the personal part of the life, and because 
of their daily-spiritual practice, they naturally possess that great peace of mind and 
the purity of relationships as well! While enjoying the personal part of life completely, 
they enjoy, because of the absence of haunting desires, the worldly comforts also with 
full satisfaction. Thus, Great souls can enjoy both sides of the total human life!! This 
shows that the ultimate enjoyers of human life are these great souls, the broadminded 
divine ideal lights of this world! Now, all common religious people pathetically live for 
rituals, fanaticism, etc. Besides, like common worldly people, they lose both their 
personal and worldly comfort-life as well!! Thus, these common religious people lose 
their worldly life more even than the common worldly people!! Here, one more 
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difference we should remember is that common people live the immoral life and 
become the social curse, but the common religious people due to their additional 
hatred and fanaticism become worse than that social curse!! We know that we should 
not compare monks in this case because they rejected the worldly life totally. Thus, 
we can conclude that the real enjoyers of life, as well as the real ideal people of any 
religion, are these Great souls. 

Please, create such essential people in your religion, and that will purify both the 
religion and society with the wonderful God-gift, the world peace. 
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When people live with God, they live the life of Great souls, but when they live for God, 
everybody starts fighting to defend the only one creator God, forgetting totally the 
living of great religious life!! 

When people start living for God, then, they start converting people of other faiths 
to their religion, and the desire for making their religion the only world-religion 
raises. All religions are now on the battlefield to make their religion that one final 
religion in this world!!! This is the situation that ancient sorcery system has been 
waiting for, and it will drive the chariots and ride the horses on the battlefield, only 
to make everybody fail totally, by pushing each one of them down to deep immoral 
ditch. This waits for all the religions. Thus, try to live with God like the Great souls, 
who had lived in every religion with the universal Truth, Love, and Morality as the 
essence of their God and religion, but cared rituals only with minimal importance. 
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Here is an example, a teacher gave marks to those students whoever wrote the same 
answer, but he did not give marks to those who wrote different answers other than 
the one real answer. Here, the meaning of ‘no mark’ shows that they have written not 
a true answer. In the same way, we should have only one definition to all the religions 
and sects of this world. Unfortunately, all those religions, sects, and cults, propagate 
their own different answers or definitions instead!! They are not that one true 
universal answer, and this is also a total distortion of the reality! The absence of the 
real inquiry, and relying adamantly on one’s exclusive beliefs caused millions of 
innocent deaths!! Devil dances in the form of fanaticism all over the world all due to 
those different belief-definitions!! 

Now, can anybody dare to say their God’s abode is without universal Truth, Love, 
and Morality? No, they can’t because they know very well that the place without above 
divine qualities is the Hell. Thus, this becomes that one answer we get, universally, 
from all religions and sects from all over the world. So, let us try to have a meaningful 
God and religion. If we stressed the real essence of the God and religion that is the 
quality of God and religion, then, even though we have different names for God and 

religion, their status would remain always pure and pious. Once everybody starts 
concentrating on the qualities of God and religion, then, even the Atheists demand 
that peaceful solace than anything! There, all the differences end because everybody 
got the same answer that is always true and great. The ancient sorcery system fails 
then to create bloodshed due to this powerful positive anti-dot against it!! Then, every 
religious book starts radiating the great and divine light of Love and Peace. The horror 
of wars ends, and the terror of fanaticism bends, everywhere we can see a great 
positive change, which is the way of blessed life of the sage, and we call it Golden age. 
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Is religion a textbook, some beliefs, and rituals? Is religion God, heaven, or liberation? 
No, nothing said above is the religion. People mistake these spiritual factors for a 
religion!! That means, religion and spirituality are two different things and have been 
unfortunately mixed together. We can call everything is a religion, but then, what is 
the meaning of spirituality? In fact, our soul, God, and all types of religious practices 
for God’s grace, heaven, salvation, etc., are only related to the spiritual part!! When 
we separate spiritual part totally from the religion, then the only one factor remains 
is ‘the great rules’ made for the betterment of the society. These social and individual 
rules which are meant for the better way of human life are called the religion-part of 
a religion!! Thus, we have the spiritual part and the religion-part in any religion. Some 
religions do not have a God in them still they have great rules for a better human 
society. Thus, one point is very clear that without the spiritual part there can be a 
religion-part, but without a religion-part there can be no spirituality at all. This is 
because spirituality needs great human quality and pure life for any kind of heaven 
and spiritual salvation!! We know that today we use the word ‘religion’ only for a 
religious text with a set of beliefs and rituals! 

In the above context, what does the exclusive religion-part expect from the human 
beings? In fact, it expects ‘selflessness’ the only quality of human being, which is the 
source of broad mind! This is because only the selfish people, we see, are the anti-
socials in every society. That means this selfless quality meant for the purpose of a 
smooth and peaceful life of every individual in the society. Again, if we try to see the 
brief and basic idea of this religion-part, then that idea implies “Let others live 
happily first, while you live happily in this world.” This idea of religion is common to 
all the religions. So, in fact, we all really have only one ‘essence’ in all the religions, 
but only with different types of spiritual practices!! Thus, we can realize the fact that 
in every religion, the religion-part is the same and simply directs us to a greater social 
life. Again, this is also very simple and a child can understand it fully!! Unfortunately, 
people are deliberately making this religion-part a complex one for their own 
benefits!! When people need to convince others that they are greater than other caste 
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or religion, then they need to cover this real ‘essence’ of the religion first!! For this, 
again, they need many books and libraries with different roundabout confusing 
explanations as well!! We know all the religions and sects, which argue they are 
greater than others, are following this way!! In short, we have only one simple 
religious question. Unfortunately, instead of getting the similar answer from all 
corners, we get different and contradicting answers from different religions and sects 
on the basis of exclusive story-beliefs!! God and religion are not anybody’s angle of 
perception, but they are the truths, and every religion stresses this point as well. Then, 

where is that expected ‘one same answer’ or ONE TRUTH? Please clear this doubt 
WHERE IS THAT TRUTH? 

When we all realize and follow that common essence of every religion or common 
‘Religion-part’, with independent and separate spirituality of their own, then the 
religions never miss their exclusive names. They never miss their beliefs and rituals 
as well. Besides, they get a vast freedom to worship and practice their respective Gods 
with their own spiritual methods. They can also have their Gods’ graces, Heavens and 
Salvations according to their religious methods. Here, people do only one simple 
change, they give more stress to their religions’ essential parts or religion-parts, 
where only universal truth, love, and morality practically work. Also, they consider all 
their different stories, beliefs, and rituals as mere choices. We must remember, though 
people can have respect on their stories and rituals, we should not go for any kind of 
argument against other religious stories and rituals. This is mainly because the 
ancient sorcery system has been working very fast to end the feeling kindness, 
morality, and also family life of human beings from this side of every religion!! The 
ancient sorcery system so far succeeded in its work only because it has got success in 
dividing the people in different ways. We know that the purpose of these different 
divisions was to create fight and bloodshed among the people. Again, this is only for 
increasing the ‘cruel mind’, slowly, generation after generation in the world 

population!! The specialty of the essential part or religion-part is in this part all the 
people can gather together under one roof that is ‘the pure life’! This should bring 
THE WORLD PEACE which has been the dream of this wounded world. Besides, this 
‘unity’ of human beings will surely dilute extensively the influence of that dangerous 
ancient sorcery system, which has been trying to disperse people with its different 
idea-weapons!! If we materialized this, then we also materialized each religion’s main 
aim the so-called peace, in other words, the Golden age! Please realize the truth that 
this Golden age cannot be attained by swords of kings, it cannot be attained by any 
kind of separate religion or politics, it also cannot be attained by any science, but it 
can be attained only by the great hearts of the world people! 
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We know both God and Satan have power. Unfortunately, influence of devil is more on 
human beings than God! The best devotee of God also sometimes suffers horribly! 
With these practical proofs and experiences, we cannot argue logically that the God is 
an omnipotent being. Now, only difference we can see between God and Satan is in 
their qualities. God possesses always good qualities, but we know Satan possesses bad 
and horrible qualities. If anybody tries to impose some bad qualities to God, then and 
there he erased all the differences between God and Satan. This infers God must 
possess the great qualities like universal Truth, Love, compassion, etc. 

Now, Great souls are the people, who practice those godly qualities in their life. 
They are the Truth observers with great compassion in their heart. Now, if we compare 
both belief-people and Great souls, who will attain salvation or heaven? No doubt, 
boldly we can argue that the pure- hearted Great souls deserve them. Unfortunately, 
those ‘belief people’ only follow some physical rituals, some posture prayers, and 
some other external physical observations and with these, they prepare for heaven or 
salvation!! Besides, with these silly notions, they also mesmerized others that they are 
the only people who could reach the abode of God after death. They also believe 
everybody outside their religion is for Hell!! This method of belief is really very easy 
to perform as well! Here, no stress is given for purification of one’s mind. Thus, this 
easy belief-way produced millions of horrible souls in every religion. According to 
their belief, any Great soul outside their religion is also a Satan, but the worst soul 
inside their own religion, with some regular ritual practices, is a future heaven-
dweller!! Even the Greatest soul like Sri Buddha has been believed a fallen Angel or 
Satan only because he was not a follower of their religion!!!! 

Now, we should know one point and that will surely clear most of our confusions. 
The point is that the Satan cannot have the quality broad mind or the great universal 
Love. For example, Sun cannot produce the darkness, and in the same way, darkness 
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cannot produce the Light. If they produce, then they will lose their existence totally!! 
In the same way, Satan cannot live with the great qualities, but he can pretend to be a 
Great soul. Still, he cannot live a selfless life of a Great soul. If anybody tries to argue 
against this, then he forces Satan to lose his total existence!! So, if anybody calls those 
people, who lived a selfless life for humanity as Satan, then that is simply a terrible 
blasphemy! 
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I have been trying to prove the fact that the people of this world are within the firm 
fist of that ancient sorcery system. To prove this, I always use the logic, which is just 
like the method used to convince the judge at the court. This again shows that the 
people can’t take beliefs to the court only because they cannot help unveil any secret 
to the presiding judge. I tried only in that logic way. I have done my duty to convince 
about the existence of that ancient sorcery system to every judge who presides over 
every human conscience. On the other hand, believer’s method is different. They 
believe other’s statements are false!! There the questions are not allowed, and no 
admission to logic as well! There we can see the strong passion of those religious 
people, to make their idea only the right ones!! Their final sentence is “you will get 
heaven and salvation only in our religion, not elsewhere!” We know very well that 
they are speaking about that one creator God and His one heaven!!!! This is really a 
‘midnight-Sun’ contradiction!!! In fact, the consequence of this contradicting 
approach is the universal Truth, the backbone of every religion, is thrown out brutally 
from the core of every religion!! 

The next point I want to inform you is about the ‘solution’ for that ancient sorcery 

attack. By “stressing the essential part of all religions, sects, and also stressing the 
feeling humanity, we will attain an ever-shining world peace” is the brief idea of that 
solution. In this solution, nobody needs to discard his religion. Again, nobody needs 
to abandon his beliefs and rituals as well. The only thing people need to do is to give 
more stress on the essence-part (essential part) of their religions or sects. This is 
because, in this part of every religion, we get only similar ideas and no contradictions 
as well. Here, we can sit together and glorify the ‘essential part’ of all the religions. 
When the frequency of this glorification increases, then, the world naturally turns into 
a wonderland of the eternal divine peace!! 

Nowadays, in all religions and sects, we can see the number of religious scholars 
who try to explain the essential part of the religion is increasing. I salute them all for 
their broad hearts. This is really a great step, and let them shoulder this great 
solution-mission as well. 
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There is also a group of human beings, which includes both men and women, who 
become a hurdle to this great movement! They are the people who addicted to the 
immoral life. We see a large number of such people in all religions and sects and they 
dislike the morality being glorified! They are always tempting those fresh young 
minds into immoral activities! The reason for the huge increase of immoral sex in any 
society directly connected with the same deliberate temptations created by this group!! 
Now, we must understand the approach of above solution towards those immorally 
addicted people. The above solution method never takes away anybody’s freedom. 

That speaks only about the freedom of human beings and their ways of life. The only 
request here made to them is not to tempt others to follow their immoral ways. If this 
simple idea is followed, then the problem is solved!! The later parts of the lives of the 
immoral people always turn horrible and haunting! If they changed their mind and 
decided to have a great life, then they also can get an opportunity to become the great 
human beings on this planet!! 

Regarding the vegetarianism, though it is not essential for above solution method, 
we can say that it is still one of the great ideals on this planet. Vegetarian people are 
not eating meats only out of their sympathy towards animals. Here, we can see a real 
and great sacrifice. In brief, at least try to respect every great ideal. When this great 
habit starts maturing everyone will get one’s freedom of life, and at the same time, a 
divine light of great golden age will also get a little space to emerge from within this 
darkened world!! 
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Can you explain your stand on God, belief, and ritual? 
Answer- Yes. I have to express my stand clearly, and it’s a need of me as well. I 

am not speaking against any belief, ritual, etc. I am only warning the people about the 
ancient sorcery system’s hold and control on them. They are the creators of all hatred, 
violence, and bloodshed in the name of religion and God. Thus, I am only requesting 
the people to handle everything with much care and deliberation. My only concern is 
the dangers of ancient sorcery system, and for that I wish every religion is a great 
generator of peace. I don’t intend at all to degrade any religion or God, like religions 
do one another. 

After knowing the secrets of the ancient sorcery system, though I don’t follow any 
ritual and belief, I feel more importance to God, religion, and spirituality, not in their 
ritual-form, but only in their quality-form. Now, as far as religions and sects are 
concerned, they don’t agree one another! Here, you can see clearly the stands of all 
religions and sects. On the other hand, I accept all the religions and Gods, but only in 
their quality-forms without any mythical stories and the rituals connected to them. 

Everywhere we can see the fight between the religions! The main reason for this 
is the unwanted misinterpretations of the religion and God with one dangerous idea. 
That idea is “ours”, the idea of possession!! There is no such religion or God so-called 
“our religion” or “our God”! In fact, it must be taken as “the God of my worship” and 
“the religion that I follow” because God and religion have the universal truths, which 
cannot be confined by the walls of religions! 

Let us ask ourselves, are those religion and God our own house or property? 
Making the religions and Gods ‘our own,’ is the real reason behind the killing fire of 
fanaticism! This one idea tempted all the religions and sects to slip away from their 
main target that is the world peace!! Besides when they say “ours,” they drag their 
Gods to a very low level than that the greatest level a God should possess. 

We need only God and not the Satan, isn’t it? I want for sure only the God and of 
course not the Satan. If all are ready to agree with the above idea, why can’t we sit 
together and pray Him? If anybody agrees this, then he really agrees with a universal 
God concept of God. If anybody disagrees, then he considers his God not as a universal 
one, but as one among the many smaller gods! We know that until this day we have 
seen only two types of Gods, one is smaller gods and the other one is ‘smaller’ creator 
Gods! We didn’t see an absolute creator God so far!!! In fact, people silly the smaller 
gods and their worships, but they themselves separated the ‘oneness’ concept of 
creator God with their own separate belief and ritual systems. Thus, they have been in 
the same smaller gods’ group from the beginning as well! All religions and sects claim 
oneness and brotherhood in different selfish ways, but actually these different selfish 
ways of brotherhood create the hatred and bloodshed everywhere! Thus, my stand is 
that we all should gather together to nullify the bad outcomes of these false methods 
of limited oneness or limited brotherhood to get away from hatred and bloodshed. 

We have been scattered just like the rays of the Sun, which have no way back to its 
origin. This has been strategically done by that ancient sorcery system! When the 
condition is so, for an escape-solution, we need “one place” common for all people. 
If we gather in a certain way, then it is the easy solution against the ‘separating 
strategy’ of ancient sorcery system. If we think the only place we get is the ‘essential 
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part’ of the religions. Even the atheists are not against the moral idea that we should 
not thieve anybody’s property and etc. We get a set of such universal religious moral 
codes, and here we all can gather. We only consider Gods, rituals, beliefs, and different 
methods of ‘spirituality-part’ as mere individual choices, and there is no problem to 
reach heaven if anybody wishes in his own way as well. If we gather, no doubt, the 
ancient sorcery system will be fooled and defeated. This will fetch us a wonderful 
utopia the heaven of goodness in this world. This total oneness is beyond the idea of 
separations. If this total oneness is established, then the beliefs and rituals will 
become harmless. 

My dear brothers and sisters, this is my absolute stand on beliefs, rituals, God and 
religion. 

Some people argue that the things visible to our eyes only are true, and this is a 
wonder! Unfortunately, the people, who favour the invisible beings, argue in ‘many 
different ways’ and is more wonderful than the previous one!! In brief, everybody’s 
different versions about invisible beings together make a total confusion! 

We know that all invisible systems are surviving only because of the faith attached 
with it. If the feeling of faith misses, world misses the religions as well! This is not 
the greatness of the religions, but it shows mere story believing pathetic conditions of 
them!! Now, as far as the ancient sorcery system which I talk is concerned, there is no 
explanation based on any belief, but it is explained only in logical way. If there is no 
logical explanation, then people would ignore it totally!!! That will become a suicidal 
one I fear! Here, I ask one question to the fanatic people. If you only believe the words 
of your religion, among many religions how do you know your belief system alone is 
the absolute one? We know God is truth, at the same time, we know belief is not the 
truth. Then, which one we need, a true God of logic or a false God of belief? Within the 
belief there is no logic, and without logic we can’t see an unknown thing. In the court 
‘belief’ doesn’t work, but logic works because logic is an instrument to reach the truth. 
In fact, I try to produce my all subtle experiences in front of you only on the basis of 
unbiased sincere-logical way. 

I want to tell you only about the dangers of unknown ancient sorcery system in a 
sincere logical way, and more than that I have no work. I don’t have my own religion 
and sect, etc. We can’t put the fence and make a religion of our own!! This is because 
it contains universal truth and universal love, which are as vast as the sky! 

When you read my words, you can see two things other than the one said above. 
Those are the solution for that imminent danger which demands oneness of the world 
or unity of humanity. The other one is about the process, which we need for attaining 
that unity. This process is not any ritual, but it is a mere “thinking” process based on 
universal values! Logical thinking is not at all a religion or a sect, but it is a purifier if 
we use it for that purpose! Any religion can use this purifier for its religious health 
sake. Finally, if you take every subtle idea which I spoke, then still there remains one 
idea that is ‘unity of humanity’. Now, if you do the same in religions and sects, and 
take all subtle ideas from them, then still there also remains one idea, but that is “fight 
for our belief systems”! 

I am the real follower of all religions, only because they claim that they are for 
[world] peace. Unfortunately, religions and sects speak loudly about the world peace, 
but increase cruelty in the society with ease! Again, they propagate peace, so, they 
must not propagate war or violence in any way in the name of God and religion. Today, 
I am speaking this point not only with the mere philosophical accent, but speaking 
with the perfect astral experience of that ancient sorcery system. My dear brothers 
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and sisters, I know for sure that both violence and hatred within the religion and sects, 
etc., are exactly the handiwork of them! 

In this backdrop, I declare here that I want only peace not hatred and violence. So, 
if anybody speaks on behalf of me should create a calm and peaceful atmosphere at 
the time of speech and should not convert it to a heated discussion. Heat is anger and 
it is for hatred, and if it increases it will be converted into inner fight, further it 
changes into external fight! These hatred and fights should not happen even with my 
single word. So, if you like to join the human hearts with my words, you can call it by 
any name religion or yoga, you can do it. Please, never try to convert my words as the 
sword of Satan by separating the hearts. My heart speaks to me, “you speak straight 
away the truth, but only with love. If not possible, then stop everything and retire 
yourself.” This is because causing any kind of problem to anybody is irreligious and 
blasphemous indeed. 

Can anybody get a peaceful heaven by making this world a bloody hell? No, that is 
impossible. So, in a different way I can narrate my stand as to try to make this planet 
a land of divine love. My dear brothers and sisters, these are my sincere words of heart. 

If people claim that the ancient sorcery system has not 
been mentioned in their religions, what will be your 
answer? 

Answer- I have a short answer to this question. In fact, all religions agree the 
ancient sorcery system within their religions, without their own knowledge! That 
means they do not know its presence within the religions. In a few religions, we can 
see demons, and in some other religions we can see Satan and his demon group! We 
also know very well that all religious scholars, when they preach, warn the people of 
the dangers of the Satan’s activities! We can hear their preaching about Satan’s control 
over human beings! Now, the difference is, they explain from their religious mythical 
story, and I explain from my direct experience, which I got from secret spying in the 
astral world. Again, another major difference is, Satan is the creation of myths. On the 
other hand, the creators of the ancient sorcery system were very ancient human 
beings, lived before any broadminded spiritual human approach arose on this planet. 
Ancient sorcery system is a very ancient system, which alone got the technology of 
self-intelligence to develop and spread in very secret ways by themselves! This is the 
reason for their terrible power, and their control over all other sorcery systems as well 
as the positive subtle powers!! We can see that both religions’ side and my side point 
at the same thing, but only with the different names. Now, if anybody argues that 
there is no ancient sorcery system, then he loses the Satan or devil from his own 
religion as well!! 

Sometimes you speak about the deficiencies of different 
religions and sects. How it will help the world? 

Answer- my dear brother, I have no hatred towards any God or religion because I 
have no religion or sect of my own. So, I need not go for any propagating debates, or 
for other conversion activities. This means I don’t have such responsibility on me. 
Now, when I show the contradictions within those religions, there I have only one 
intention of exposing the secret existence of that ancient sorcery system. In fact, if I 
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speak without examples or without logical way, nobody can realize, and no doubt, then 
you will ask the logical explanation [proof] as well. The unknown truth can be found 
if we go through proper logical analysis. In the court, Judge observes the truthfulness 
and correctness of the logic of both sides without inclining to any side before his final 
judgement. In the same way, my logical analysis consists of impartiality and sincerity. 
I have been doing everything only for people. Unfortunately, even today, most of the 
religious people think that all the stories in their religious books are exactly true! This 
very narrow approach caused and developed hatred, violence, and bloodshed on this 
planet! When I know the ‘secret’ behind these hatred and bloodshed, it is my primary 
duty to inform it to my brothers and sisters. Thus, I am doing my duty with logical 
ways, and among them showing contradictions within the religions is one. The very 
important point I want to tell you is I respect all Gods and religions of this world, but 
not based on their rituals and beliefs, but based only on their great quality-essences. 

All religions are for peace. Isn’t it? 
Answer- This world has seen so many thousands of religious and their sectarian 

founders. Besides, there are so many millions of preachers in every religion and sect 
as well. We know that each and every one of them speaks for peace. That means this 
peace making is not a new idea. It has been there in this world from the beginning! 
Now, the question is this, why everybody is giving stress to the peace? The reason is 
without the idea peace there cannot be any religion, sect, or words of God!!! These 
words of peace of every religion and sect are only within the walls of their own religion 
and sect!! This fenced peace of every religion or sect turned into intolerance, and 
finally into hatred and bloodshed. Ultimately, this fenced peace became the ‘main’ 
cause of hatred and bloodshed!! 

The ancient sorcery system has been doing its work by using this fenced peace! 
Also, it always keeps humans in a fanatic mesmerized state even from the beginning! 
It will continue until the end if it is not interrupted anywhere on its way!! 

Some people say that in India there has been no such 
thing called belief system, and everything we have as our 

culture is the inquiry path. What is your opinion on that? 
Answer- In fact, we have the history of great bhakti yogis in India. Besides most 

of the Indian are devotee of one or other God! They all are following and believing 
different myths connected to their Gods and their respective ritual systems. Wherever 
you go, you see only these different beliefs and rituals! If we search inquiry systems 
like Upanishads, in India, we can find them only in some spiritual centers! This means 
around ninety five per cent of the people of this land believe in different belief systems. 
In fact, India’s culture mainly contains four kinds of beliefs. They are mythical beliefs, 
ritual beliefs, spiritual and social beliefs. When we have such a heavy load of beliefs in 
this land, I can’t any way agree that Indian culture has been only the inquiry system. 
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Can you explain the religion in straight words without 
any roundabout way? 

Answer- My dear brother, I have given the explanation of religion in so many 
ways, which complements one another, and it is only for a better understanding. The 
core of all explanations is one and the same. Now, you have asked me the same point 
in very straight way, I will try in that way, but get it only with your broad-mind. 

When we speak the Truth, it sounds sweet to only good people, but bitter to bad 
people. At first, we need to separate the spirituality from the religion because they are 
different in different religions and sects. Different Gods, different heavens, different 
salvations, and thousands of spiritual methods! All are at war, and try to grab humans 
whenever possible! So, it is better to see that side as mere competitive side for different 
heavens and salvations. Besides, we have separate word “spirituality” for that as well. 
Now, if you need definition for ‘religion’ in straight words, then it is clear that 
‘impartiality’ is the religion. Naturally, biased attitude is a well-known anti-religious 
approach. Every religion stresses this point!! This is because Truth is the backbone of 
any religion, so ‘partiality’ naturally takes you away from the Truth, and then you 
bound to live in a hell of falsehood! If God and religion are universal Truths, then we 
have to be within “impartial approach.” This is all about the straight words regarding 
religion. 

The broad-mind I demanded earlier from you is not for hearing above fact, but for 
the very reality we have been facing on this planet. Now, we can see one very 
important, but stunning point that you never get any religion or sect, etc., anywhere 
on this planet without partiality!! Everybody is saying his religion or sect is greater, 
and trying to glorify and convert others!! This partiality is basically not allowed in a 
religion because it loses the great and very essential ingredient ‘Truth’ from it!! The 
religion without Truth is not at all a religion. Now, we should remember here, the 
great words of a great soul that every religion is just like a frog in the well thinking 
that well is the vast sea. If Truth is neglected, then what remains in a religion? Oh, it 
is clear that we have been led by some mysterious powers, which toppled secretly the 
foundation of all the religions!!! 

Everywhere people use the terms “our religion”, “our sect” etc., without caring 
the sanctity of their foundations! Can anybody put a fence around the sky? In the same 
way, nobody can put a fence around the universal Truth. If you are really speaking 
about any truth within your religion, then there is no scope for any kind of “our” fence 
at all. If anybody favours this type of fence, then that will be just like a Judge declares 
“theft” as the great deed, and it is a horrible contradiction! 

All such things are happening only because of the ‘faith idea’ of every religion. Let 
us hope that people will consider the greater evolved religion than suffocating biased 
religions. To get this evolved religion, the only difference we need is a mere weakening 
of separating fences, not any change in their structures. Just convert the separating 
strong fences into mere marks, and that is all we need to counter the ancient sorcery 
system, and to attain the Golden age!! 
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You said that ancient sorcery system was a very ancient 
and the only self-developing sorcery system. Besides, you 

also claim that they have been secretly living and 
controlling within all other sorcery systems and religious 
systems from the beginning. Can you give some more 

concrete examples other than already explained? 
Answer- I have already given so many logical proofs for this. So, if you ask again 

I bound to give one direct answer here. Now, I need not go for other explanations 
because I explained everything in my earlier messages. Again, you know that I already 
told the very important factors of this ancient sorcery system, which are essential for 
increasing its system’s power, are the human feelings of cruelty and the immoral sex. 
To develop the density of common people’s cruelty in the society, they use very basic 
method of separating human beings into opposing poles. Without separation, there is 
no chance of any hatred, violence, and bloodshed. Thus, they badly needed the 
separating techniques and they have been using them intelligently and strategically! 
They started dividing the people in different ways. They used kings, religions, and 
sects for that purpose. We are sure that at the beginning of any religion, there the God 
as well as the founder of that religion would not have meant that religion should be a 
disastrous fragmented future religion! If they did not mean, then who meant these 
hateful fragmented religions? In other words, who had this idea of breaking the 
religions into many pieces? Some people may try to answer as “through the natural 
human mind process.” Now, only for clearing this point, I would like to point one 
distinct event-chain, which cannot be taken for any natural process or for coincidence. 

Let us see that distinct event-chain. If we go to the very ancient period, we get the 
Vedas. The Vedic period is so ancient and there we could see two main divisions in the 
religion! One is Jnana path followers and another one is Karma path followers. They 
condemned each other. Later many divisions occurred that we need not mention here. 
In Judaism, they also got orthodox and reforms, In Christianity we know Catholic and 
Protestant, In Islam we know Sunni and Shia, In Buddhism we have Hinayana and 
Mahayana, and in Jainism, we have Shvethambara and Digambara. In any new and 
small religions if the division did not occur so far, then it will happen in the near 
future. Here these “major divisions” are exactly typical and not any way an accidental 
happening. Some kind of deliberation and strategy we can see clearly in such 
repetition. We cannot take these ‘major divisions’ for first split of a religion into two 
halves because some of these major divisions occurred after many smaller and earlier 
divisions! Now, this hidden influence, of course, is the handiwork of ancient sorcery 
system. If religions divide into many sects, no doubt, then it only warns the greater 
influence of this ancient sorcery system on those religions. 

Please be aware of the point that we need religion and God or Gods, but we don’t 
need the influence of ancient sorcery system. Again, we need not ban beliefs and 
rituals as well. To avoid the influence of ancient sorcery system, the only way is to 
unite the world people in the very name of God and religion!! This is the one and the 
only antidote to this terrible separation-epidemic of ancient sorcery system. This can 
be made possible only if we realize the real ‘quality’ of God and religion rather than 
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blindly asserting the greatness of different belief-stories and rituals. If we want an 
END time that will be performed by the ancient sorcery system with a smile. On the 
other hand, if we don’t need the End time, then we need to trample the ancient sorcery 
system by gathering together. That will bring a new beginning to this hellish world 
with the godly Golden age!!! 

You are saying that religions, sects, etc. have been 

disconnected from the universal Truth, Love, and 

Morality which are essential for their own existences. 
How is it? 

Answer- In a different way I like to show this fact. Now, most of the places some 
fundamental rituals determine a religion! If those rituals are overlooked, then he is 
not considered a religious person of that religion. Here, no botheration, we can see, 
on those qualities, Universal Truth, Love and Morality at all. Every religion has given 
a particular area, inside the religion, for having its philosophies! Thus, religions allow 
anybody to enter into their religion without this quality-passport! 

Please think that every religion wants a mere conversion to its religion, but no 
compulsion of any good qualities at all! Now, the question arises, whether it is possible 
such mechanical religions which pay no heed to the purity of heart. 

You told there are so many secrets still remaining untold 

about ancient sorcery system. Can you please expose the 
truth behind your strict stand against religious 
conversion? 

Answer- My dear brother, of course there are so many untold secrets still in my 
bosom, and those are not any way favouring human beings. As far as this question is 
concerned, it is not a big issue, so listen to the answer carefully. I already told, for 
ancient sorcery system, they have two major ideas. One is ‘God idea’ another is ‘Satan 
idea’. Good and great behaviour of human beings are connected with God idea, and 
wicked qualities all connected with Satan idea. They want satanic quality in this world 
so that they get enough wicked tendencies especially ‘cruelty and immoral sex’ 
feelings! Thus, they get double benefit from religious hatred and fights! Wars of kings 
or countries only give secular cruelty, though they want it, still they need ‘God concept 
killing feelings’ from human being! When people divided in to different religions, they 
start hating and destroying ‘God concepts’ of other religions, in different possible 
ways!! Human beings do not know the secret behind these divisions. They, still, hate 
other religions and other Gods!! In fact, ancient sorcery system has made human 
beings as ‘God murderers’ by using religions, cults, and sects. This, naturally, should 
cause a quality disaster in the human life as far as sorcery system technique is 
concerned, and that happened as well. Though thousands of religions and sects 
appeared on this planet, still, the wicked quality of human beings raised on its own 
without becoming a great world. If burning bulbs increases, naturally total light must 
increase. Unfortunately, in the cases of religions and sects, the result is the opposite! 
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In other words, we can realize, when many religions and sects increased this world 
went to darker barbaric age!! 

Now, in religious conversion the same thing happens, but only with powerful 
format!! We know that after conversion that person and his nearest people speak 
against the same God, which they had worshipped earlier!! This is ancient sorcery 
system’s one of the most powerful ‘God killing idea’ formats. So, I stand always for 
unity of human beings ‘in the name of religions and Gods’, and speak against any kind 
of religious conversion. Unfortunately, in the name of worship, so far, religions 
destroyed millions of worship places, God idols, and sacred books etc., all these 
horrible deeds are nothing but ancient sorcery system’s mere God killing techniques. 
In short, everybody is fooled, and everything is now out of control!! If you want an 
escape, awake, rethink, and defuse the meaningless belief bundles. Again, find very 
intelligent solutions to get rid of this incoming final disaster. 

Can we combine the Tantra Yoga and Patanjali Yoga 
together? 

Answer- The tantric Yoga and the Patanjali Yoga should not be mixed together. 
Patanjali Yoga speaks about Yama, Niyama or moral aspects of society. On the other 
hand, the tantric system contains immoral practices and it naturally influences the 
society negatively. So, they should not be mixed together. Yogis and Great souls 
warned about this danger and they requested Tantrics to remain aloof from the society 
as well. Unfortunately, this mixing gave rise to many spiritual cults, which are without 
strict rules of morality. People are waiting for such easy and entertaining practices, 
and finally, this open practice will lead to the total collapse of the society. 

Can you explain the similarities and differences between 

Yoga and practice of Great life of great souls? 
Answer- There are two main divisions in Yoga. One is about physical Yoga and 

another one is about spiritual Yoga. Physical Yoga is for physical improvement and 
spiritual Yoga is for salvation purpose. Here, we don’t talk on the physical Yoga, but 
we talk only about the spiritual Yoga. The similarity between Yoga and ‘great life’ of 
great souls is that they both are aimed at only one idea “oneness.” The differences we 
can see in yoga, they try to get the experience of oneness in the deep mindless state, 
but in the great life practice, they try to get the experience of “oneness” within both 
extrovert and introvert mind states! In yoga, they discard the mind to get oneness. On 
the other hand, in ‘great life’ practice they “use” the mind to get this “oneness.” In 
Yoga, they practise hours together to go deep into the bottom of mind in meditation, 
but great souls find easy practices even when they are busy at their workplaces. And 
finally, religious books say, the liberation and Yoga can be attained one among 
millions of people, but here ‘great life’ of great souls can be attained by most of the 
people if they have sincerity and determination. 
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People say that Good and bad qualities are from the 
creator God himself. What is your opinion on that? 

Answer- Every myth of every religion explains like this. This is because they claim 
one God for everything, and they cannot bring another creator for producing bad 
qualities. Thus, they are trapped within their own stories! Can we see hero and villain 
in the same actor? No, the history of literature answers that it is not possible. Can you 
imagine a father’s love for his child, only for some time, and after that with his sudden 
cruelty cutting that child’s hands? No, if anybody lives like that, then he must be a 
lunatic one. So, if anybody combines good qualities and bad qualities, then it is 
undermining God below a mad person. People always escape easily from such religious 
confusions by uttering one sentence! That is “It is for God’s testing purpose.” 
Unfortunately, it makes further horrible when we say God created wicked things for 
human testing sake!! Perverted sex, jealousy, hatred, exploitation, thieving, treachery, 
prostitution, etc., thousands of wicked feelings are there!! Now, how a pure God 
created all these nasty feelings? Again, when we compare the number of good and 
wicked ideas we can see wicked ideas are drastically more!! This again makes God 
more with Satan-quality than God quality. If so, no need of denouncing Satan because 
it affects the creator of Satan-quality as well!! This is indeed a horrible blasphemy. 
Can hell and heaven exist at a place? Is Satan derived from God? Can Moral and 
immoral activities coexist together within a religion-vessel? How then it is possible to 
give only religion to human beings without giving anti-religious ideas? These are the 
problems come if we consider God as the source of both good and bad qualities!!! 

Great souls never mix ‘bad qualities’ with God. Instead, they always consider God 
as the universal truth, universal love, and universal morality!! This makes God to 
remain always in those great positive qualities, and motivate humans to remain only 
in the great qualities. 

How can we believe your words?           
Answer- My dear brother, you need not believe my words, but let me expose what 

I have found after a long spying in the astral spheres to the public. This is all I want 
and that is my duty. You also don’t believe in other faiths other than your faith, isn’t 
it? Then, this is your traditional profession and not your sincere thought decision. 
Every faith did the same so far. Everybody is in the belief boat, but by mistake, they 
claim the whole sea exclusively for their little boats! 

You already explained the greatness of the truth, and 

lowliness of belief earlier. Can you explain it with one 
more example? 

Answer- For example, in science, we see only universal truths, they work equally 
everywhere. Now, we can say that truth is the embodiment of ‘explanations with 
logical reasons.’ On the other hand, belief is the embodiment of ‘explanations without 
any reason.’ Knowledge always saves our life. If we know about the flood or earthquake 
in advance, it will save many lives. In the case of diseases also it saves. In fact, faith 
creates only delusions in human minds instead! Faith creates fanatic delusion based 
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on the differences of stories of those myths and creates hatred, violence, bloodshed, 
etc. 

The increase of people of delusion will make this planet red with blood. If Great 
souls increased, it will make this planet pure with wisdom. 

Can you give one more example for ancient sorcery 

system’s misuse of beliefs and rituals? 
Answer- I have given many instances for ancient sorcery system’s influence on 

everything including every religion and sect. Here, I try to explain one major point, 
and that will clear your doubt as well. As far as the knowledge of a religious person is 
concerned, he assimilates every belief and ritual to his God. If so, the number of beliefs 
and rituals must end after the founding of any religion. Unfortunately, those rituals 
and beliefs appeared again and again and created so many sects and cults within a 
single religion!!! God never do such things, and then who did it? Without making a 
slight difference in beliefs and rituals a new sect or cult cannot appear at all. Now, it 
is so clear that the ancient sorcery has been using these beliefs and rituals for further 
separation of human beings in the name of new sect or cult for its system’s power 
enhancement. 

This is the only reason I have been telling people in most of my messages not to 
give more stress on these beliefs and rituals. Hatred, violence, bloodshed, etc., will 
increase ‘in the name of differences of beliefs and rituals’, and it will reach to its peak 
in the future! To escape from this ancient sorcery’s human separating cheating 
strategy, the only solution we have is to gather in the very name of religions and Gods. 
For this purpose, we need to do only a slight adjustment, but it will save us from a 
disaster! The adjustment is very simple, and it is, ‘seeing every God and religion on 
the basis of Universal truth, love, and morality.’ If these divine qualities are missing 
in a God, then that power cannot be a God power. If these divine qualities are missing 
in a religion or sect, then that religion or sect cannot be a religion or sect as well. Thus, 
we got the essence of every God and religion. When we stress these great essences, we 
can join together in the name of God and religion. After getting this grand human total 
unity, we need not worry about the beliefs and rituals because this unity will prevent 
any negative outcome of them forever. 

You say that everything in the subtle world is only 
connected with mind and psychology. In psychology they 
don’t believe ghosts and gods, then how can you explain 
it? 

Answer- Science does not agree with any kinds of beliefs, but it agrees with the 
logic. So speaking in scientific terms is easier than to convince a blind believer! If my 
words are logically correct, then this explanation gives an opportunity to think over 
that topic. At first, I expose here those secrets, and I would like to write them down as 
separate points. 

1. All subtle existences in the subtle world are nothing but the human mind power. 
2. They include Angels, Gods and Ghosts and every other subtle existence. 
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We know that humans didn’t receive any ‘unanimous’ concept of soul and God so 
far from religions and sects. They are still arguing on those topics!! This shows nobody 
knows anything clearly, except their own mythical stories and some kinds of subtle 
experiences!! This simply shows some other possibilities as well. 

The very important point I want to tell you is I have passed through all different 
God and ghost visions clearly for a long time, but I rejected them all only for a further 
inquiry in subtle world. There are two types of gods. One type of gods are claiming 
themselves as only gods, and the other type of gods are claiming themselves as creator 
Gods!! 

Here, before a blind conclusion on any side, we should look at the reality of the 
creator God concept. We have seen so many creator Gods in different religions. When 
the creator is only one, how He became many in number. If they all are one and same, 
then why He came in different places with His different mythical stories and 
contradicting rituals? Even people are not yet sure about His name, they argue for His 
mere name! Human separation, hatred, violence, and bloodshed are the results of 
creator God concept practically on this planet. All these points support above explained 
claiming-creator gods. 

When I saw all these clearly, and realized that they are made up of the human 
mind, how can I say something else other than psychology? This is the reason for that 
statement. I have already written on this same topic, in a lengthy message, which you 
will receive later. I request psychologists to go further to see the fact that mind can be 
separated with intelligence. 

Now, let us see how these ghosts and human souls exist based on the reality. This 
is totally different from the traditionally known ideas. 

As we know, by religions and other spiritual sources, the human soul is a single 
undivided existence!! In fact, in reality, it is not such a single undivided existence, but 
it is a composite of different individualities [souls,] which is the creation of this 
ancient sorcery system. This means, this was not in the earliest period of human life, 
but later, though it was very ancient, created by the ancient sorcery system!! They can 
both control and keep their system’s secrecy permanently by following this 
technique!! Of course, they kept everything secret so far. 

In this packet of different souls, it may include some dead and living souls of his 
house. Also, the possibility of having unfamiliar people’s soul as well!! These all are 
done according to the necessity of ancient sorcery system. We should know, these 
packet-individualities are working from very deep subtle areas, and for humans’ 
external interactions they have a “common individuality,” which he always addresses 
with the terms “I and me.” Don’t be surprised to hear ‘living souls’ in others 
individuality-packets because anybody’s soul energy can be partially taken by the 
sorcery method, at any time, and can be transferred and added to others packet-
individuality, but only if this sorcery needs. Now, we see people sometimes behave 
like possessed by some spirits, and it is mostly due to one of the packet-individualities 
direct expression without touching the ‘common individuality’ of that person. If the 
expressing soul is unfamiliar soul energy, then at that time that person will speak 
some unfamiliar language as well. Psychology has spoken about the split personality. 
In fact, they do not know these personalities have been the collection of different 
individuals, and not one soul’s different personality aspects. Again, other than these 
energies, still different soul energy can express through one individual, but the 
condition depends on the necessity of ancient sorcery system. They, of course, gain 
more power to their system with such ghost-possession cases, but if they do more, 
people will surely confirm the existence of evil spirits. Ancient sorcery system does 
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not like this because that would lead a total God-inclined society. They want 
everything in the format of DOUBT. Again, this is another technique for keeping their 
secrets away from human beings!! 

Now, I finish this topic with one more point. When a person lives, throughout his 
life, this ancient sorcery system’s negative powers, take his soul energy part by part, 
for increasing their system’s power. After the separation of part soul energy, it is then 
converted to respective ghost of different ghost categories of that system. This is 
common to all people. Every day this is happening in very secret areas of the human 
mind. The dream is the playground of these beings. You cannot be in those three 
states, awaken, dream, and deep sleep at a time. Unfortunately, they can work even 
from the dream state when humans are in the awaken state. The main point is that 
the ghost-conversion is in such a way that the first enemy of that ghost is that person 
himself! The next enemies are his family members! This is the reason in most of the 
places, after the death, even the best fathers and mothers used to haunt their kin and 
kith!! 

Now, one question arises, if these thousands of ghosts produced at the time of life, 
then among them who will go to heaven or get salvation? This means at the time of 
death a person is having only one small part individuality. All other thousands of his 
created part individuality ghosts by the time already started their work for that sorcery 
system accordingly. 

We know, except some miraculous ancient sorcery system’s meant incidences, 
when somebody is murdered, then that victim’s ghost does not attack the murderer. 
This is because those all created ghosts of his lifetime stand always against that victim 
himself. Besides, victim’s ghosts feel very happy at his death!! 

My dear brothers and sisters, I have given the details of what I have found in the 
secret areas of subtle world. All these are only the psychology or mind powers. So, if 
we want any solution, there we need not the rituals, but psychic treatment. If we want 
to reduce the heat, we need fan or air conditioner. In the same way, if we want any 
getaway solutions from this ancient sorcery system’s dangers, then, there only one 
idea helps us. That one idea is using counter qualities! This is why I always stress God 
and religion as Universal truth, love, and morality. This is the only possible counter 
psychic power we can have from positive side. 

We can have one or many Gods, but we must narrate God as the great fund of 
Universal truth, love, and morality. Let this be a psycho-religious joint venture. No 
doubt, this will unify the world, and bring us a great golden age as well. 

What are the different concepts of God in different 
religions and the God concept in the ‘great life’ of Great 
souls? 

Answer- Excepting ‘smaller Gods’ type, we can see two major types of Gods. One 
is creator God, and another is the principle God. In both cases, God concept represents 
the ‘oneness.’ Creator God created human beings and everything, so there is an idea 
“all came from one.” This oneness is there in creator God concept. And in the case of 
principle-God also “all came from one principle” and that oneness is present. In the 
great life of great souls there they consider God as Universal Truth, universal Love, 
and universal morality. Thus, here also we can see the oneness of God concept. 
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In creator God, we see oneness or Yoga, in the Creator-hood of creator God! In the 
principle-God, the oneness or yoga, we see in the subtlest area where there is only 
one consciousness! Now, the oneness or Yoga of Great life is in the “great values of 
God concept.” This is one of the major differences. 

Creator God-yoga is so far misused by making the creator God in to many in 
number by many religions! Instead of the feeling of unity, they produced the feeling 
of hatred, and it led to violence and bloodshed. In the principle-yoga, it is in the state, 
where there is only consciousness! So, it is hard to attain these state of mind, and if 
not attained they behave like common people without the feeling of Yoga or unity!! 
Some great Acharyas also trapped in Caste delusions even in their greater Yoga level!! 
Fortunately, the great soul’s Yoga is in the well aware state, and it is in the complete 
awaken-state as well. Here, they see the great values of life and finally attain the broad 
mind, which includes all the good people of this world. Thus, they are the practical 
Yogis of practical life. They develop great human qualities which are essential for every 
family and society. We can even expect ‘practical world peace’ from these Yogis! In 
short, all other Yogas are made for salvation and kept away from the social life or 
worldly life. Creator God restricted the Yoga to some beliefs and rituals. Others 
restricted Yoga to no-mind state, but in the Yoga of Great soul’s great life, we see this 
Yoga gets an all-rounder role in human’s daily life besides generating the great world 
peace. 

In most of the religions we can see mythical gods behave 

in irrational and sometimes immoral ways. On the other 
hand, you are trying to impose greatest qualities on every 

god, now, how can you solve this contradiction? 
Answer- We cannot withdraw morality from Gods, and we cannot accept 

immorality in Gods as well. The only way, we have, is to ignore the unwanted and 
immoral parts of mythical stories, and to stress more on the good and moral parts of 
them. Here, we are not doing anything with the beliefs and rituals. Here, we are only 
raising the level of God concept from the lower level belief to the higher level of 
universal truth, love, and morality. 

Here, one question arises. The question is even though it is God’s case, is it possible 
to make immoral as moral? In fact, here, we are not making the immoral as moral, 
but we are just ignoring the immoral parts of all gods. Moreover, we collect only good 
parts of Gods as well. We cannot say darkness as light, and we should not say as well. 
In the same way, the ultimate ideal of positive qualities the God cannot in any way 
explained in a lesser way. This means we cannot impose any bad qualities on God or 
Gods by any means even with stories. Look at the folly of Theists; they blame the bad 
qualities of other Gods!! Atheist blames the bad qualities of God, if any found in any 
god, without any partiality. In fact, these attitudes will not make any good to the 
society, but create hatred and bloodshed instead. So, let us live in the great [quality] 
essence of God and religion. When we live in these essences, there we find no hatred, 
no violence, no war, but we get only the great peace of the Golden age. 
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What is the essential part of all religions or essence-
religion? 

Answer- I have already explained about this many times. Still I explain here with 
minimum words. Essence is that part, without which existence of any item is not 
possible. Sugarcane juice is the essence of sugar cane and without that we get only a 
useless waste. In the same way, religion also has its essence part. The great qualities, 
the universal truth, universal love, and the universal morality are the essence part of 
the religion. This is because without these essential qualities a religion is not possible! 

Can anybody claim his religion a religion without these three qualities? No, and 
that is impossible. Thus, the rules made for social well-being, based on these supreme 
qualities, are called the essence part of the religion or essence-religion. With a few 
differences, every religion has the same essence everywhere! For example, “don’t 
thieve”, “don’t speak lie” etc. rules we find many in number in each religion. These 
rules or moral codes are common to all religions as well. This is known as the essence 
of the religion because without these basic rules a religion cannot exist. God, grace of 
God, spirituality for heaven or liberation, etc., are individual choices for individual 
differences, and it can be practised accordingly without any change. Here, the 
speciality is that we are not changing anything in any religion. Still, we get a common 
ground for gathering together to escape from the horrible influences of that ancient 
sorcery system. 

What is universal truth? 
Answer- What is truth? If a person holds a vessel and says that he has a vessel in 

his hands, then his words are true. This is the common and commercial usage of the 
word truth. On the other hand, when we speak about the God and religion, there we 
see a different aspect of the truth. This is because the creator God and His respective 
religions should be meant for all human beings, including aliens if existed in this 
universe. He should not be meant for a group of people. So, there we must raise the 
truth to the higher level like the truth of Sun, which is for all. Unfortunately, every 
religion and sect, with its mythical stories and separate faith, builds fence around it. 
Besides they force that vast truth of God to contain within them!! In fact, in all the 
religions and sects, people use common commercial type of truth instead of vast type 
of truth or the universal truth. It is again unfortunate that the one creator God is being 
explained in many ways! We can’t explain a Sun as a blue Sun, a green Sun, etc., so, 
we should have explained the creator God as one and only one reality, but we didn’t!! 
Now, we can understand that the people of creator God have been following the same 
type of God concept as that of the smaller gods’ commercial truth concept. This 
devastated the essential quality, the universality of truth, in God and religions!! This 
directly helped that ancient sorcery in separating human beings and creating hatred, 
violence and bloodshed as well. 

What is universal love? 
Answer- Universal love represents the love of God. God’s heart contains every 

human being, but loves only those good people. If anybody argues against this point 
has to prove whether God loves Satan. Thus, this God’s divine angle of love, which 
pours only on the good people, is called universal love. Some spiritual people translate 
this universal love as the ‘equal love on all people without separating good and bad’ 
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among them! Of course it sounds greater, but in fact it makes a lesser society where 
the wicked people torment the good people without getting any punishment!! It can 
be a single person’s individual choice, but it cannot be in any way the practical social 
code. This approach supports wicked people in the society, so, that cannot be the 
religion as well. On the other hand, religions and sects of this world condense this 
universal love so that it cannot spill beyond their own religion-boundary! It is an utter 
surprise that a very good person who lives in other religion becomes worse than a 
nasty person of his own religion!! Some religious scholars say that they have two types 
of brothers, one type is close brothers within their own religion, and another type is 
distant brothers. Closeness is called brotherhood, if you keep distance there cannot be 
any love of brotherhood, but becomes the target of hatred and violence. 

Every religion says the people in the other faiths are unbelievers. This creates 
confusion as well. The confusion is when every religion says others as nonbelievers, 
and when we see from the nonbeliever’s side alone, we can see whole world filled with 
mere nonbelievers and nobody is there a real believer of God!! This is really the terrible 
blasphemy from the side of religious people!!! 

Universal love is the divine love, which loves all good people in the world without 
any distinction. This is the reason this great quality has been one among those three 
major qualities of God and religion. 

What is universal morality? 
Answer- Morals have not been created for any individual, but they have been 

created for social well-being. Still, they are ultimately helping the individual life in a 
roundabout way. In other words, morals are like public property, where everybody has 
equal right to have it. When they are transgressed by the people, then they are equally 
degraded or punished by that society. Morals are in the form of social rules, so it can 
be considered the main part of any religion. Unfortunately, even the most inhuman 
and cruel codes of conduct were introduced as morals in the name of caste, ritual, and 
religion! The consequence was exploitation and killings! These inhuman moral codes 
cannot be in any way considered to be the moral codes at all. Thus, if moral codes 
agree with equality and humanity, those moral codes alone can be considered the 
essence of any religion. We know these are common to all the religions as well. Thus, 
those selective moral codes, which are common to all the religions, are called the 
universal morality. 

If anybody argues rituals and beliefs are the main part of 

religion, then what is your answer to them? 
Answer- In fact, they are not an essential part of any religion. The Great souls 

pleaded this to humanity from the beginning, but nobody heard their voice! Briefly, 
we can see the idea that every religion has got one important part, based on the 
universal love or selflessness. They are in the form of rules for better human life on 
this planet. Here, those rules which are based on universal love can be considered the 
basis of any religion. Moral codes are almost common to all the religions. Now, if a 
religion without these rules cannot be considered a religion at all, but without the God 
concept and God’s grace religions exist in this world. Thus, for a religion, these 
uncontaminated righteous life-rules are the main part. All other different beliefs and 
rituals are the ‘spirituality’ and also the human’s ‘free will choice’. On the other hand, 
these moral rules are meant for a better peaceful society, and this is not at all any set 
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of rituals or beliefs!! All prophets came, according to Semitic religions, for the 
betterment of human ethical life. In Bhagavad Geetha, it has been said “supporting 
good people, and to annihilate the bad ones and thus establishing righteousness on 
the earth again and again” is the purpose of every divine incarnation. All religions 
speak the same idea of improving the ethical human life, and that is the main part of 
religion. Now, nowhere it is said without the quality improvement of human being one 
can attain heaven or any better life after death!! In other words, no religion has given 
more importance to the rituals than the ethical improvement of human quality. 

Thus, we can conclude that rituals and so many other related beliefs are not an 
important part of any religion. 

Most of the religious scholars say “No salvation for 
others” or “No heaven for others,” here I want to know 

which salvation or heaven they mean. 
Answer- We can’t see any logic behind it! No company can claim that their soaps 

alone have the cleaning quality. Religions claim that they are the words of their 
respective Gods, but not ready to agree with the idea that all religions are from God!! 
This seems like mere mockery. 

In fact, this simply shows different gods in different religions. Thus, we have so 
many gods with their respective heavens. In reality, this differences of heavens caused 
hatred, violence, and bloodshed! If there are different heavens for different gods, we 
can have a very easy solution for that confusion. The solution is “let one go to one’s 
god’s heaven, and let others stop pulling that person to another heaven.” This is a 
very simple solution and this can create a great world within no time as well!! God and 
religion are for human life’s betterment and don’t use them for any human hunt. The 
most unfortunate thing is the religious scholars dare to say “they will go to hell after 
death” even to those great people who lived extremely pious life on this planet, only 
because they are in other religion!!! This is really a rarest but poorest advertisement 
of a religion! Here, it is clear that nobody at least tried to know the idea what is God 
and religion! If they had tried, they would have already converted this planet into a 
great heaven. Unfortunately, we can see everywhere only those beliefs and their blind 
repeated claims. What more we need to prove the ancient sorcery system’s influence 
on human beings? 

Can you give still more explanation on quality-god? 
Answer- All religions and sects use the term logic. They try to explain even the 

beliefs logically, and this is really an unbelievable wonder! This is because beliefs get 
birth only in the place where there is no logic. Still, religions and sects try to assert 
their beliefs with logic! 

There are so many numbers of Judges in this world. Though they are different 
individuals, still they belong to one category. The function of that category is giving 
justice or truth to the humankind. Now, when the term “Judge” comes, the meaning 
of that category comes in front of us. Here, we do not count the wealth, age, physical 
strength, etc. of any Judge. In the same way, though we have so many different gods 
in this world, still, when we speak about God, then, the meaning of God should come 
to us. That means God’s quality the universal truth, love, and morality should come 
when we speak about the term God. These qualities are universal as well. If anybody 
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having a doubt, then he should prove by explaining one’s God as ‘God concept without 
those basic positive qualities.’ Now, we can realize that the projecting of one’s God is 
only possible by the way of explaining the meaning of the God, and it is not possible 
by the explanation of exclusive stories, rituals, beliefs, etc. When people project the 
greatness of their religion by projecting their mythologies, rituals, beliefs, etc., then 
instead of peace, we get hatred, violence, and bloodshed in the society. They destroy 
the peace, the aim of every religion as well! 

The power of mesmerism of the ancient sorcery system is so huge that it even 
mesmerised religious and spiritual giants to bow down to their system’s needs! 
Nobody cared for the ultimate dangers of religious and sectarian fences! Some 
philosophies spoke about the broad approach, still, they became another sect, and 
started condemning and debating with other sects and cults. In fact, they strengthened 
their own ‘fences’. Thus, that sorcery won again!! So, let us expect a great awareness 
among human beings about the God concept, and hope they will save the world from 
the mouth of ancient sorcery system!! 

We need one more example for ‘quality-God concept.’ 
Answer- Just hear a very small story. There were five people sitting, and one 

person introduced them and explained everything about them except their financial 
area, and finally, he asked one question to the people gathered there. The question is 
“can you say now who is the richest person?” 

Above story says that if at all we wrote a full book for a simple question asked, 
still, if it lacks the straight answer, then it becomes a worthless job. Religious 
interpretations always speak in roundabout way, leaving a vast ground for confusion 
and further different independent interpretations! 

Now, in the above story, the financial conditions can alone answer his question, 
but he did not narrate that one! In the case of God concept also, the power, miracle, 
grace, words, etc., cannot tell about a God power because these all qualities are present 
in any astral being. Now, the only thing we need to know about the God concept is 
about God-quality. If it contains the basic ideal qualities universal truth, love, and 
morality, only then it becomes a God concept. If that power lacks those divine 
qualities, then, if at all it contains huge power, still, it becomes only an astral power. 
Satan has everything except God-quality!! God always for universal truth, love, and 
morality, without these God-qualities there cannot be any God concept in this 
universe. A rich person can be defined only by his richness, in the same way, God 
concept can be defined only with the God-qualities. 

Practically, this quality-God concept means considering one’s worshipping God as 
the embodiment of these three basic divine qualities. Also, taking all other rituals and 
beliefs as individual options for one’s own salvation or attaining heaven. When 
everywhere the God qualities are being glorified, naturally, all claim of the greatness 
of one’s individual God and religion subside, and this will make a way to a great 
heavenly Golden age. 
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If logic gets a place in religion, then wouldn’t the belief 
get a lesser place in that same 

religion?                                                                                
                                     

Answer- What is logic? Logic comes forth when people try to assert something 
blindly without any proof. There it tries to show the fallacy of such blind assertions. 
Again, it is also used to clear confusions around something unknown, and most of the 
time helps to find the truth! Now, you turn towards belief, there we can see the 
assertion of beliefs, “we are only right, not you,” and “you get salvation or heaven 
only in our religion” etc.!! When they repeat those belief slogans, again their faith 
increases! And when they repeat again and again their faith slogans, the faith becomes 
stronger! When they repeat the same again for many times, there he becomes a faith-
full believer!! This blind repetition grips him and shows some kinds of fantasies, and 
its name is fanaticism!! History provides us millions and millions of dead skeletons, 
which have been come out from the fanatic-womb of religions on our holy earth!! 
Moreover, another blind parallel belief also finds its zenith, and it says clearly “our 
religion is for peace”!! Oh, beliefs are totally blind!! 

At the end, let us have a very simple logic and it is in the form of a question, “can 
peace produce millions and millions of murders?” 

We can see the term devotion in all religions. What is the 
real concept of God-devotion? 

Answer- As far as the concept of God-devotion is concerned it is connected to the 
emotional aspect of human being. We can divide God worship into three major parts. 
First is devotional part, second one is the meditative part, and the third one is the 
ritual part. The devotional part connected to emotional part of human nature, the 
meditative part connected to thought part of human nature. The ritual part is 
connected to activity part of human nature. Pure devotion is a kind of knowing the 
god’s great qualities from the bottom of heart. In other words, pure devotion is a kind 
of emotional-sathyachintan, and there they glorify the same universal truth, love and 
morality with emotional touch!! This is a real purifier of mind as well. Pure devotees 
do only activities which glorifies the greatness of God. Those activities are not rituals. 
For example, if they wave the lamp with devotional song in their lips, then that is 
connected to glorification of God’s great qualities, thus, it cannot be considered a 
ritual. If they do with some kinds of repetitive words and with some unavoidable 
formalities for god’s worship or for grace, then it turns into a ritual. Prayers are not 
the devotion, but they are mere demand put forth to God for some grace-gratification. 
Common people use prayers and rituals together and think that they are the great 
devotees of God!! In fact, rituals are God’s grace-oriented or God connected 
emotionless mere activities! 

We don’t respect a thief because we know that thief does not have any good quality. 
In the same way, God is also respected and considered God not because of His power, 
but because of His great qualities!! Unfortunately, in most of the religions these 
activities of mere rituals considered the great devotion!! This is quite impossible. This 
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is so horrible because then this idea forces to agree with a cruel-devotee, and a 
demon-devotee, etc. We can’t consider Satan a devotee of God. 

Where there is selflessness, there is pure devotion, and where there is a pure 
devotion there is self-purification. Ritual part of the religion has nothing to do with 
purification of one’s heart that boosts the essence of any religion! 

Some prominent spiritual people give less importance to 

morality. Can we become great soul without morality? 
Answer- My dear brother, it is impossible to become a Great soul without moral 

background. For explanation, I mention some points below. 
There is no God without morality. There is no religion without morality. There is 

no Yoga without morality because there is no real Yogi with immoral qualities. No real 
mahatma or great soul is immoral. Swami Vivekananda took oath to raise then society 
to a highest moral level. He said “I will inspire all sisters to become so chaste or 
pativrata like Sita mata even after my death.” Unfortunately, it did not happen. Still, 
it speaks the need of morality in a religion. 

Didn’t spiritual teachers give peace to people who went 

to them? 
Answer- Yes, of course, and I love that from bottom of my heart. Please, don’t 

mistake my words with your false understandings. I did not intend about the peace 
people get when they go to their spiritual teachers. This way has been there from the 
beginning in all religions, and it has been increased as well. Besides this, we can also 
see a great increase in worship places, beliefs, and rituals, etc. Religious teachings 
multiplied with the increase of different media as well. Now, what I explain is only 
about the “reason” for such a drastic increase of cruelty and immorality in people, 
even after all such above-said factors’ rapid increase in religions and spirituality. That 
means this world will reach to extremely cruel and immoral marriage-less society, 
while still having these religion and spirituality in its extreme forms! If you have any 
doubt please just compare fifty year back society and today’s society, and that will 
answer you the nature of future society after hundreds of years!! 

In short, what happened so far are mere different contradicting visions and 
revelations, without the knowledge of ancient sorcery system and its secrets! It will 
continue, in the same way, by complaining every negative or bad change to “End time” 
or “kali yuga,” until reaching the real moral end time of all religions!!! 

So, please understand that I have explained only about the ancient sorcery 
system’s secret movements, which can destroy all religions permanently in the future, 
and about its related solutions. 

What is your opinion about sex before marriage? 
Answer- If anyone likes to keep one’s married life melodious until one’s death, 

then one has to say “no” to sex before marriage. Great souls want everybody’s married 
life a successful and happy one. So, they always say “no” to sex before marriage. 

For a successful married life, the hearty love between the pair is very essential. 
Thus, this is the main road for that. Wealth, intelligence, appearance, etc., are not any 
kind of happy road for that at all. Dowry is the path of thorns. On the other side, if 
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people are indulging in sex with many people before marriage, on the marriage day, 
would it not be the last wife or last husband? How can there be any kind of hearty love, 
which is the prime promoter of married life? If it did not break, still that married life 
would be only a pushing cart until the death. 

Still, there is a hope for those worsened relationships. With proper mind-
purification methods, they can achieve the hearty love between them and able to get 
the melody of married life! This desire and demand should come from both sides is 
the very important condition here. 

What is your advice to those who follow the immoral 

path? 
Answer- It is one’s own right to select his path. I don’t advise anyone, but try to 

speak the reality regarding that topic. If one finds any sense in my words, surely, it 
will reflect in his life as well. In fact, I have one request to those who have determined 
to go immoral ways. Please, do not project immorality as morality because it will 
become very dangerous to this earth! Don’t think, including sex before marriage, as 
an ideal, and don’t motivate your juniors or others to follow your path, this is all 
enough from you my dear brothers and sisters. If possible, though you cannot follow, 
respect the great ideals of great souls. Then, your next generation will get the power 
of morality to create a great Golden age of hearty love. It will stop even a single painful 
teardrop falling down to the tear-channel that exists today!!! 

Based on your findings, which one you really feel to 

emphasize more among all your warnings? 
Answer- Listen, ‘Please, don’t make my words as a separate religion, sect, cult, 

etc.’ This is my most important warning among all my warnings! This is because I 
know for sure if there is a slight fence of separation, and that will be the ancient 
sorcery system’s one of the onward consuming food! Just look behind this world’s 
total approach on God and religion, and you can see nothing is left free from this 
fence-chain! 

Regarding the above point, let me ask at least one question here that “Why even 
‘all’ religions have been divided further into so many sects and cults, and is this 
commandment of any God or prophet?” A religious or spiritual teacher makes his own 
sect, a group of people make their own tradition, and it goes on. Oh, divisions and 
divisions and divisions and again divisions!! 

We can see brotherhood only within each division, but it is used by ancient sorcery 
system as human power ‘to face’ other divisions!! Divisions only can create hatred, 
violence, and bloodshed, which are really the anti-God and anti-religious approach. 

My dear brother, without considering this point as the primary need, all other 
activities will be in vain, like pushing a car from inside the car! 
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Some people say that there is creator God, and He is so 
powerful that no ancient sorcery system can work on 

Him. What is your answer to this statement? 
Answer- I already answered this question earlier. Still, in a different and very short 

way now I am trying to answer this statement. Now, we go in a different route. All 
sincere religious scholars agree that their religious book contain a certain degree of 
unscientific explanations. This is true, but we also know some fanatic religious 
scholars are trying to make every statement in their religious text as scientific as 
modern science!! Now, as we know there are many instances of unscientific 
narrations, then how did these come from creator God? Creator God cannot make even 
a single mistake because He must know His creation. Thus, creator God concept 
becomes more uncertain, but local God concept becomes more certain. On the other 
hand, if fanatic people argue again for creator God, then another question comes, 
“who did, in every religious text, speak these untruths if not from creator God?” then 
they have to go for another source to explain these untrue narrations. There they have 
no answer, but we know that other source that is the ancient sorcery system’s negative 
energies. 

What is the purpose of animal sacrifice to God?            
Answer- Animal sacrifice to God is absolutely a contradiction! God always intends 

peace to the people, and religions never speak that they are against peace. Peace can 
be derived from the divine feelings like sympathy and pity etc. It is always against the 
feeling of cruelty. Besides religions argue that God is all loving power!! Again love is 
the enemy of cruelty! Now, how dare human beings to inculcate cruelty on God in the 
form of animal sacrifice to Him? You get billions of astral visions and words if you are 
in that astral mental level. Unfortunately, people lost common sense and surrendered 
their reasoning in front of such visions!! Belief is a terrible thing that can mesmerize 
anybody! Nobody cared for a faithful reasoning, but believed everything uttered by 
those astral beings!! 

Animal sacrifice is not for any God concept, it is only for blood thirsty-astral 
powers. All religions clearly speak about blood thirsty demons as well!! So, it is clear 
that the idea of blood sacrifice or animal sacrifice is strictly not for a God concept. We 
know if there is no universal truth, love, and morality then there cannot be any God. 
Still, if there are such great qualities, then there can be a God, but without a cruel 
heart. The difference between a subtle power and a God concept is subtle powers do 
not consider good people separately! They will help only to those who give more 
offering to them! On the other hand, God concept only counts the greatness of human 
being in the form of one’s great life. He rejects wicked person’s devotion totally 
because He is for ‘Good people.’ Unfortunately, every God-religion supports animal 
sacrifice and this is really astonishing! 

People always try to coat their religious confusions with sweet philosophies, but 
they could not stop the hatred, violence, and bloodshed with their sweet philosophical 
coatings! Fact is fact. Millions and millions of innocent human beings have been killed 
in the name of God and religion. Still, everybody claims his religion for peace!!! God is 
truth. So, please, don’t coat the facts with your sweet philosophies because it is the 
murder of God-truth. 
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Every religion has its own fence around it. They consider the strengthening of their 
fence is the religion!!! In fact, that did not develop any religion, but it developed the 
feeling of cruelty in every religion, which the ancient sorcery system needed from 
them!! Those great souls who lived in every religion did not care the fence of their 
religion. Instead, they kept that fence as a mere mark. This means they created a mere 
rounded mark of religion just for conventional belief sake! Again, this allowed them 
to pass the hearty feeling of love to all mankind without any barriers. Hail to those 
great souls, the real interpreters of religion and God. 

Is there any difference between those predictions of 

religions and your predictions? 
Answer- Yes. The difference is, religions predict from their mythical stories, and 

in their predictions, even though those predictions are God’s own words, still God is 
helpless to stop it from happening!! Again, God is also helpless even to change at least 
its course! On the other hand, I told only about those social dangers, and they are only 
the extension of the present day’s social trends! I have given some solutions, and they 
are all about social science. 

Do you have doubt about any external control over that 
ancient sorcery system? 

Answer- As far as my direct experience is concerned I had no such experience so 
far. In fact, subtle area is so vast and there we can find numerous things, but they are 
all in one common plane. Besides, there are so many mind techniques as well. In fact, 
my concern has been only on dangers of that ancient sorcery system, which is 
controlling everything from the total secret areas. Moreover, this system is an 
unexposed secret system, and the real destroyer of humanity. 

If we imagine such possibilities, then I think the only possible control over ancient 
sorcery system, I guess, maybe Aliens!! I already said this ancient sorcery system is 
following all the sorcery ideas, and there they use only human mind and its faculties. 
Still, when we think one step further beyond, we can’t ignore Alien’s interference! The 
major reasons for these possibilities are listed separately below. 

1. The possibility of the third type of civilization beings’ using of ‘mind power’ as 
a source of power. 

2. Including animals, mind power is abundant on this planet! 
3. Ancient sorcery system has different methods for collecting excited or active 

minds especially cruelty and perverted sex. This gathering mind power technology can 
be doubted in many different ways. 

4. As far as the transferring of this mind to another galaxy is concerned, we know 
they can use teleportation technology! 

5. To start the teleportation, we know, it needs two similar devices. One is at 
sending place, and another is at receiving place. Unfortunately, we found so many 
scientific instruments “very ancient” on this planet in different places. It is said that 
they are anyhow not the inventions of humans. These very ancient scientific 
instruments and the many instances of the appearance of Aliens on our planet, 
together give a sound background for a sincere doubting! 
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6. We know that teleportation is possible in sub-atomic particles. The mind is very 
subtle, and it is subtler then sub-atomic particles. So, the teleportation is surely 
possible if such attempt occurred from Aliens!! 

If someone says that he believes only in his God-given 
religious book. Then, what will be your opinion on this 
statement? 

Answer- In above religious approach there are two main dangers obvious. Firstly, 
this approach will never bring the creator God’s wish for unity of his children. This is 
due to the fight of his own children who are in different religions!! The maximum 
possibility of peace we can see in this approach is tolerance, but only until its bad 
break. Once it is broken, then the water flow from the Dam sweeps everything with its 
bloody colour. Thus, we can’t dream anyway a world peace here. 

The second danger is almost the same as above since it forces the dangerous idea 
on every religion that “growth of one religion only at the cost of destruction of other 
religions.” This is just like growth of one creature is based on the destruction of many 
other creatures. This shows co-existing of religions is forever impossible due to their 
own opposing basic structures. 

Let anybody believe in any religion, but let us live in one region that is our heart, 
which is the seat of great love that is the God. 

Can you explain that a religion is essential for every 
human being? 

Answer-Yes, religion is essential for every human being, but not its name! Religion 
is for peace, and it is also justice to human beings. If any religion misses these 
essentials, misses everything. God and rituals come under spirituality, and mere 
options, and left to once choice. Thus, the main essence, we see, in all religions is 
‘peace and justice.’ 

Now, we can test whether the religion is essential or not, by asking some easy 
questions to somebody! The questions are “do you want your house to be thieved?”, 
“do you want your children are being tortured?”, “do you want your son an anti-
social?” If your answer is “No”, then you need a religion. If your answer is “Yes”, 
then you don’t need a religion. A real religion works as a security person and saves 
one from all hazards. Unfortunately, the religions, instead of saving humans, became 
a threat to humanity! 

Religion basically exists for peace and justice. All other parts of any religion are 
spiritual parts and are mere choice parts. We have Godless religions in this world, 
which proves the above stand. Moral codes, only in its pure form, stand for peace and 
justice. So, in short, it can also be called the religion. If atheists are highly moral and 
sincere, then they themselves become [unknowingly] the practitioners of the religion. 
Thus, we get one universal religion within all religions. If we try to stress and glorify 
that area within all religions, then, all including atheists surely will enjoy that great 
benefit! 
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Frankly, we ask you about the dangers that will befall on 
humanity in the future. 

Answer- Centuries before today’s ways were considered strictly sinful and anti- 
religious. Today every religion, though they claim no change in them, accepted 
different convenient modified ways, but all they occurred in a natural way. In the same 
way, every change will occur, in the future, to this world in the same natural way. One 
set of examples are today, divorces, homosexuality, sex before marriage, adultery, etc. 
they have become common!!! Earlier, there was no such a frequency at all. In the same 
way, people will reach one day there at ‘no-marriage society’ in the same natural 
way!! This updating technology of ‘human mind atmosphere’ is the basic technology 
of that ancient sorcery system, and ‘bringing change in the society’ is another 
connected technology which it follows. We call this in general term as the generation 
gap!! This way, in the future, we can see changes in all areas of human behaviour. 
Cruelty and immoral sex feelings are the two major feelings which will grip this world 
like the ghost in the future! These are the two major ‘behavioural weapons’ of that 
system. Nobody can stop this because it was meant by that ancient sorcery system 
even from the ancient-beginning! Religions were only very later origins, and everyone 
will take different period to get the same end and that has been meant by the ancient 
sorcery system. This is already hinted in every religion in the form of end-time human 
wicked behaviour. Surprisingly, nobody tried to get the answer to the question “what 
is the purpose of God, in bringing such a terrible situation only to the end-time people 
and not to the earlier period’s human beings?” 

Thus, in the far future, all human beings irrespective of religion and sect behave 
in the same way as wild animals only with lust and cruelty. All religions’ preachings 
and teachings will go in vain. The one very important factor which kills the values of 
the religions, no doubt, is the base of every religion the so-called “belief.” 
Unfortunately, the downward path of human society, with full of violence, divorces, 
etc., will cause an increasing and unending tears of sufferings to the humanity in the 
coming days!! 

Beware of ‘beliefs’ and ‘the ideas of separation of the people’ in the name of caste, 
religion, and sect because these are the powerful two ‘technical weapons’ of that 
ancient sorcery system. If you feel need of a solution to this disaster, start respecting 
the Godly ideal the truthfulness. This only can make you free off the blindfold that 
was tied by your own many branched granted-beliefs. 

Religions instruct many rules to be followed by everybody 
from birth to death. People try to glorify their religion’s 
instructions and their greatness. Do you mean this as the 

essential religion or essence-part of every religion? 
Answer- No. I never said anywhere those all religious instructions are the essential 

religion. Every religion basically looks at human well-being. It tells us to live better in 
this world with your one hand, but other hand is for others betterment. If you are a 
powerless and poor person, then it tells to keep the feeling of sympathy in the heart 
for suffering people, but of course not only within your own religion. This is all about 
the essential religion!! You don’t need any big book for this teaching. You don’t need 
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any scholar to unveil its meaning. This essential religion is absolutely perfect and pure 
without the scholarly residues. In fact, every religion has these great ideas and rules 
for this great-living. Unfortunately, they are well buried under the huge heap of rituals 
and beliefs! I said only to separate that buried important part from every religion and 
to give life just for practising in daily life. We can call a villain a Hero, but that will not 
change him to a Hero. In the same way, if we claim great words in any religion that 
will not make that religion a great one, unless its followers practice it in their daily 
life. Please, don’t claim those great ideals in your religion because the great ideals of 
religions have been suffering without any outlet for sincere appearance and survival 
in the society from the beginning!! 

Rituals, including God, come under spiritual part of any religion. Spiritual parts 
are many and they are mere choices of population. Anybody can go to any heaven with 
his own spirituality. The only question arises is whether anybody can go to any heaven 
with cruelty and hatred in one’s heart. If the answer is “No”, then it concludes by 
itself that the very essential factor we need to go to heaven is the broad-mind. We 
know this broad-mind is the product of the essential part of the religion! If you try to 
put a separating circle around your religion and God, using hard debates, to show their 
exclusive greatness, then unknowingly you make your God a smaller God than the 
creator God! 

How logic, belief, and truth work within the religions? 
Answer- We use logic as a weapon. Unfortunately, it is a double-edged weapon 

and with one side it tries to find the truth, with the other side it tries to confound the 
truth and establishes injustice. In the Court two Advocates arguing against each other. 
Two sides use their maximum logic to convince the judge. We know, here, one 
Advocate’s logic is fighting for Truth and another’s logic is fighting to defeat the truth. 

Astonishingly, the well revered ‘belief’ is actually killing the logic with its 
unchanging stand. Logic is only possible in the absence of a stubborn approach. The 
Logic has the one great merit that if one Advocate of true-side lost a case, then, again 
he has another opportunity in upper court to prove his true-side with his better 
argument. Unfortunately, this possibility is not in any belief of any religion!! There, 
single blind-belief has the power to blindfold, whole of its religious people, until the 
end of this world!!! The baseless casteism and fanaticism are the products of such 
darkened ignorant belief based life system!! 

Within religions, we can’t have any logic since they are based on some beliefs! 
Some fundamental beliefs are the basis of any religion. Thus, within these belief-
religions, there is no scope for any logic. Unfortunately, some modern religious 
scholars try to introduce the logic to give a scientific tone to them. Again, in some 
religions, in some parts, ‘enquiry’ is given more importance, but only to create 
different philosophies. Those philosophies after their birth start believing in their own 
words and fight against other belief-philosophies just like belief-based religions!! 
Since they are not ready to change a word or an idea afterward, even if the truth is 
found in the better way, they also fall just in the same category of believers. 

Truth is used as the private property in religions and sects! They claim the ultimate 
truth the God and heaven to their own religions and sects!! God is anti-Satan, so God 
must possess great qualities like the universal truth, universal love, and the great 
moral behaviour, In fact, this is the simple way of defining truth within the religions. 
Separating the universal truth from God is really blasphemous. Thus, these quality-
God and quality-religions will save us from that terrible blasphemy. 
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People are still within the system of beliefs, why didn’t 
they realise that the realm of truth is really the kingdom 

of God? 
Answer- Without great qualities, there is no God, no divine principle, no religion, 

etc. In fact, different beliefs and their respective rituals are only the cause of different 
religions and sects. Here is a small story. A village people had lived inside a tunnel 
without seeing the real Sun. While they were inside the tunnel, they fought for the 
Sun’s colour. Some argued for blue Sun, some other argued for green Sun, and still 
some other argued for violet Sun! One day they found the tunnel mouth, came out and 
saw the real Sun. There their all arguments about the Sun stopped. 

Unfortunately, all these religions and sects are doing the same types of arguments 
for that one God, like those people who lived inside the tunnel! In the story finally 
they got real Sun, and thus, the story became comedy, but in reality, different religions 
still didn’t get that one creator God, thus, the real human life on this planet is nearing 
its disastrous tragedy! 

When we didn’t get the creator God unanimously, people should have tried at least 
for a universally accepted God concept. The ancient sorcery system’s influence has 
been so powerful that instead of gathering for one God they fought bloody wars for 
Him!! People are responsible for converting loving God into a power which motivates 
bloody wars. People are responsible for the devastating the ‘kind-God concept’ totally 
from the bottom. People are responsible for chaining the God unto their own religion! 
If Humans start to realise this a bit, then the world will rise from the suffocating 
painful pit. 

What is “Sathyachintan” and what speciality it has? 
Answer- Using logic, based on the universal truth, analyzing the facts is called 

“Satyachintan.” This is a scientific approach and only tries to see the facts which are 
absolutes. In fact, here one’s hands should be clean without the dirt of any kind of 
belief. Belief cannot move from its stand then with that how can you move to different 
corners to get the right information? Belief prisoner cannot realize any truth for this 
reason. He can sing a permanent belief-rhyme till death and can debate for that one 
rhyme till death. He can sacrifice his valuable life for that one rhyme! Oh, how 
intelligent that ancient sorcery system is!! 

Every religion, sect, cult, and philosophy including Atheism is following a ‘Win’ 
based Logic, but Satyachinthan follows not a win based logic like Advocates at the 
court, it uses only the ‘Truth’ based Logic. This is the speciality of Sathyachintan. If 
anybody is not ready to change, if it is in religion, there two things are possible, one 
is conversion and another is violence. We faced these two unwanted and anti-God 
things from the beginning only because of this nonsense belief method. Nobody can 
claim his religion for peace since he is adhering to this mother of violence. Here, the 
expectation of world peace is even away from the human dream world!! God is Truth 
and the religion is also Truth, since these are obvious, how dare the people say that 
they can contain these two great lights of TRUTHS within their ‘exclusive’ pitch dark 
belief–pot? 
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Why do you say the Sathyachintan as the active God?        
Answer- I already told the universal truth, love, and morality are the essence or 

primary colours of God. Now, the Sathyachintan explains the same godly qualities 
needed to face different situations of human life, and also it tries to purify the minds 
of human beings! So, the same essence of God quality is running everywhere in the 
human life arteries to cleanse the impurities of minds. This is why Sathyachintan is 
called an active God. Prayer is an unfulfilled demand, but Satyachintan is the 
satisfaction of the realization!! So, the greatest worship, as well as the grace of God is 
the one and only Sathyachintan!! Again, beliefs and rituals may produce hatred and 
violence in a society, but Satyachintan never makes such sin in the name of God and 
religions. Thus, Sathyachintan is the God that we want to use and absorb. Nobody can 
blame this active God. A huge mountain of God’s grace is lying in front of everybody 
in the form of Sathyachintan, the only thing that we should do is to grab it until the 
last stage of our great life. If there is will there is a way. Thus, if you will, you can have 
the grace of kinetic God called Sathyachintan. 

 Can you explain logically about the idea that a religion 
needs no belief and rituals basically? 

Answer- Yes, that is possible because that is the truth! Let us see the main purpose 
of a house, and that is the shelter. There we don’t need any explanation of its area or 
other conveniences. In the same way, when we speak about the religion, there we need 
only one idea the shelter from cruelty and immorality! All other ideas, beyond this 
shelter idea, are connected to mere spirituality, and it is only a free-will choice of the 
people. This essence is there in all religions and sects, and this essence of religion 
doesn’t need any rituals or beliefs. Surprisingly, Atheists also need this religion! 
Besides, any government on this planet desperately needs this religion! Unfortunately, 
all religion forgets that important part, and projects all other thousands of beliefs and 
rituals which become the causes of hatred and bloodshed in the society. This virtually 
kills the same religion, and besides creates problems to every government on this 
planet as well!! 

Religious scholars fight for number of religious books in a religion, some say, ten 
books are great, some other say, one book is great, some say god’s old book is great, 
some others say god’s revised book is great! Some claim some sentences for their 
religion’s greatness, and others condemn the same for their religion’s greatness, and 
so on. My god! Please save your religions by giving some kinds of sensible logic to 
those preachers of your religions. 

We can see how pathetically the religions deviated from the greatness, and roll on 
the unwanted and dangerous muddy ground of baseless beliefs and rituals! 

Is morality a religion? 
Answer- We know the basic principle of any religion is “live a good and happy life, 

and let others live a good and happy life too.” This means religion speaks about 
sacrifice, and all immoral activities virtually stop others’ happy life! Now, if the 
structure of the morality of any society goes against this basic principle, then those 
moral codes are not the religion. We can have any God and any type of spirituality to 
get salvation or to get heaven, but we don’t have any option for ‘basic principle’ of 
any religion, and that remains the same in all religions all the time!! In short, we can 
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say those moral codes which are going against humanity and equality cannot be 
considered a moral code at all. Now, excluding such impure moralities, all other pure 
moralities together can be considered a religion or essence of the religion. 

How can we believe that there is such a thing called an 
ancient sorcery system? 

Answer- I have never told anybody to believe in my words. I only told everybody 
to think and to get the logical conclusion on my words. Only for that purpose I have 
written many messages. You can refer to all of my messages before your final 
conclusion. 

When almost all the world ardently following the beliefs 

of their religions, why do you speak against it? 
Answer-For thousands of years, religions, sects, Gods, and even all the people of 

this world had believed that this earth was flat. My dear brother, I have no personal 
grudge on “belief,” and also I have no hatred towards any religion or sect. Since I have 
seen the ancient sorcery system, the dark hands behind every religion, I try to show 
their dangerous traps sincerely with proper examples. 

Every religion or sect has its existence in condemning other religions or sects! This 
is because no new religion or sect was born without condemning the existing religion. 
Every new religion developed itself by converting the people of other faiths. I ask you 
one question my dear brother, in the pursuit of these different types of conversions, 
where was that major idea of every religion “service unto the goodness of people”? If 
anybody follows his religion sincerely, then he will only try to better the behavioural 
quality of that population without looking at the horrible side of conversion. This is 
because any God [concept] doesn’t care any crude population on this planet, but He 
wants the pure souls. The collecting of crude people with any conversion method is 
certainly a sin as far as the essence of any religion and God concept is concerned. In 
the same way, to get God, you need to absorb the great qualities of the God, but mere 
changing from one set of beliefs to another set of beliefs makes no difference. Again 
if you believe that your God’s words alone are religion, there also you will get only a 
back position in the long queue of such claimers!! Every religion and sect believes that 
it is the perfect one!! Thus, we can see that belief is not the reality or truth but it is a 
mere claim. The real truth comes only in the logical conclusions. Scientific truths are 
not any scientist’s personal belief, but it is the experimented and tested and 
successfully attained results of a logical conclusion. If you think many times, then, 
you may get the truth. Instead, if you believe in something in your whole lifetime, 
there you never get the truth, but only maintain your delusion. 

We have only one truth, and the different religions and faiths pull that truth to 
their own courts!! The great ‘Truth’ has been suffocated by these dragging and pulling 
of religions and sects! Unfortunately, because of this pulling-game of belief-method, 
the Truth is still in no man’s land!! The ancient sorcery system has been playing that 
sadists belief-game since the beginning, and caused so many bloody wars. It continues 
this cruel game, and my only duty is to inform you all about this. 
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Should we need ‘belief’ as an essential factor in social 
life? 

Answer-Before answering this question, let us look at the idea of the word ‘belief’ 
in detail. In fact, the idea of the word belief does not represent any kind of existence 
of anything. That shows an inability in knowing ‘something’. When we say ‘truth’, 
there we see the knowledge of the existence of ‘something’, and in the same way, 
when we say ‘untruth’, there we see the knowledge of the existence of nothingness. 
But when we say ‘I believe’, there we can’t see either type of knowledge of existence. 
That means we experience truth, and untruth etc. are in the form of knowledge of the 
existence of ‘something’ or nothingness, but when we say ‘I believe’, it gives the idea 
of the absence of knowledge of either the existence of ‘something’ or of ‘nothingness’. 
Thus ‘belief’ comes not in the category of knowledge, but comes under ignorance. 
Again, we know, when there is knowledge, there is no doubt, and the absence of 
knowledge only, produces the feeling doubt. Thus we realise that the feeling of doubt 
is nothing but the ‘belief’ itself, and ‘belief’ is nothing but the blind emotional 
attachment with the uncertainty!! If we don’t know a man’s behaviour, then there is 
the chance of believing others rumours about him. In other words, there is a chance 
of doubting that person. This path is dangerous to society in any way. So if anybody 
argues these doubts are required for smooth running of a society, then it is 
unacceptable. So with all above points, we can conclude that a society requires only 
knowledge, but not the belief for its smooth functioning. 

Did ‘belief’ work positively anywhere in the society? 
Answer- No. It did not work positively. At the police station and in the court, 

nobody cares our belief, there, they demand proof. Thus, the major areas of social life 
are covered in this way. The unknown ideas can be considered probabilities, but no 
need of considering them in the form of beliefs. But the argument that the love in the 
society would get paralysed in the absence of ‘mutual beliefs’, is a mere foolish notion. 
This is because the base of the real love lies in the feeling of sacrifice, not in ‘belief’. 
Even in selfish-love, we can see, when one person becomes useless, naturally the 
‘love’ decreases. We also see the ego conflicts cause a decrease in love. At the time of 
verbal fight, people use more logic than mutual belief!! In all these places we do not 
see any role of belief at all!! So we can confirm that the belief is nothing to do with the 
social life. 

What is the role of ‘belief’ in a religion? 
Answer- The function of ‘belief’ remains the same even if we speak about the 

religion. In general, this area much depends on ‘belief’. So we need again, some more 
explanation to clarify the point. We already know that the uncertainty is the mother 
of belief and not the knowledge. Doubt is its foundation as well. When ‘Truth’ comes, 
‘doubt’ must vanish. So like when ‘Truth’ comes the ‘belief’ has to recede. So, when 
we say “I believe in God”, then naturally it gives the idea that ‘I doubt in God’!! But 
every religion says that ‘God is Truth’, then which one should we accept? God is Truth, 
or God is doubt? If we are with first one, we have to reject its opposite the belief. But 
the only option otherwise we have is to hold the belief firmly, rejecting the idea that 
God is Truth!! Is it possible? When such situation comes to anybody, to avoid one 
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among his two favourites, he looks for the sensible and a better one for him. In the 
same way, here, between these two, ‘God is Truth’ seems sensible and real. 

When we realise both God and religion as universal truth, love and morality, with 
that we get, all-loving God, the sincere ‘devotion’ to God, and the perfect religion. 
Surprisingly, all are in their purified forms!! Naturally, we feel this as a complete 
explanation of God and Religion, without the touch of thousands of horribly 
contradicting beliefs. The religions of beliefs have been fighting one another, for 
thousands of years, only for their beliefs!! Unlike other wars, those fanatics’ wrath 
consumed countless innocent people, including women and children. Oh, those fanatic 
‘belief wars’ of religions raped many a chaste sisters and mothers!! Now, though 
beliefs are against science, but made compromise only with guns and bombs, acquired 
more strength, and they are on their way to their end-peak!! They drenched the world 
with blood for their belief. They cut the neck of human being for their so called great 
beliefs. Oh, Ocean of cruelty in the name of beliefs!! Those Great souls lived in every 
religion were inclined more to the wisdom, the fountain of truth and the source of 
universal love. They preached always God as ‘all-loving’. Beliefs are born blind 
because they lack the eyes of truth. This is the reason for cruelty overtaking the all-
loving nature in the belief-followers! Unfortunately, the people still say that the 
religion is the subject of beliefs, and it should be left free on its own!! 

Had we followed the path of considering God and religion as universal truth, love 
and morality, by giving nominal importance to those beliefs, then we would have 
enjoyed the ocean of peace with the passion of hearty love! But still we have the last 
chance for selection. And let us hope that we all will select a bright life for ourselves 
and for our next generations, rejecting the horrible suffering. 

If anybody says that all your spiritual experiences 

together is a kind of delusion, to them what answer you 
would give? 

Answer- You all are believers and you have right to believe in that way as well. If 
you want my answer, then I need to give a few points to those brothers and sisters 
who believe so. First of all, we have two kinds of such people. One group is Atheists, 
and another one is total-blind religious believers. 

To those Atheists, I remind them that millions of people experienced these astral 
beings in the past and even today some people are experiencing the same. What proof 
you have to refute all these human experiences as mere delusion? We had the greatest 
type of great souls who strictly observed the truth until their death without speaking 
a lie in their spiritual lifetime. Would they simply lie only for this one question? You 
always speak about weak mind, but we can see most of the great spiritual people with 
powerful brains as well. With that strong mind they experienced those astral beings!! 
You can’t blame their mind simply because you people could not catch the subtle 
beings within your mind. Vast majority of common people also cannot experience such 
beings like you, but we can’t stop you, if you believe it so. Some Atheists, no doubt, 
are far better than the fanatic religious scholars, and they sincerely try to bring forth 
the ugly faces of religions and blind beliefs. They are doing a great job in diluting the 
dangerous caste and fanatic feelings in the society. So, I appreciate their humanitarian 
social service from my heart. 
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Now, the second group is the blind religious believers. To them I remind another 
point that my case is not a new one, and every religion condemns other religions 
blindly out of their differences of beliefs!! Everybody is doing his religious duty only 
by condemning other faiths, and praising only their set of beliefs!! They just continue 
their condemning profession, and in their latest version they added me as well. Now, 
I request you to read the below points before your personal final-conclusion. 

1. Every religion is based on the human astral experiences. This means, the 
experiences of spiritual teachers, saints, prophets etc., are mere human beings’ astral 
experiences. This shows clearly that only those ‘human astral experiences’ created all 
these available religions!! 

2. I am also human being, so you can’t claim the astral experiences only to your 
own human spiritual teachers or prophets. 

3. I also spoke with those different divine beings, and also saw some of them in 
their different divine forms!! After a very long time, due to my cross questioning 
nature, I got some solid proofs for doubting the whole visions. Later I started spying 
on these visions and finally realised that there must be some hidden power which 
should control those astral beings. Still later, I found those hidden real directors of 
this astral vision drama. Every vision is true as far as that sphere is concerned. 
Unfortunately, every vision is a kind of “directed play” from the totality view point!! 
All gods and creator Gods are true as far as such visible spheres are concerned. The 
ancient sorcery system hides and so cannot be seen in the astral spheres, but they are 
the exact directors of this uncertain and vague earthly as well as astral visions. Please 
think that my words are not the astral being’s revelations, they are the derived words 
of the result of very dangerous and hard spying. 

4. Instead of accepting everything said in the astral visions for true and real, had 
spiritualists spied in the astral world before many millennia, today we would have 
lived in this world better than any great heaven of human imagination! 

One creator God is explained in different and contradicting ways! This is similar to 
the absurd explaining of Sun’s colour as blue, green, yellow, etc. Thus, it shows that 
the people are still in the midst of delusion regarding the God concept. 

What is your ultimate advice to world people on the basis 
of your subtle discoveries? 

Answer- On the basis of my subtle findings, I can say clearly, and without any 
doubt that people should decrease the quantity of ‘cruelty’ and ‘immoral sex’ from 
the world by any means. This should be done with the total human effort. 

What is religion and what is irreligion, can you explain 
with an example? 

Answer- Now, here is one small story. In the beginning, the leader of demons tried 
so much to change then-society into wicked ways, but he could not do anything 
because people’s understandings were so clear. Finally, he called all his demon 
disciples to find a solution for this. He also simply reminded nearing one opportunity, 
in which if anybody repeats God’s name for a certain period like God devotees, will 
receive one boon which he wished. Then, one intelligent demon rose and he consoled 
his leader that he would solve his problem! Leader surprised, but allowed him to go. 
This intelligent demon sat with devotees for a boon. Finally, after so many months, 
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God appeared and sanctioned everybody one boon to ask. Every devotee asked different 
boons, but big boons, and God sanctioned them all. Finally, he came to this demon 
and asked “what do you want?”, then the intelligent demon answered, “My God, I 
don’t want any big boon, but I need only one small boon that “you just exchange the 
‘Hell-written board’ and ‘Heaven-written board,’ which are now hung in front of 
respective places” that’s all I needed. God laughed and said, “Very silly boon,” and 
sanctioned!! The story says that earlier people used all humanistic, sympathetic, and 
kind deeds as the means for reaching Heaven, but after the exchange of ‘Boards,’ they 
started all demonic deeds as the means for reaching Heaven. The story ends with the 
joy of demon-leader and giving that intelligent demon a big position in his domain!! 

Now, you can catch very easily what is religion and what is irreligion within a few 
words! 

When you speak and do “good” for humanity, it is religion, but when you make 
casts, classes, biased and selfish morals under religious rules, then it is irreligion. 
When you speak and do “good” for humanity, then it is of course religion, but when 
you try to force on others your personal God, beliefs, and rituals, then those acts 
become irreligion. Unfortunately, every religion and sect tries this on others in 
different ways including violence method!! So far, we got the results of such irreligion, 
and they are very huge!! Can you think that hatred, violence, and bloodshed came out 
from the results of religious deeds? Can you imagine this contradiction? It shows 
clearly the final purpose of such religions and sects, etc. are “irreligion” itself, and 
that is the very basic technique of that ancient sorcery system and that has been used 
from the beginning. 

Now the solution is also very easy! We need to ‘rearrange’ the exchanged ‘Boards’ 
to its original position with a universal method. That is all we need to do to re-
establish the righteousness, and to achieve a maiden Golden age on this planet!! 
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• God is universal truth, love, and morality. Greater than this, there is no God 
quality, and lesser than this, it is not a God quality. 

• Think many times, then, you may get the truth, but believe in something in 
your whole lifetime, there you never get the truth.             

• War is considered a mountain of violence. On the other hand, religion is 
considered a mountain of peace, but religious war is mere a mountain of 
nonsense.                       

• Even the terrible war-cruelty of emperor Ashoka was ended totally one day 
when he realized the depth of human pain! But, the war-cruelty developed 
by the religions will never bring that realization at all! This means, even the 
God cannot stop that cruelty forever. When we all know, God is love and 
cruelty is Satan, the idea “religious war or cruelty for God” only sounds 
terribly blasphemous.                     

• Every Human being suffers more than animal because the human being has 
an invisible, huge ego-belly. When you don’t have “ego,” then you will suffer 
very less than animals. 

• Try to introspect every day, and try to respect the greatness.                  

• Pardoning is a personal option. You can’t connect it with religious way. 
Religion, on the other hand, is personal as well as social in its structure. 
Religion tries to curb the number of wicked people in the society by punishing 
the wrongdoers. The big deficiency of ‘pardoning’ is, it doesn’t assure in the 
‘pardoned’ a positive quality change! If a positive quality change comes in 
the ‘pardoned’, then only that ‘pardoning’ becomes a religious act. Suppose, 
it didn’t change his quality positively, then it would become an anti-religious 
act only because it supported the wicked in the society. 

• The ‘thought’ is our preceptor who reasons and brings us the truth, but 
‘belief’ is the defector who kills reason and brings us the intellectual death. 

• The sacrifices within the religious books have made all those books sacred, 
but only the sacrifices within human hearts can make the humans sacred and 
pure. 
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• God is great, no doubt, this is because God has the greatest qualities, but the 
beliefs and rituals are the least because they impel the people to fight with 
blind stupidity. 

• God is always the universal Truth, Love, and Morality, and so, we cannot see 
in God any brutality. 

• Patience is natural to the Great souls, but it is a suffering to the common 
people. The benefit of patience is that it saves people from misjudgement, 
which is the cause of any collapse!! 

• We like a cool breeze in the summer season, but not in the winter. This 
indicates, we only ‘like’ what actually we need! If one’s liking is with Good 
qualities, one will become a God-like person. If one’s liking is with wicked 
qualities, then one will become a Satan-like person. This knowledge alone is 
enough to judge every movement in any religion! 

• Whatever the worldly people do, they only do as a preparation for future 
enjoyment! On the other hand, Great soul’s life is not the preparation, but to 
him, it is only the consumption of joyful nectar of that great broad-mind. 

• This human race is not produced by any other relationship except the 
husband-wife relationship. Moreover, they are the people who bring up the 
children, but in a different status called parents. If the parents are good, the 
possibility of their children following their parents’ good qualities is also 
more. This would make the whole population ‘good’ as well. Because of all 
these factors, the husband-wife relationship is considered the most 
important one. 

• Every religion, sect, and spirituality endeavoured for world people, but the 
world went worse than before! They endeavoured again, but the world still 
went worse than before! Again, they endeavoured, again the world went 

worse! In the future, they will endeavour again, will the trend change 
suddenly to good? When we ask the Atheists the reason for this disaster, they 
point at the Theists! When we ask Theists the reason, they claim that their 
Gods already informed about this disaster at the beginning itself!! Then, what 
is the use of all these endeavours? 

• Misers always live harder than the blind!! This is because they unnaturally 
feel burns within their stomach whenever they depart with the money. This 
is similar in the case of religious misers as well. They are trying to take all 
the mercy of ‘creator God of human beings’ exclusively into their religions, 
and say that those are in other religions cannot have the God’s mercy and His 
heaven!! 
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• Rich people deposit their richness somewhere in the banks and in some 
papers, but claim rich, sitting far away in their residences! In the ritual-
religion, they follow some mechanical repetitions and claim they are fully 
religious as well!! The practices for great soul-life are not so, it is like a long 
treatment, in which he purifies his mind. He diagnoses the ego-virus first 
and gets ‘introspection’ treatment next. Finally, emerges out with only 
religious juice without any trouble-creator religious waste. 

• In the forest, we can see millions of trees and plants, but they have neither 

any relationship among one another nor fight one another! Unfortunately, 
human beings have thousands of relationships, but they fight thousands of 
times with those same relationships! Relationships can take a human being 
to divinity, and the same relationships can take human to devilish acts as 
well! In the former, the basic thought is “world-family”, but in the latter, 
the thought is “my family” or “I must be the first in the family”! 

• In the society, generally, the idea “favour” decides the Good and bad qualities 
of humans, and not the human’s good and bad behaviours!! Favour is one’s 
kind act, and it cannot be the standard of concluding one’s total behaviour. 

• When life values become one’s mental experience, there we can see the birth 
of a great soul. 

• The difference between scientists and the great souls is that the scientists 
increase the happiness of convenience in human life, but the great souls 
increase the happiness of purity and contentment in human life. 
Unfortunately, in the absence of the latter happiness, the former cannot work 
by itself because a tortured mind demands nothing except the peace of mind!! 

• We can see two types of Atheists in this world. Between these two types, one 
type does not believe in the existence of any god. The other type also does 
not believe in gods, but the only difference here is that the second type 
Atheists add an additional phrase, “except our God” with their sentences! In 
this way, we can see only Atheists in this world! Great souls worship the 
quality-God, and not any belief and ritual god. So, they can see god in every 
god. This makes great souls the real Theists. Now it is clear that the only 
Theists we can see on this planet are the Great souls!! 

• There is a great difference between peace and happiness. Peace is a ‘state’ of 
mind. It is that mental state where the mind is without the past, present and 
future imaginations. On the other hand, happiness is the expression of 
feeling when one gets his desire fulfilled. Peace is a state of mind, so it is 
common and universal. It never depends on any reason or cause and effect. 
It won’t vanish by itself unless humans ignore it. Also, it won’t get different 
shape now and then! Now, happiness is a kind of disturbed state of mind, but 
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that brings that person the feeling of relief and joy. Happiness is not a 
common type and varies from man to man. This needs a certain reason for 
its creation and these reasons are innumerable in numbers as well. Happiness 
is not a constant one. That means the same happiness has the quality of 
fluctuations. The same happiness may seem in one’s later years as sadness. 
It can occur both from subject and object sides. For example, when one’s taste 
decreases on something, then the happiness decreases, and when the object 
becomes old, then also happiness decreases. 

• Common people crave for happiness and lose their mental peace. On the other 
hand, Great souls live in a state of peace of mind, and handle the happiness 
with calculations and ease! 

• The “ego” feeling of a person keeps him always the priority, and makes him 
blind to his own mistakes! This is why people see the mistakes in others as 
horrible though they do those mistakes themselves!! In fact, if one wants to 
blame other’s mistakes, then he must be the person who does not commit 
such mistakes in his real life. In this perspective, we can guess the sincerity 
of all ‘allegations’ poured on others on this planet! Like one drunkard 
mocking another drunkard for his bad drinking habit, we can see in this 
world such cheats in disguise of truthful people!! 

• Today human beings need only individual freedom. In fact, the sail of the 
boat of human life needs the wind of hearty love. We can’t get this with 
individual freedom, but for attaining that we need the only freedom the so-
called freedom for sacrifice! Have your individual freedom, but don’t forget 
the freedom for sacrifice, lest you will lose your happy and safe life. 

• When human being suffers, only then that person becomes introvert. The 
thoughts of life and death are very alien to common people. Surprisingly, 

without these minimum philosophical fragments, nobody becomes good at 
heart. In fact, common people enjoy their life in bits, but suffer painful hits 
from all sides! This is because they cannot advise themselves like the people 
who introspect themselves. 

• If we err when we cook, its consumption will be a bitter event. In the same 
way, if we don’t correct our today’s actions, they will come back with bitter 
experiences. 

• Parents should take care of their children not to mock or joke others. This is 
because the ancient sorcery system uses these children or ‘this stage’ for 
their extreme negative purposes. I already told that the ancient sorcery 
system uses every stage of human life and collecting different stage’s 
negative energies from all!! Human beings are still ignorant of these secret 
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activities happening within them! Parents should give freedom to argue for 
truth and justice, but prevent their children from joking and mocking others. 

• Restlessness reduces the skill. Those who are interested in improving their 
skill have to search for some means to get rid of this restlessness. Fanatic 
restlessness is the worst type of restlessness in this world, and that reduces 
one’s thinking power totally! 

• Speed is not a curse, but when one faces an accident then it becomes a curse. 
Slowness is not a curse, but when it fails to reach the goal then it becomes 
the curse. Thus, almost all things appear in these two forms. You always get 
the blessings and not the curses of events. For this, you need Sathyachintan! 

• Universal love represents the way of God’s love on people. God’s heart 
contains every human being, but loves only those good people. If anybody 
argues against this point has to prove whether God loves Satan. 

• There is no value-distance between two zeros, but the ‘life’ which starts from 
one zero and ends in another has got a great distance between them! Great 
souls see this distance as yet another zero, so they live with the bliss of 
contentment and peace. On the other hand, common people give billion-
importance to those ‘distances’, but they travel without a penny of 
contentment and peace until the end! Now, we can clearly realize one point 
that to get profit in life-business, money and property are incapable, but 
Great soul’s Sathyachintan alone is capable. 

• Don’t go for correcting anybody. You just provide all ideas to the people. If 
possible you can inspire by narrating the real merits of the great life. 
Correcting has one dangerous stage that is to see mistakes in others for that 
purpose! This can be possible only on those who determined and agreed for 
that method. This is very uncommon, so never go for correcting anybody. 
Instead, do mere service to those people who wish to have it from you. The 
method of correcting oneself is the best method and it is also called by the 
name introspection. Do this practice, and become a great soul at ease. 

• Hearty love comes from the sacrifice, and this love of heart is absent in 
egoistic people. The reason is that the ego sense prevents the great feeling of 
sacrifice! When we speak about sacrifice, one need not remember the alms 
and donations one has given before. This is because this can be done by any 
wicked person as well. The real sacrifice is not considering oneself as the 
first. Its result is, only then his heart starts telling him others also human 
beings like him. Shun the mind’s idea “I am the first” and go to the heart 
and see the tears of love there is the best. Love is an animal instinct, but 
hearty love is the human’s evolved intent.        
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• If anybody in a car tries to give a free lift unknowingly to a person who is on 
his evening walking to decrease his big belly, will surely and sincerely reject 
that offer. Here, his ‘purpose’ rejected that offer. This means, at first desire 
creates the purpose, and later this purpose drags him to all kinds of works 
needed for that. Now, we should aware of one very important point, and that 
point is we should be very careful about our selection of purposes or aims in 
our life, lest we will lose our results. Great souls select peace, contentment, 
and bliss as their main aims of life, and only try to attain anything according 

to their merits. On the other hand, common people select money, wealth, 
position, joy, etc., as their main aims of life. In both cases, there are works 
and their respective results as well. In the former, it is like a ‘boat with the 
self-controlling oars’ on the sea, and in the latter, it is like the ‘sailed boat 
without oars’ on the sea. This sailed boat without oars bound to swing from 
one place to other, according to the exclusive wishes of the different winds! 

• A cure is everything to a bedridden person. Daily food is everything to a 
healthy, but an empty-stomach person. A small house is everything to a 
stomach full, but a homeless person. A big house and a car is everything to a 
small house owner. Power and status is everything to a big house owner. To 
get further heights is everything to a rich and influential person. Stopping 
others ‘rising to his level’ is everything for a most powerful and rich person. 

• In society, most people consider the lower level people as poor and behave 
accordingly with them. From such type of people, nobody can expect any real 
love. This is because if you fail and fall down, then you can see such person’s 
earlier love getting slowly changed into a mild mockery! Money is the love 
producing machine here, and love is fluctuating like the stock market in these 
human minds!! 

• We enjoy all the facilities of science only because science allowed the change. 
If not, maximum, we would have seen very costly bullock cart in front of 
every house today. In the same way, had religions allowed the change in 
them, we would have lived today in a heaven-like world that is with full of 
peace and hearty love. Unfortunately, just like avoiding modern vehicles and 
arguing firmly for bullock carts, religions and sects are still arguing only for 
their antiquities, with a firm stand against the change! The ancient sorcery 
system has been using “belief” as its weapon, and it worked as well! Hatred, 
violence, bloodshed, all such kinds of devilish feelings and actions they 
derived from this belief-weapon!! Truth is better than belief. In fact, they are 
poles to each other. Now, if we need an escape from this ancient sorcery, then 
we need to do only a small job. The only solution is to accept the great and 
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godly ‘Truth’ in the place of ‘belief’ that has been blindly accepted and 
followed so far. 

• If you give many bags of sugar to a diabetic patient, it will not help him. In 
the same way, whatever wealth one possesses will not help that person who 
mentally suffers in his life. He cannot feel happiness, when his mind suffers 
in any form. Heaven is in the mind, still, Hell is not outside to find. Now, to 
enjoy the life, we know, the short way is to control our mind! Again, to control 
our mind nobody stands against it from outside, and there the villain is our 

own mind!! Finally, we can realize, successful introspection is a simple 
solution for this great job. 

• Introspection is also called as an internal Sathyachintan. If we forget this 
practice, we can’t correct ourselves, and then, naturally, the effect of the 
external Sathyachintan becomes very weak. Thus, the internal Sathyachintan 
or introspection is an essential factor for a blissful life of any individual who 
tries the path of great life. 

• If anybody does the Sathyachintan and Introspection in favour of himself or 
for somebody’s sake, then that favouring method is absolutely common 
people’s method. If those practices are done without any kind of inclination, 
only to find permanent solutions, then that method becomes great souls’ 
method. One very important point is that arguments based on ‘favours’ 
cannot stop the repetition of problems until the end! All those who are trying 
for a great life should remember this fact all the time. Unfortunately, people 
included their God and religion within this ‘favouring’ type of argument. The 
result is, though they claimed their God and religion for peace, they hated 
and fought one another until this day. Where is the sincerity and also 
truthfulness when they destroy the peace of their own religions? All religions 
declare ‘cheating’ as a grave sin, but what may be the quantity of sin they 

might have procured when they cheated their own peace generating religious 
duty! 

• Justice always goes with truth, but sometimes it goes beyond the 
considerations of heart. For example, after selling the house, a family, with 
buyer’s permission, stays one more week in that house. Now, heartless-
justice says “you can’t say this ‘sold house’ now as ‘my house’. On the other 
hand, hearty-justice says “whoever resides in a house can say “my house” 
until he leaves, and ownership is a different matter.” Great souls stay with 
hearty-justice because it always brings love and peace. Hearty-justice and 
hearty-love are the two main factors which make a human a great soul.

http://sost-r.org/
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My dear brothers and sisters, I have done my duty sincerely, and hope that 

you have realized the dangers of that ancient sorcery system. I am the one 

fortunately escaped goat from the herd that has been led to the 

slaughterhouse! Still, the threat is not over, but I am happy that I could 

manage to inform you what is actually happening in the name of religion 

and sect in those secret subtle spheres. I will try, with my own spiritual 

powers, which are created as the solutions against those discovered sorcery’s 

secret dangers, to develop further and to do some good to humanity. I can’t 

think a religion or sect of my own even in my dream because I know very well, 

without a speck of doubt, all they have become the very easy traps of that 

ancient sorcery system! Goodness is the God, and Good-living is the religion. 

Then, every God is only the goodness, and every religion is only the good-

living, and I agree with every God and religion in this RIGHT AND DIVINE 

VIEW. Every type of salvation, whether conscious or super conscious, must 

need this state of mind otherwise salvation of any kind is not possible. I 

consider the exposing of the secrets of that ancient sorcery system to the 

world-society is my primary duty, and if my words influence anybody to 

reduce one’s fanaticism, and also to control one’s immoral activities, then 

that will be my happy fulfilment of life. - Omdeva 

NB. We have revealed many of the messages of Omdeva unto you now. There are 
some more messages, and we will upload those messages after sometime. Sincere 
questions are welcome, and you will receive the answers after a few days in this same 
website, in the specified question and answer page. Omdeva is not willing to have any 
face-to-face interview with anybody. An interview is nothing but a mere 
questionnaire. So, we advise the people who are willing to interview Omdeva in-
person can send that questionnaire and receive the answers in the above said method. 

 
-Aware and make Aware- 


